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Like the lasting bond between two swans, the magical beauty of Steuben is eternal.

STEUBEN
Timeless-Elegant' - American
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The Aviara Collection

Bernkardl presents Aviara, a 

contemporary collection with a bold 

new character, fine-tuned for spacious 

living. Prismatic recessed carving of 

ash hardwoods and veneers contrast 

with plush leather and the textural 

effect of stone-topped night stands. A 

classical influence permeates the Aviara 

Collection, offering the old-world 

appeal of weathered statuary.

Aviara is aj)ailable through your

interior designer. Bernhardt is a

209-year-old maker of fine wood and

upholstered furniture, from traditional

to contemporary.
For additional information call

2.800.340.0240, ext. 2007

or visit our web site at

www.bernhardlfurniture.com

Furniture Makers Since 2889

BERNHARDT
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Cross-decorating
COUPLE WALKS INTO BANANA REPUBLIC to shop for clothing, and discovcfs 
they really want to buy the chairs right off the display floor. A woman enters a Sulka 
boutique to find a gift, and realizes she has walked into the inspiration for the dress
ing room she wants at home. The knife pleats on another woman’s Marc Jacobs skirt 

are what the upholsterer will soon be tacking to the edge of her slipper chair. A gentleman strolling 
down a Parisian boulevard fantasizes about the house he intends to build, and suddenly stumbles on 
the architecture of his dreams in ajil Sander boutique. What’s with all the cross-decorating?

Some of us arc label purists, and we wear only Prada, or only 
Chanel, rigorous in our adherence to an aesthetic code. And we 
live in rooms that are pure Liaigre, or devotedly eighteenth cen
tury. Many more of us, thou^, are label agno.stics; we find plea
sure in the mix: Armani with the G^, Gucci with Rocket Dog,
Hermes with Brooks Brothers. Our rooms are Christie’s, Baker, 
and Brimfield. Laliquc meets Pottery Barn, Ikea meets Schu- 
maker. Why shouldn’t we live the w^ we dress?

The feshion world is coming home. This is something of a sur
prise, because fashion is mostly a public affair, hot and fast. It’s a 
business of change; its place of exchange is the street. The hyper
activity is all about being out and ^out. Fashion people’s visual 
senses are so finely tuned that the/re seeing not what we want 
today but what (they hope) we’ll want tomorrow. That’s vfiy it’s 
fascinating to follow fashion jieoplc home. The successful ones 
have a fixity of vision that serves them well whether they’re pro
ducing a collection of pieces for our rooms or decorating their 
own. They have mastered the art of editing. Valentino’s offices 
bear his stamp of opulent simplicity. The architecture of the 
bowls and vases in Calvin Klein’s 
Home Collection and the gentle hue 
of his sheets and towels tcson^c with 
the palette and line of the clothes 
we’ve come to expect from him.

This kind of strong, stable identity 
in home design—the branding of a 
name, of a look—is something the 
furniture industry (with a few key 
exceptions) has been struggling to 
develop and communicate to a new 
generation of customers. The woman 
who can rattle off her six favorite 
designers, and her teenage dau^ter’s 
ten favorite labels, could probably 
not tell you the six leading furniture 
manufacturers who form the core of

a
that industry. (Fabric houses have done a much better job, 
interestingly.) TTiis is a shame, because, of course, the same 
woman who buys six pairs of Gucci loafers and three Chanel 
suits in one season is spending even more money on armchairs 
and dining tables, to nothing of bathtubs and cooktops.

What furniture people do understand is that at home we 
are adamantly anti-Dcsign Police. We don’t want a lot of pre
tension, hype, and bullying about what’s in, what’s out, what’s 
hip, what’s passe. Well-edited, thoughtful, pulled-together, 
harmonious—that’s fine. But sacrificing comfort for purity? 
warmth for impact? an heirloom for a trend? The attitude 
that we decorate slavishly along label lines —or decade lines, 
or color lines—gets incredibly boring incredibly quickly. We 
look for the same comfortable elegance, the same approach
able luxury at home that we look for in clothing. We insist on 
our mix. There is no single style that is the only fashionable 
style. And it turns out that the fashion world at home bears 
this out. Designers live with enormous variety: tailored, 
eclectic, traditional, funky, or fussy. The fashion tribes are as 

charmingly varied and idiosyn
cratic in the way they decorate as
the rest of us. Home is, after all,
not meant to contain the kind of
heat that’s thrown off by the flash § 
of a trend. Home is a place where ; 
we want to explore and express i 
something a little more abiding ? 
about who we are. Home may have | 
curb appeal, but it is in the end a |
place we share by invitation only.

Dominique Browning, editor
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A classic? It's timeless styling, elegance and sophistication all woven together. It’s Karastan. For details, call 1-800-234-1120 ext. B2.

Collection of Tea Wash'" Rjgs.01998 Karastan.Shown: Persian Vase, from the Samovar
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All things to 
Some People

Fine antiques from 
18th' and 19th'Century Europe. 

Reproductions handmade to 
individual specifications and 

aged to reflect the 
character of period furniture.

Four generations of service to the trade. 
Atlanta Decorative Arts Center. 

800-4'HOLLAND. 404-233-0233.

A WILLIAM NORWICH
Billy, as he is aJfectionately known, went beyond the call of duty as editor at large 
for House S' Garden this month. His understanding not only of fashion but how it 
relates to the home was just what we needed for our fashion issue. “I like people 
who look attractive,” Billy admits, and often writes about them in his weekly 
“Style Diary” for The New Tbrk Observer. Recognizing the correlation between 
fashion and decor, he asks, “If you can wear a Calvin Klein dress, then why not have 
him dress your home?” Who better than Billy to visit eight fashion designers at 
home and act as a messenger from the front? His enthusiasm suffuses each story, 
whether he’s describing a poignant moment at Gianfranco Ferre’s house, experi
encing the “mix” of Nicolas Ghesquiere, or sitting at the piano with Isaac Mizrahi.

< TODD EBERLE
The projects Eberle photographed for this issue 
(“Lightness and Being,” page 190, and ‘Ain’t Life 
Grand?” page 180) are, by his account, “at opposite 
ends of the spectrum,” Both, however, “are examples 
of how personalities create an environment.” 
Eberle, who has awards from the Society of Publica
tion Designers and the American Institute of 
Architects, will have a show with Robert Polidori at 
Manhattan’s Robert Miller Gallery in March 1999.

44Tlland^Grmpany

tt!Fine Antiques & AgeJ Repniduction.s

> PIETER ESTERSOHN
Estersohn began collecting 20th-century photogra
phy at age 15. Not until 1979, when Interview maga
zine asked him to report on photographers, did he 
segue into a career as a fashion photographer and, 
eventually, into shooting interiors and still-lifes.
For this issue, Estersohn traveled to Milan to pho
tograph the Etro brothers (“Sibling Revelry,” 
page 182), whom he describes as “highly aesthetic, 
though in very different ways.

Depth of Knowledge.

Breadth of Selection.

Height of Quality.

A^jecl als« uvailahk
exclu.'iively ul

Baker Knapp & Tuhhs Shcnemams.
— HOPE MEYERS
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Introducing Anew Day Force
Vertical Lifting Lotion

Visibly firm sagging skin like nothing before.
With AVCIO, you'll see a tighter,

redded ParsoT 1789 effectively
shields' skin from damagng U VA rays and

protects against the sun damage that
can contribute to future sagging. Stad: to see

results in just 2 weeks, dramatic improvement
in 12 weeks or your money back. Guaranteed,

Call your Avon Representative,
or order direct at www.avon.com

or 1 800 FOR AVON.

Use with Anew Night Force
for a 24-hour lift
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ligne reset

Peter MALY BED. Lee the Maly bed become your sanctuary. The back cushions may be positioned anywhere along the perimeter of 
the mattress, creating a refuge for rest and relaxation. The side panels, available in beech, natural

array of fabrics. The Maly bed illustrates why Ligne Roset is renowned for offering Europe's finest collection of beds.
pearwood .stained, may also be upholsteredor

m a vast

understated furniture, beautifully crafted in France. Ligne Roset offers versatile pie 
created by cop European designers. Visit us and experience the innovation and subtle luxury of Ligne Roset, 

Call 1-800-BY-ROSET to order a catalogue or to contact a showroom near you.

Aclanra, Boston, Chapel Hill NC, Chicago, Cincinnari. Denver, Detroit, Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, New Orleans. New York, Philadelphi 

Raleigh NC, Rochester NY, Sacramento, Sr. Louis, S.in Hrancisco, Seattle. Washington DC. San Juan PR, Calgary. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto. Vancouver. Wi

LIGNE ROSET distinctive. CCS

la, Pittsburgh, 

nnipeg
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Welcome home. Imroducing Tiffany Nature, English fine hone china inspired by turn~of-the-century drawings from the Tiffany Archives. 

Sold in sets fffour: Dinner plates, $220. Dessert plates, $150. Cups and saucers, $240. Serving pieces offered individually.

Tiffany & Co.
FOR TIFFANY STORE LOCATIONS OR INQUIRIES CALL 800-526-0649.
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wash ’n’ wear
Clean clothes never go out of style. For anyone who cares about fashion, a 
chic and efficient laundry room is a pressing concern—and the right accessories 

I count. Also this month, Bill Blass’s favorite florist, Oscar de la Renta’s surprising
I wedding dishes, and The 20-Minute Gardener’s guide to tailoring your trees.

EDITED BY DAN SHAW
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Domestic [ 
Bliss

into the fold

WASH ’N’ W

he laiindry room is arguably the linch
pin of a well-run house. For Anne Bass, 
the best-dressed arts patron whose 

many homes are known for their sumptu
ous coziness, laundry is an avocation. “I 
have a real passion for fine linens, which is 
probably how I got started,” she says.

Now she can’t stop herself Bass is always 
on the lookout for new

t
_ I \ 1N E N methods and products

maintaining clothes and tex
tiles. For inspiration, she 
advises visiting the Han- 

I cock Shaker Village in west- 
bfi ern Massachusetts. “Old 
08 Shaker drying racks are 

beautiful,” she notes. For 
m3 armchair laundresses, she

[■ for

%
ago, she discovered theGale Hayman, theS
joys of doing her ownbeauty entrepreneur

wash. “While I still sendwho once ran the
my cashmere sweaters to the dry 
cleaner—which I know is wrong!— 
I love the ease of washing my 
own T-shirts and linens,” she 

— says. “It gives me a sense of 
accomplishment. But I still have 

a problem; I haven’t mastered folding

Beverly Hills boutique Giorgio, says, “If 
you care about clothes, you have to 

know how to care for them.” For

suggests three books to 
read during the spin cycle:

Franqoise de Bonneville’s Tke Book
of Fine Linen (Flammarion); Christina jSI||( Christmas last year, she gave

her friends professional-style 
Jiffy Steamers. “Some of 

\ them loved them, and some of them

Hardyment’s Behind the Scenes: Domes- ? 
tic Arrangements in Historic Houses /' 
(The National Trust/Harry N. 
Abrams), and Michele Durkson

/

/ thought I was crazy,” she says.
Elizabeth Saltzman, fashion 

director for Vanity Fair, admits 
—she’s crazy about washing and iron

ing. “I live for laundry,” she says. 
“I have a motto: Order calms.

fitted sheets.
Clise’s The Linen Closet: How to 
Care for Tour Fine Linens and Lace 
(Chronicle). For ironing linens, a 
mangle or rotary iron is manda- : 
tory. “They transform the sheets,” 1 
Bass promises. And to ensure that 
linens smell as good as they look, 
she turns to Europe’s L’Occitane,Jo 
Malone, and Edith Mezard for floral 
sprays and waters (which can go in your 
iron). “Using more than just Tide makes the Old Navy spokeswoman Carrie Donovan 
whole process more enjoyable,” she says.

d*
Uv«nde

And doing the laundry is my ther
apy. When I return from traveling, 
doing the wash allows me to reclaim 

my home.”
When legendary fashion editor and

bought a country house a few years

THE IRON AGE

fhenewspin In France, even laundry equipment is 
soigne. Tucked away in the old post

an a washing machine be politically cor
rect? Yes. according to environmen
talists, who are pushing front-loading 

tumble washers with a "horizontal axis" because 
they use much less water and energy than tradi
tional top-loaders. While many Americans still 
associate front-loaders with Laundromats, the 
sleek models from European companies like 
Miele, Bosch, left, and ASKO have been popular 
with the style- and status-conscious for years. The 
buzz has been so overwhelming that American 
manufacturers like Frigidaire, General Electric, 
and Maytag are now producing front-loaders too.

office of Verneuil-en-Bourbonnais, a
small village in central France, the 
Musee du Lavage et du Repassage 
(Museum of Washing and Ironing; 33- 
4-70>45-d1-S3) started as an exhibition 
of flatirons at the local flea market.
Based on the collection of Jacques
Lebrun, president of the museum and 
of Eurofer, the largest European asso> 
elation of flatiron collectors, the
gallery features stunning antique 
washboards, mangles, and irons from
around the world. —HOPE MEYERS

For ell doufoee. back of book.
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INTRODUCING THE ALL-NEW 215HP V6 INTRIGUE ENGINE.
Optimal power. Incredible agility. And state-oHhe-art engine technology. 

All perfectly balanced for an exceptional driving experience.
The Intrigue. Your commute will never be the same.

/

Oldsmobile
www.intriguecar.com
1-888-4INTRIGUE®199B GM Cgip. All righte reserved.
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Bliss
clothes encounters

B
arbara Barry is giving buttoned-
down Brooks Brothers a makeover.
To help update its image, the 180-

year-old haberdashery enlisted Barry, a hip
Los Angeles designer, to plan the new sixth floor at

the Madison Avenue flagship. “There will be wearable 
furniture to complement Brooks Brothers’s wearable clothing,” 

she says. Barry playfully describes the palette of the addition— 

which will house the store’s new luxury men’s line—as “a Mon
drian of dark and light": navy flannel suiting for the curtains 
and white linen shirting for the walls. Barry custom-designed 
all the furniture, including leather club chairs, which the 
store may eventually carry for sale. With Barry loosening

FASHIONABLE
NOMADS

Narciso Rodriguez, above, 
describes today's fashion mak
ers as “millennial gypsies,” 
traveling nonstop to fulfill the 
demands of an increasingly 
global business. “It’s definitely 
about being mobile, definitely 
about being constantly in 
motion,’ 
who’s been applauded by the 
fashion press for his own col
lection as well as for his designs 
for Loewe, the Spanish luxury 
house. “I’m either in the air, in 
New York, in Milan, or encamped 
at the Ritz in Madrid.” What's his 
advice for making a hotel room 
into a home? “Portable stereo 
speakers, and never mind pack
ing light. I bring all the clothes I 
want. It’s my great luxury—not 
figuring out what I might want 
to wear next week.”

the necktie, classic becomes cool. — GOLI MALEKI

wouldn't mind inhabiting, with
Gucci-esque silver vases and a
tufted-satin bedroom suite that
seems very Billy Baldwin.says the designer

But in fact, Sherman's inspi
ration was Elsie De Wolfe, the
influential American—she once
declared herself "the first interior
decorator"—whom he feels is
unjustly remembered for chintz
and white Louis XVI chairs. “A lot
of what she did was frilly and
French-y," he admits, "but there 
was a period in the late 1920s and 
early 1930s when she did linear, 

or the new film Gods and Monsters, clean-lined environments, with low, squared-off 
Richard Sherman was asked to design furniture and mirrored tables. I’m surprised that 
a 1930s-style Hollywood house for more movies haven't picked up on her.”

James Whale (played by Sir Ian McKellen, 
above, right, with co-star Brendan Fraser), the striking veneered Deco pieces from Karl XII 
real-life figure who created the Frankenstein Swedish Antiques, an L.A. store. Wait: aren’t 

movies of the 1930s, and who was found those Louis XVI chairs in the hail? Sherman

elsie de wolfe redux
His film set has chocolate brown walls and—WILLIAM NORWICH o<4

Q

O
O

dead in eerie circumstances in his Pacific sheepishly admits he liked the shape of their 
Palisades swimming pool. The house rounded backs. Well, Elsie would certainly

•INGRID ABRAMOVITCH

O

that Sherman imagined is one we approve.

^ falrukmsfakes0.
Leave it to Annette and Oscm' de la Renta to find the world’s mo.st elegant tin plates, 
left. For the June wedding of Annette’s daughter Eliza Reed, who works as a vice 
president for her fashion designer stepfather, the audacious de la Rentas served 

^ Eliza’s wedding cake to rheir 500 guests on copies of iSth-century Sevres porcelain. 
“They thought they were extremely amusing, festive, and certainly unusual," says 

Reed, who happily shares her source for the £3.95 plates: the gift shop at Waddeson 
Manor, the Rothschild estate in Buckinghamshire, England (44-296-651260).

I
O

O
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antique baby grand: $7,000

weekly lessons: $75

vintage metronome: $200

learning mozart at 48:

5-U2 msb A’[he new Platinum MasterCard’ has a high spending limit

so you can get what you want out of life. 3.

there are some things money can’t buy.

for everything else there’s MasterCard.

MiiBierCard Intemacinnal Incorporated www-mascercard.com



THE FOREST FLOOR: DESIGNED BY DENNIS CLEMMENS

ANN SACKS
Vr-A _*•< f.

r**

Tile & Stone
A KDHLERCOMpany

1.800.278.TILE
www.annsackstile.com

COSTA MESA, CA, Eurobat/i & Vie • LOS ANGELES, CA, Ann Sacks Tile & Stone • SAN FRANCISCO. CA, Ann Sacks Tile & Stone • DENVER, CO, Ann Sacks Tile & Stone
• WESTPORT, CT, Westport Tile & Design • CLERMONT, FL, Grac/ous Living Design Center • DAVIE, FL, Expo Design Center • MIAMI, FL, Expo Design Center • ATLANTA, 
GA, Ceramic Technics • KETCHUM, ID, Sun Valley Kitchen & Bath • CHICAGO, IL, Ann Sacks Tile & Stone • NORTH AURORA, IL, Prestige Bath & Tile • WATERTOWN. 
MA, Roma Ti/e • TROY, Ml, Ann Sacks Tiie & Stone • MINNEAPOLIS, MN, Fantasia Showroom • CRESTWOOD, MO, Classic Kitchen & Bath • HANOVER, NH, Kaleidoscope
• SHORT HILLS, NJ, Short Hills Marble & Tile • ALBUQUERQUE, NM, Fields & Company • NEW YORK, NY, Ann Sacks Tile & Stone • LAS VEGAS, NV, European Bath, 
Kitchen, Tiie & Stone • BEDFORD HEIGHTS, OH. Stoneworks Ltd. • CLEVELAND, OH, Stoneworks • COLUMBUS, OH, Classico Tile • PORTLAND. OR, Ann Sacks 
Tile & Stone • CRANBERRY TOWNSHIP, PA, Splash/Nicklas Supply • PHILADELPHIA, PA, Joanne Hudson Associates • NASHVILLE, TN, Southern Plumbing • 
DALLAS, TX, Ann Sacks Tile & Stone • LUBBOCK, TX, Fields & Company • SEATTLE, WA, Ann Sacks Tile & Stone • KOHLER, Wl, Ann Sacks Vie & Stone
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Bliss

inn style
Target’s fashion 
show invitation

ow, checking into a hotel for business doesn’t mean 
having to leave your sense of style at the door. For 
W Hotels—a new division of Starwood Hotels & 

Resorts Worldwide—good design is as essential as good 
service. With help from Pottery Barn alumna Hilary Billings, 
the chain will offer standard business-class amenities in 
the hip, modern settings associated with boutique 

hotels. “A lot of the customers at big brand hotels are 
jL the same as the Pottery Barn's," says Billings, Star- 

wood's director of interior design. "They should 
stay in rooms that reflect their lifestyle.” The first W 

properties to bear Billings’s modernist imprimatur 
are set to open next spring in Manhattan. (Starwood’s 

W New York, slated to open this month, is a David Rockwell project conceived before 
Billings came on board.) And retailers beware: a catalogue of W Hotel products—from 
piped cotton sheets to chic desk sets, above—is already in the works. —lygeia grace

target
aims high

arget, the discount store for the 
upwardly mobile, recognizes the 
synergy between fashion and inte

rior design. The invitation, above, for 
the company’s annual New York fash
ion show, was a chaise longue with a 
reclining model. “The trends flow both 
ways,” says Robyn Waters, Target’s vice 
president of trend merchandising. 
“Think of the crossover between che
nille sweaters and throws and pillows.” 
To complement this fall’s chic gray 
clothes. Target’s promoting silvery 
products like chargers ($8.99) and plat
inum-trimmed goblets ($3.99) for the 
holidays. Up next: A special line of 
housewares designed for Target by emi
nent architect Michael Graves.

T

f

O

RKEY ALL 
afHE TIME

confronting the past y
'he birds are 

from a secret sourcenki Spets likes a good party. When the 
founder of Area, a SoHo-based linen com
pany, throws a bash, she’s known to set the 

table with paper plates and plastic bowls from Ikea
(for whom she has designed dinnerware). So when Spetts visited the Country Dining 
Room in Great Barrington, MA, which is chockablock with exceptional antiques, her 
thoughts naturally turned to entertaining. “I would love to go to a party where just one 
of these settings was used,” said the modernist Swede, surveying a table set with silver- 
leaf Art Deco plates ($875 for 8) and 19th-century French champagne glasses ($1,200 for 
12). “You’d have to be glamorous, have the smartest things to say, and use a cigarette 
holder. I think of champagne, caviar, port, and great cheese.” As she made her way 
through 22 elaborately set tables, Spets began to appreciate the store’s old-world aes
thetic; “The craftsmanship of the stuff grows on you,” she admitted. Examining a set of homemade ice cream and pies. For mail- 
oyster forks ($695 for 12), Spets became philosophical. “Everything here has a function—
I’m for it. There’s nothing better than having the right tool for eating.

out west, but everything else is above 
board at Hart’s, a family-run restaurant in 
Meredith, NH, whose slogan is “Every day 
is Thanksgiving Day.” No matter the sea
son, you can have a traditionai roast bird 
or turkey Tempura, Divan, Parmesan, or 
Mareala. Hart's also serves turkey nug
gets, croquettes, and iivers, and has take
out frozen turkey pies, soup, chutney, and 
carrot relish. And yes, if you insist, there’s 
pasta, seafood, and beef, along with

oo

u
Q

order or driving directions, cail 603-279-
6212. Gobble, gobble. —JULIE GRAY— L.G.
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- i
'What's a five-letter word for de-accelerationV my
companion asks me over coffee. Amused, I reply,

Easy. You're doing it right now. Relax"

Exchanging words? She holds the Meisterstuck Solitaire
Ramses II Rollerball; he holds the Edgar Allen Poe Limited

Edition. On her, the Meisterstuck Chronograph 18 kt. Cold
Watch. On him. the Meisterstuck Reserve de Marche
Steel Watch. Also on the agenda; the Meisterstuck

Leather Organizer. All by MONTBLANC.





A Special Ad^tising Section



The "Provence" Collection of solid cherrywood and 
hand-matched veneers is made in France and available 
in 18 iiand-applied finishes and colors. The bedroom 
as shouin Is available for immediate delivery.

1-800 GRANGE1

TRADE SHOWROOMS
DANIA 954-925-8895 • DENVER 303 777 1866 • HOUSTON 713 963-8240 • LOS ANGELES 310-659-7898 • NEW YORK 212-685-9057 

PHILADELPHIA 215-557-0118 • SAN FRANCISCO 415-863-6406 • SEATTLE 206-624-9454 • TROY 248-649-9372 • WASHINGTON. DC 202-488-0955

ATLANTA 404-237-3641 • BOSTON 617-542-3172 • CHICAGO 312-527-1919 • DALLAS 214-744-9007

STORES GRANGE Naples, FL 941-262-2448 • PAYSAGE Cleveland. OH 216-292-4747 • Rocky River, OH 216-356-5599 
PORTICO NEW YORK Spring St., NY 212-941-7800 • 212-941-7722 • Broadway, NY 212-328-4343 • Columbus Ave., NY 212-579-9500 

Bridgehampton. NY 516-537 1449 • Short Hills, NJ 201-564-9393 • Greenwich. CT 203-629-5700 • Westport, CT 203-222-8201 

Chestnut Hill. MA 617-964-9797 • Newbury, MA 617-236-0890 • SCANDIA DOWN Kansas City, MO 816-753-4144



INTO THE WOODS
In the E-mail era, getting back 
to bastes is a familiar fantasy. 
For those yearning to retreat to 
a cottage (or a castle) in the 
wilderness, three new coffee- 
table books offer plenty of rea
sons to abandon the frenetic 
cities and bland suburbs. Ralph 
Kylloe’s Rustic Style (Abrams, 
$39.95); Rachel Carley’s Cabin 
Fever: Rustic Style Comes Home 

(Simon & Schuster, $35); and 
Ann Stillman O’Leary's Adiron
dack Style (Clarkson Potter, 
$37.50) are sure to inspire a rural 
building boom—and plenty of 
old-fashioned envy.

lack sheep are welcome in this family—although the sheep didn't welcome the cam

era crew when they arrived at this farm near Spinnerstown, Pennsylvania. As Internet adver

tising executive Steve Klein explains, "Sheep aren't really people animals." His mother, 

Patty, has more rapport with the grazing Jacobs, Border Leicesters, and Finns. "My son got a farm 

with sheep, and I inherited the disease," she says, meaning that she came into the fold after her son 

bought a farm and got seven sheep in the bargain. Mrs. Klein soon acquired her own sheep, learned 

to card and spin their wool, and now knits sweaters for her human flock with it. She even raised a 

lamb by hand: it goes everywhere she goes and answers to the name of Madeleine. —J.G.

COFFEE TALK utilitarian—the housewares equivalent 
of a fleece jacket and cargo pants. “We’re 
trying to edit the trends and come up 
with basic pieces,” says design and cre
ative director Alison Phillips. White 
dishes are priced at $15 a place setting. 
There are aluminum business-card hold-

the old grind
The Starbucks generation is in for a 
shock: percolators are back in fashion. 

This year. Cuisinart introduced a 
twelve-cup cordless model, 

left ($99), and a four-cup 

1 one ($69). Copco,

ers for the home office and, for the hol
idays, the perfect accessories for a 
modern celebration; multiwick candles,

a teakettle manu- ebonized trays, and boxwood wreaths.
facturer, saw the Several Club Monaco Everyday stores

Canadian clubnostalgia have opened in Canada; plans for U.S.craze
brewing last year. locations are underway Select items will

when it introduced a It may be cold north of the border, but soon be sold here through Club Monaco 
Canadian-based retailer Club Monaco is clothing stores. Coming in 1999: Club 
white-hot. Now that Americans are Monaco furniture. Perfect for that house

Stove-top percolator,
and this year added

three more. But perco
lated coffee doesn’t appeal

addicted to the chain’s hip, affordable with the northern exposure. — I. A.
fashions, the company pians

to Corby Kummer, author to lure us with home fumish-
of The Joy of Coffee, who ings, too. President Joe Mim-
concedes only that the ran came up with the idea for

appliance produces “a delicious 
homey odor." Food historian Michael 
Stern theorizes that the percolator’s 
appeal is purely sentimental; "I guess 
that for some people, the sound and 
rhythm is like a golden oldie.'

Club Monaco Everyday when
he was doing some shopping
for his house and couldn’t
find a simple white waffle
towel. He wanted his home
collection to be deliberately—L.G.
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Kitchens by Desigti 
BOSTON
Dalia Kilclten Design 
CHEVY CHASE 
Kitchens Inc. 
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STYLE COUNCIL

7 flowers
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* Fashion folk are fussy about flowers. 

They send bountiful bouquets 

at the drop of a pin, and fill their offices

S,'

and homes with biooms 

year-round. These trendsetters order only 

the most stylish flowers 

from New York’s most fashionable 

florists. You can, too-

mark bac^ley 
& James mischka

kate spade
IN THE OFFICE We use tons of flowering 
branches—whatever Is best that week. We 
turn the showroom into a scented forest.

IN THE OFFICE I love to mix together an 
assortment of brightly colored full roses in
oranges, pinks, yellows, and purples. I also Mark makes arrangements to match the
love peonies. AT HOME I love roses and collection. AT HOME We have orchids in
peonies from Paul Bott, above (1305 Madi- the city, farm-stand flowers at the farm.
son Avenue; 212-369-4000) or Chris- OUR FLORISTS Elizabeth Ryan, above
tian Tortu at Takashimaya (693 (411 East 9th Street; 212-995-1111)
Fifth Avenue; 212-350-0100). Or a and Decor Fioral (by appointment
deli if i’m in a pinch for time. only, 227 West 29th Street, 212-
FOR GIFTS I use Paul Bott or 279-9066). OUR INSTRUCTIONS
Christian Tortu. MY INSTRUC- Deliver them early and never
TIONS A simple but colorful on Friday—^we messenger over
arrangement. No greenery and no our own cards to go with the
ribbons! flowers, and we write every one.

white flowers. Preston Bailey (147 W. 25th 
Street; 212-691-6777) does flowers for me 
and my office. AT HOME In the garden at 
my country home I grow both pink 
peonies and pink roses. If they’re in sea
son, I cut them for inside. Otherwise, I 
prefer white flowers from Preston. FOR 
GIFTS I use Preston Bailey. MY INSTRUC
TIONS I let him know whether the 
arrangement should be simple or elabo
rate. He understands my taste. MY TRICK 
FOR EXTENDING THE LIFE OF FLOWERS 
I’ve tried many, but vodka works the best!

bill blass
yeoblee tengIN THE OFFICE We never have arrange

ments. Always one flower, usually one 
color. AT HOME I have Eramurus, black 
calla lilies. Queen Anne’s lace, and black 
cosmos, which I get from Miho (310 East 
44th Street; 212-922-9122). FOR GIFTS I 
use Miho and usually send the Floribunda 
[mixed roses] bouquet. MY SECRET 
FOR EXTENDING THE LIFE OF FLOW
ERS IS Miho, whose flowers always last!

IN THE OFFICE We have window boxes 
that include red oxaiis, a variety of ivy, 
and a dracaena, selected for their ability 
to survive the harsh Seventh Avenue 
environment. FOR GIFTS I use Christian 
Tortu at Takashimaya (693 Fifth Avenue; 
212-350-0100). MY INSTRUCTIONS Keep 
it fresh and simple. Whenever possible, I 
will make the selection.
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1) When pruning off a 
branch, cut just 
outside the “collar,” the 
raised area encircling 
the branch’s base. A 
cut of this kind is 
naturally rot-resistant.

operate early
Pruning trees when they’re young is preventive medicine

2) To prune back to a 
bud, find one that faces 
outward, away from 
the trunk. Make your 
cut at a slight angle, 1/4 
inch above the bud. 
Take care: too close a 
cut may kill the bud.

hen do you prune your trees? 
“When your knife is sharp,” says 
Marty, quoting an old gardener’s 

adage. Marty is content to follow tradition in 
this matter because his knife—a serrated give
away he stole from the kitchen—is always dull.

But Tom understands the true meaning of this 
rule. Arboriculturists may argue about the rela
tive benefits of cuts made in winter, spring, and 
summer, but Tom takes up his saw and shears (a 
knife is too slow for him) when his schedule per
mits. That’s usually in late fall, after the leaves are 
disposed of and before the snow settles in.

Tom practices what he calls “as the twig is 
bent” pruning. He’s discovered that it’s easier to 
cut small branches than large limbs (duh), so he 
prefers to prune trees while they are still young. 
Besides, ten minutes of judicious snips adminis
tered during infancy promotes a healthy skeleton 
and eliminates hours of remedial surgery later.

The first object is to give the tree a proper 
backbone—like people, trees do better with just 
one. If the trunk has forked or a branch has 
turned upward so that two competing shoots 
are emerging from the tree’s top, choose the 
strongest contender, and cut back the other. If 
the runner-up isn’t too big, snip it off at the base. 
If, however, that would cripple the tree, then just

prune the runner-up back to a strong, outward- 
reaching twig or to an outward-facing bud, 

After putting backbone into a young tree, 
you need to arrange its future limbs. To ensure 
that the adult will develop an open, spreading 
canopy, select a sequence of vigorous branches 
that reach out from the trunk in every direction. 
Look for branches that emerge at a broad angle, 
since they are less likely to split off in a future 
blizzard or gale. Make sure, too, that these future 
limbs are properly spaced along the trunk.

The rule of thumb, according to Edward 
Gilman, of the University of Florida, a leading 
expert on tree training, is that the distance 
between such principal limbs .should equal 3 
percent of the tree’s adult height. So, the 
branches on a little maple that will someday 
soar to 50 feet should emerge at intervals of 18 
inches. Cut back the rest of the horizontal 
branches just as you did the trunk runner-up; 
completing the amputations should wait until 
next fall, since pruning off more than half a 
tree’s foliage in one session will traumatize it, 

Marty insists that the surest way to avoid 
over-pruning is abstinence—when his trees 
need training, he calls Tom. He’s the one with 
the sharp knife, isn’t he?

— TOM CHRISTOPHER AND MARTY ASHER
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3) When pruning back 
to a twig or secondary 
branch, find one that’s 
strong and healthy. 
Then make your cut at a 
slight angle, just 
beyond the secondary 
branch, taking care 
not to injure its collar.
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Hartmann, America's premier^-
’

leathergoods brand for over 120 yeari;
is kno\A/n internationally for the luxury and

performance of its products.
Progression Leather Accessories

are intelligently crafted and impeccably
designed. Sleek and sophisticated

a' options for organizing life’s details.r .

Available in Raisin, Range, or Black.■ ^4'’*
For the Hartmann dealer nearest you. call:

j? 1-800-621-5293 or www.hartmann.com1
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BESPOKE SEATING Th&<«iu)
msboeany George HI armchair,

oo Is by Job Uiormann. Cover
o It with CumtaHkinci worsted-
< wool in cabernet. Wiermann

Weeks Company Inc., NVBw

3O
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<
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tailor-madeoz
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s Cable knits and Harris Tweed, oxford cloth and Italian suit wools: You might 
think you re in the men’s department, but check again. Haberdashery is taking 

the home. Your bed can look like a khaki suit, your library as cozy 
pair of worn cords. It’s time to get in touch with your masculine side.

PRODUCED BY NEWELL TURNER
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PHOTOGRAPHS BY MINH 8. WASS
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SUDDENLY, SAviLLE ROW IS TURNING o u T more than suits: it’s dressing Up furniture 
suites. The house of haberdashery is one that Ralph Lauren built, with a home collection inspired 
from the start by tailored menswear. Now Ralph has company In furniture, there are Alexander
MAN OH MAN Halstead linen bed upholstery; Winthrop Fairisle Ralph Lauren Furniture Collection. 800-467-3399. Ottoman,
shams, $275 each; Danforth and Jean Michel Stripe pillow- Simple Furniture Concepts, from Pranich & Associates, NYC.
cases ($158/pairand $75/pair), all Ralph Lauren Home Collec- Lamp, $660, from the Room catalogue. 888-420-7666. Table,
tion, NYC. 212-642-8700. Khaki Collection sheets, $52.50 each, $13,160, Mulholland Brothers’s American Alligator, Eric Brand
Calvin Klein Home. 800-294-7978. Noah Plaid duvet, $250, Furniture, San Francisco. Sisal Wool carpet, Karastan.
Portico New York, NYC. 212-228-6980. Marseilles bed, $7,575, 800-234-1120. Shirt, Brooks Brothers. 800-274-1816.
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vailable at Salvatore Ferragamo boutiques, Saks Fifth Avenue, Nordstrom,



WELL SUITED Top left: Curtains in Pin Stripe wool, lined in Abra
cadabra silk in Pomegranate, both from Donghia. The Josephine 
bergere, $2,310, is covered in Cambridge cashmere by Loro Piana. 
Chair, Todd Hase Furniture Inc., NYC. 212-334-3568. Blinds, $183, 
Smith + Noble. 800-765-7776. Top right: Navy velvet sofa, $1,799, 
Horchow Home catalogue. 800-456-7000. Cable-knit pillow, $165, 
Tommy Hilfiger. 800-237-0658. Blue pillow, in Index, by G.P. & J. 
Baker through Lee Jofa, with Cumberland trim, Niermann Weeks. 
Michel chair, $2,550, in EvHa alpaca wool. Portico Home, NYC. 
212-941-7800. Suit jacket, Brooks Brothers. Above left: Dakota 
loveseat, $1,099, with corduroy slipcover, $425, Pottery Barn.

800-922-5507. Sofa cushions in Tattersall from Sanderson.
Throw pillows, from left: corduroy, from Bespoke Collection by 
Niermann Weeks; Suiting Check, Sanderson; and Glen Check, 
Jane Churchill through Cowtan & Tout. Ingrid bag, $245, Kate 
Spade through Barneys New York. 212-826-8900. Above right, 
from top: Royal fabric. Old World Weavers; Loco, G.P. & J. Baker; 
Cumberland in charcoal, Niermann Weeks; Bentley wool, Larsen 
through Cowtan 8t Tout; Walden, Lee Jofa; Echo and Mica, G.P. & 
J. Baker; Pique Snow, Summer Hill; Woolly, Donghia; Addison, 
Ralph Lauren Home Collection. Curtains, cushions, and assorted 
pillows throughout sewn by D & F Workroom, NYC 212-352-0160.
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Julian’s drawer chests just like the ones his father had in his North Carolina haberdashery store. 
There are pinstriped fabrics by Donghia and suiting checks by Sanderson. For the bed, Calvin 
Klein has a new Khaki Sheet Collection. And from Ralph: pillowcases with French cuffs.
HAIRY CHEST For a warm and fuzzy feeling, drape a chair 
(here the Jackson leather chair, made in California, and 
available from Portico Home, 888-759«5616) with a throw and 
pillow that look like your grandfather’s sweater. Made in Italy, 
the mohair pillow, about $260, and armchair throw, about $800, 
were designed by Debora Sinibaldi. Both can be purchased

through NJAL srI, Milan, Italy. 39-2-70-10-11-56. Alexander 
Julian’s Haberdasher chest was inspired by his father’s 
haberdashery shop. It is available through Universal Furniture. 
800-776-7986. The woven-leather rug in brown and bur
gundy is $1,650 and can be ordered from the Room catalogue. 
All shirts, sweaters, and ties, from Brooks Brothers.
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whats news
Fashion designers are coming home.
Presenting: the best of their collections

1. BE RIBBONED A fabric made of
woven ribbons is available through
W Rouleaux, London, England.
44-171-730-3125.
2. HAIR RAISING These shaggy Goat
cushions in red and black, $790 each.
are the latest in Tom Ford’s home
collection for Gucci. 800-388-678S.
3. CONNECT THE DOTS This glass bowl.
$650, is from Espace Catherine, a new
Manhattan store devoted to style in



Dayton’suA Fragra Marshal! Field’s__

Sensation Hudson’s

f/

/u

Love Story

r
UWonderfully

Romantic

Starring

Amber Valletta



more news

6. HAVE A SEAT The Bo bench, $1,050,
shown here in sable, is from Max Design
inc., Richmond, CA. 510-233-9543.
7. OBI ONE A collection of pillows
Is reminiscent of Japanese
kimonos. From left: Parlor pillow,
$30, Traditional square pillow, $36,
and Hamilton Luggage Stripe sham,
$70, all from the Nautica Home Collection.
800-753-7430.
6. SHADE OF GRAY The concrete-colored
Terrastone bowl, $200, is from Calvin Klein,
NYC. 212-292-9000.
9. TOP SERVICE Salad set, $18, and bread
knife, $20, Banana Republic. 888-br-style.
10. HARMONIZING Kenzo’s Harmonie
fabrics for Lelievre are available through
Old World Weavers, NYC.
11. RIM SHOT Landon Platinum goblet,
wineglass, and Continental champagne flute
are $45 each. Ralph Lauren Home Collection,
NYC. 212-642-8700.



THROUGH LEADING INTERIOR DESIGNERS AND ARCHITECTS

Showroom: D&D BUILDING, 979 THIRD AVENUE, NEW YORK, NY 10022 (212) 753 4488 
Office; 1! 1 EIGHTH AVENUE, SUITE 930, NEW YQILK, NY 10011 (212) 647 6901

ATLANTA Travis & Company • BOSTON The Manin Group ■ CHICAGO Merchandise Man • DALLAS/HOUSTON John Edward Hughes • DANIA Nessen Showroom 
OENVER^SALT LAKH CITY Egg & Dart • LOS ANGELES Oakinonc • PHILADELPHIA Croce, Int • PORTLAND/SEATTLE Wayne Martin 

SAN FRANCISCO Showpl • SCOTTSDALE Dean Warren ♦ HONOLULU Fec-McClaren, Ltd ■ WASHINGTON, D.t:. Hines & CSq.





The French-derived term for decorative trimmings has its roots in fashion: 
the ancient Egyptians used tassels and tiebacks to keep their royal robes secure. 
So it’s not surprising that today fringe is back in vogue. Just as accessories can 
make the outfit, adding little bits of trim can give a stylish touch to any room.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY VICTOR SCHRAGERWRITTEN BY INGRID ABRAMOVITCH

PRODUCED BY BROOKE STODDARD
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Object
Lesson

fringe benefits nille and metallic sheers to the glam- 
Wasn’t it just yesterday that passe- orous new tiebacks at Houles and the 
menterie was passe? After a glut of beaded and feathered trimmings at 
gimp in the 1980s, tassels were out and VV Rouleaux, a London shop fre- 
trimmings were reduced to a mini- quented both by fashion and home 
mum. Yet here comes Madonna in her designers. And just as vintage clothing 

Drowned World/Substitute for is hot, so are vintage trims: New York 
Love, striking a Princess Diana pose on 
a set accessorized with lavender lamp
shades dripping with turquoise-bead 
fringe. And at the newly redesigned 
Mirabelle, a swanky London restau
rant, diners pass through an eight-foot 
curtain made of glass and passe
menterie thread beads.

designers Stephen Sills and Charlotte 
Moss say they are constantly on the 
lookout for these at flea markets to use 
on smaller projects.

The fashion connection is especially 
evident at the Tassel Gallery, a London 
store featuring the creations of young

love caterpillar fringe
It hasn’t been used in ages

—NICHOLAS HASLAM, interior designer, London

((

The man responsible for 
both trimmings—Mirabelle’s 
and Madonna’s—is Irishman 
David Collins, a London-based 
designer who calls himself a 
decorative minimalist and who 
often jazzes up his spare 
designs with fringe, “It’s not 
quite gilding the lily, but acces
sorizing it,” Collins says of his 
penchant for passementerie. 
“It’s very fashion-driven.” 

Taking their lead from the 
fashion crowd, whose Dolce 
& Gabbana frocks are embell
ished with borders and bows, 
interior designers are dress
ing up draperies and furni
ture with rosettes, key tas
sels, and braid. It helps, of 
course, that passementerie 
hasn’t looked this absolutely 
fabulous since the Victorian 
age. The range is enormous, 
from Larry Laslo’s new col
lection of cords and tassels for 
Kravet in fabrics such as che-

FROG PRINCE The bows 
on these tassels by Suzanne 
Houles are an example of 
frogs, a trim in which vellum, 
cord, or wire is covered 
with silk and formed into 
loops. Called Toinette (a nod 
to Moliere?), these viscose 
tassels come in dozens of 
colors—all with names that 
will have a delicious appeal 
for any lover of French litera
ture— including those shown 
here. From left: De Musset, 
De Segur, and Ronsard.
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We’ll combine SOft trimwith tacks 
or even leather, to keep it from being fussy

—RALPH HARVARD, interior designer, NYC

designer Christina Ojo. Her new line 
of trimmings, A Girl’s Best Friend, 
includes scarlet tassels studded with 
rhinestones and encircled with minia
ture tiaras. “I’m inspired by the things 
I see girls wearing at parties,” Ojo says.

London designer Nicholas Haslam 
says he uses Ojo’s trims hke jewelry for 
the home. For instance, he had her cre
ate a tassel—a cluster of crystals on sil
ver cord—to hang, like a drop earring, 
from a chandelier.

((

>

9)

trimmings, around panels on walls, 
as borders and gimps,” Haslam says.
It’s the Armani look.

Trimmings never went out of style 
with traditionalists—they just trimmed 
down. “I think there is a movement to 
pull back and refine interiors,” says 
Ralph Harvard, a New York designer 
known for his renovations of classic 
Americana. “But I certainly don’t feel

this means plain. We never send out a 
piece of furniture or set of curtains 
without trim of some sort.

Harvard often uses double tassels to 
add visual interest to a simple ring-and- 
pole curtain. On a lampshade, he’ll 
apply a subtle edge (gimp, for instance) 
in the same color as the fabric. And 
when curtains are made of an airy mate
rial such as unlined silk, he sometimes

n

fashionable edge
Lately, fashion seems to be inspiring 
passementerie fabrics, too; linen and 
hemp in natural shades are especially 
popular. “I’m using a lot of naturd

Terms of the trade

liiliiliililHIiiliilI
I

FLAT GIMP TASSEL TIEBACKS B^ROG
Woven bands as much as half an inch 

wide. The most common style is 
the flat gimp, which is used to cover 

upholstery tacks on furniture.

Hanging ornaments consisting 
of a head and a skirt. To gather 
draperies, one or two tassels are 

attached to a looped cord or rope.

Trim made of wrapped vellum, cord, 
or silk-covered wire formed into 

loops. Attached to a tassel, it can be 
an accessory to a frame.

s
ROSETTE ROPE JACQUARD BORDER z

A round trim shaped like a rose, placed 
at the corners of pillows, at the 

highest curve of a swag, and in the 
center of each end of a bolster.

Thick cords made of plied yarns 
that have been twisted together. 

They sometimes serve as a railing on 
the wall beside a flight of stairs.

Woven on a Jacquard loom, these 
flat textiles (21/2 to 6 inches wide) 

are used on upholstery skirts, blanket 
edges, and draperies.
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FRINGE oGALLOON TASSEL FRINGE z
Bullion fringe, above, has a skirt 
of plain or crepe twisted cords. 

Another kind, caterpillar fringe, is 
shaped like a tube.

Also known as flat braid, a patterned 
textile with cut, looped, scalloped, 

or straight edges. Covers 
tacks or nails and edges drapery.

A looped fringe to which tassels 
are attached. Applied at the edges 

of drapery or cushions and to table 
skirts, cornices, and swags.
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While Finding The Right Countertop 
Can Be A Daunting Experience, 

Choosing What Goes With It Is Not.

The tile or the marble? Conceptually, it was a house divided. And the more
opinions the couple asked for, the more confused they both became.

Blissfully, this was not the case when it came to choosing their appliances.
On the contrary, the }enn-Air Expressions Collection made it easy. Offering

everything a superior kitchen demands as well as everything a frazzled couple desires.
The Expressions Collection is, indeed, a full line. From cooktops to dishwashers. And,

of course, each one is designed to complement the other beautifully, vi

in both style and performance.
So, tile or marble countertops? Either ^ * - St '.. ■

i

way, they’re going to look great alongside the Expressions Collection from Jenn-Air.

rararauEfMiM-AiR

The Sign of a Great Cook*

For a free brochure call 1-800-JENN-AlR or visit our Web site at www.jennair.com



Object
Lesson

TASSEL TRENDS 
The new passementerie 
reflects the latest runway 
styles. Use It as jewelry 
for the home. Top left: 
Beaded tassels in turquoise, 
light blue, and green from 
W Rouieaux, London. 
44-171-730-3125. Top right: 
Christina Ojo’s Girl’s Best 
Friend collection inciudes 
Ufuoma's Diamonds, 
left, and Vivienne’s Tiara. 
Both available through 
Decorative Trimmings by 
Christina OJo, London. 
44-171-625-6334. Far left: 
The Black Feather Coque 
fringe from London’s W 
Rouleaux. Left: Antique 
gold metal thread tassels 
include a frog, a key tassel, 
and a rosette. Made 
in Spain, they are from 
Scaiamandre, NYC.

It’s about pGGring through things. 
Passementerie diffuses light

—DAVID COLLINS, interior designer, London
adds a heavy bullion fringe. “It keeps 
them from flying away, both visually 
and physically,” Harvard says.

trim doctor
No one could be more pleased that trim
mings are fashionable again than Edward 
A. Goodman, who oversees the passe

menterie department at Scaiamandre. 
Since the 1920s, the New York firm has 
produced some of the world’s most 
exquisite silk trimmings in its mill in 
Long Island City. For 17 years, Goodman

has trained Scalamandre’s artisans, teach
ing them techniques that date back to 
the seventeenth and eighteenth cen
turies, such as how to twist the cords for 
a bullion fringe on a wheel invented by
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THE CHOICES WE MAKE DEFINE OUR LIVES
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The Napoleonic Collection 
[ Cast Arms accented by a black 
^TOnter um are signature 
B^ements of Empire period 
Hhandcliers. Each piece is 
Euh^’idually handcrafted and 
^feflects the proud tradition of 
I the Pramburg artisans.

A-

!r^

^SOO.796.5514

t’w.framburg.com

your architect or designer 
to spec^’ Pramburg.

FRAMBURG
DISTINCTIVE LIGHTING DESIGNS SINCE 1905



Object
Lesson

BALLROOM GLITZ Top, from 
left: Applause tassel in green 
and red/pink is from Brun- 
schwig & Fils. Scalamandre’s 
Double tassel bullion tieback. 
Palatial tassel by G. J. Turner 
& Co., from Classic Revivals, 
Inc., Boston. Below: Oieandre 
tassel, Brunschwig & Fils.

Leonardo da Ymci, and how to 
loop silk so that it drapes like 
falling water (hence its name, 
waterfall fringe).

Goodman, who brings a 
sense of humor to the often 
genteel universe of fringe 
and galloons, has such special
ized knowledge that he is 
often forced to make emer
gency house calls. “I have 
two open-heart surgery cases 
every week,” he jokes. “You 
know, they’re having a party 
and can’t have it without 
the fringe.”

But while he ministers to 
many a Park Avenue parlor, 
Goodman is also responsible 
for the trim at some of the 
country’s most high-profile 
historic mansions, from the 
Breakers in Newport, Rhode 
Island, to the lolani Palace in 
Honolulu. Several examples are on dis
play at Scalamandre’s New York show
room, including a tassel from the Old 
Merchant’s House in New York, which 
is so lavishly made that even the 
wooden mold concealed under the 
elaborate fringe is given a silk sheath
ing. “It’s like wearing fancy underwear,” 
Goodman says of the hidden detail.

Goodman’s fascination with passe
menterie began when he was a child 
and overheard his parents discussing 
the trimming for their bedspread.

I like to use hemp tiebacks 
They feel natural and contrast well with silk

—EVE ROBINSON, interior designer, NYC

jj

“Thirty-five dollars a yard?” he remem
bers his father asking. Now the son 
sells fringe that costs up to $3,200 a 
yard. It’s ironic, Goodman notes, since 
trimmings were often used to save

money. “People used to wipe their shoe 
polish on the fringe,” he says, “and it 
was cheaper to reverse the fringe than 
buy new furniture.”

Three years ago, he helped to create a

Tassel advice? Try Ms. Passementerie
You want an elaborate silk 
chandelier tassel, but don't 
want to run in to the same one 
at the neighbors? The solu
tion: design your own. Until 
recently that would not have 
been easy, since a single tassel

or tieback can contain a 
dizzying number of elements. 
Now Scalamandre has come 
out with a tassel design kit, 
Ms. Passementerie, available 
through interior designers, 
that demystifies even the

most over-the-top tieback. 
The tassel’s head takes its 
shape from one of four 
wooden molds in the kit. 
Select your cord style, add a 
mixed tassel skirt, and a 
blocked tassel overskirt, then

wrap ruff banding at the top. 
Voila: a tieback to die for, 
which Scalamandre can then 
produce in almost any color- 
way. Says Edward A. Good
man, who developed the kit: 
“it’s an exercise in creativity.'
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NEW OLAY PROVITAL

PERFECTING MOISTURIZER

sheen
perfecti^s>n

THIS LIGHTLY TINTED, VITAMIN-ENRICHED \

MOISTURIZER BLENDS TO HELP EVEN OUT ANY

SKIN TONE, WEAR ALONE OR UNDER

FOUNDATION WITHOUT ACCENTUATING

THE LOOK OF FINE LINES AND WRINKLES,

PROOFTHE

62% OF WOMEN AGE 50 AND

OVER WHO TESTED IT EXPERIENCED

MORE EVEN-TONED SKIN.

V EVONNE SWANN, AGE 6 1
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afterOver half of women 50+ reported that Perfecting Moisiuri^ 'Hi use.
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Object
DELAJNTCE

swtss WATCHliS

EASTERN EDGE Made in 
China, Scalamandre’s 
chinoiserie-inspired 
Duchessa collection incorpo
rates jade trinkets into its 
mulberry silk trimmings.
The line includes a wood- 
mold fringe with jade roost
ers and a key tassel with a 
jade turtle, far left; a jade turtle 
rosette, top; a rosette with a 
hanging jade pendant, left.

The Watch For 

Women

■A

galloons (or flat braid) used 
on draperies.

While few spaces rival the 
Blue Room, the technique 
of echoing a shape or color 
in a decor is one way to 
integrate trimmings into 
an overall design. Passe
menterie is usually at its 
best when it is not only dec

orative but quietly functional. Gimp 
hides tacks and staples on walls and 
furniture upholstery, while tiebacks 
hold drapery in place. “With throw pil
lows, the seaming and zippers often 
need some camouflage,” says Michael 
Scanlon, a Boston interior designer, 
“and the edge definition is as impor
tant as a frame is to a painting.”

Back in London, designer Collins 
recently draped a i4-foot curtain in his 
new office and trimmed it with 6 feet of 
tie-dyed passementerie. Like many of 
his colleagues these days, he is gleefully 
living life on the fringe.

u . i

r*

new set of trimmings for the Blue Room 
in the White House. According to Betty 
Monkman, the White House curator, 
Hillary Rodham Clinton chose the 
trimmings with the help of a committee 
that included the late Mark Hampton 
and Kaki Hockersmith, a Little Rock, 
Arkansas, designer. At the White 
House, Monkman says, trimmings are 
chosen to correspond to the period of 
furnishings in a given room. Since the 
Blue Room contains French objects dat
ing from about 1820, the designers 
chose Empire-style passementerie, 
including wood-mold fringe, which was 
introduced in France in the 
early nineteenth century.
For inspiration, the design
ers looked for cues in the 
room and found one in the 
wallpaper: a floral arabesque 
that inspired the style of the
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PRETTY IN PURPLE The Larry 
Laslo Collection for Kravet 
Trimmings has everything: 
a loop fringe, tassels and 
cords, and high-fashion 
materials such as organdy, 
chenille, and metallic thread. 
The line is available in many 
colors, including celadon, 
sage, gray, and copper, from 
Kravet, Bethpage, NY. 
Sources, see back of book.

SELECTED STYLES AVAILABLE IN 18 KARAT 
GOLD OR STAINLESS STEEL

Lux, Bond & Green
Connecticut

Schiffman's Jewelers
Greensboro, NC

Martin Jewelers
Cranford, N|

For More Information, Call Delance 
(800) 282-0847



The Designers' Reserve Collection is avail
able at these fine dealers;

A2 DAVID E. ADLER. INC.Scottsdale,
Tuscon, AZ OUTRAGEOUS602.941.2995

RUGS. INT'L 520.321.4272 West Hollywood,
CA DECORATIVE CARPETS 310.859.6333

Diego, CA OUTRAGEOUS RUGS INT'LSan
619.536.9118 San Frandsco, CA FLOORDESIGNS,
INC, (To the Trade Only) 415.626.1005 Costa
Mesa. CA THE SHOWPLACE SOUTH (To the

Denver, COTrade Only) 714.549.1442
FLOOR COVERItviCS BY CPA 303.722.4700

Washington. DC DESIGN CENTER CARPETS
Dania, FL STARK CARPETS202.646.1300

Miami, FL CARPET CREATIONS.954.9253500
N. Palm Beach. FLINC. 305.576.5900

CARPETS & FLOORINGCRYSTAL TREE
Atlanta. CA DESIGNER561.622.6333

CARPETS 404.262.1720 Chicago, IL ORIENTAL
RUGS INTERNATIONAL (O.R.I.) 312.670.2370
Indianapolis, IN JOSEPH'S ORIENTAL RUG

Kansas City Area, KSIMPORTS 317.255.4230
MUNDY & YAZDl ORIENTAL RUGS 913.362.2006

C 0 I. I. I. C I I 0 NNew Orleans, LA JACQUELINE VANCE RUGS
Bloomfield Hills, Ml504.891.3304

Minneapolis, MNMCQUEEN3 248.647.5250
Summit, NJ l.K.WESKUSKE 612.339.6030 OESICNED 8Y BARBARA BARRY

New York,8EC>ft©SIAN'S 908.273.7847
NY PATTTRSON FLYNN & MARTIN

Portland, OR TUFENKIAN(212) 688-7700
Philadelphia, PA MARC503.222.3428

PHILTIHS DECORATIVE RUGS 215.557.7990
Pittsburgh. PA WEtSSHOUSE 412.441.8888
Memphis. TN ALAN'S ORIENTAL RUGS

Dallas. TX EMMET PERRY901.276.5475
Houston, TX DAVID& CO. 214.748.7550

Seattle, WA M.G.ALAN RUGS 713.529.5666
WHITNEY & CO. 206.762.0323

FoTfl free color brochure and the dealer nearest
you pleaa call: 1.800.582.0569 Dept. Ill

protects oil of iu nrlginol detignt
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In a stylized 1933 St. Tropez building designed to resemble a ship, 

couturier and luggage-maker Alviero Martini catches a lull

BY WENDY MOONAN

NE WAY or another, it piers on the St. Tropez waterfront. How- sweaters and printed textiles for both
seems, Alviero Martini ever. Martini explains, town residents fashion and home decorating compa-
is always on the go. disturbed by the building’s nies. His success in the past nine years,were so
Each year, the indefati- incongruous modernity that they pres- however, stems mainly from a single
gable Italian fashion 

designer puts together ready-to-wear 
and sportswear collections for both men 
and women, creates perfumes, linens, 
bone-china patterns, shoes, watches, 
ties, scarves, and belts. That’s in addition

sured the mayor to revoke the construc- brainstorm. As Martini recalls, he noted
tion permit. Eventually, Pingussom built 
the hotel away from the port, on a hill 
with sweeping views of the coast. 
“French people still don’t like it,” Martini 
says. “Even after sixty-five years, they still 
think the building is too modern.” 

Resistance to novelty is an attitude 
that Martini finds hard to understand. 
After all, his livelihood is based on the 
human thirst for change. Now 47, he 
began his career at age 20, designing cos
tumes for the Italian stage, as well as

that even in the depths of the recession 
in the late 1980s, none of his friends ever 
stopped traveling. They would forgo 
new clothes, restaurant dining, 
visits to the theater, Martini says, before 
they would cancel a single trip. His 
fiiture, he decided, was in luggage.

In 1989, Martini came across a faded 
parchment map of the world in a book
store in Moscow, where he was busy dec
orating the Brazilian embassy. On the 
antique map, the names of countries and 
bodies of water were spelled out in an 
elegant, scrolling hand. Enchanted, Alar- 
tini decided that year to adapt the map 
into a print that could be silk-screened 
on cotton canvas. The fabric—colored 
with pale tans, oranges, and greens—is 
printed by hand, using nine screens.

even

to overseeing production of his best
selling luggage collection, Alviero Alartini 
Prima Classe.

Mobility is even a theme in Martini’s 
domestic life. The 1933 modeme building 
in St. Tropez, where Martini purchased 
an apartment in 1990, bears a marked 
resemblance to an ocean liner—sleek 
lines, white metal railings, and porthole 
and ribbon windows. Conceived as a res
idential luxury hotel, the building was 
designed by Georges Henri Pingussom, 
an associate of Le Corbusier’s, and was 
planned for a site overlooking one of the

5
CRUISE LINES Martini designed his interior 
to do justice to the sleek 1933 modeme 
building: he centered retro-looking Bona- 
cina modular sofas around an Art Deco 
sculpture in the salon. “I just couldn’t 
do Provence style here,” he says.

I
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then laminated and waterproofed.
The process is time-consuming— 
Martini’s company can produce 
only 5,000 linear meters of the 
printed canvas per week. But the 
result is distinctive and durable, 
with a look that is at once sophis
ticated and quaint. The map can be 
found on hundreds of pieces in the 
Prima Classe Collection, from key rings 
to handbags to steamer trunks, “The 
map appeals to everyone,” Martini 
says, attempting to explain the success of 
the luggage line. “No matter where you 
live, the map looks like it could be from

portfolio

562.695.5721

www.surfmike.com

your country” Items from the collection 
are now sold at 20 Alviero Martini 
boutiques stretched across the world, 
from Hong Kong to Australia to 
Honolulu, as well as in department 
stores such as Bloomingdale’s.

It’s a sure bet that more than a few 
Prima Classe suitcases have been plopped 
down by weary visitors to the St. Tropez 
building where Martini lives. Celebri
ties are often spotted around the build
ing, Martini says, and several apartments 
are occupied by members of the fashion 
crowd—designers, photographers, and 
stylists—the sort of chic folks the 
building’s original owner must have

Available through your designer or architect. 

O 1998 niik«

BAN LE SOLEIL For his bedroom, top, 
Martini designed a silvery shade with 
metal weights to go with the Deco rug and 
screen. A side tabie, above right, boasts 
Prima Classe paper. The guest room 
headboard, above left, is upholstered In 
raffia to match the covers.
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hOMe base

dreamed of as his tenants. Alas, he was, 
the story goes, a gambler, who fre
quented the casinos up the coast in 
Monte Carlo, and eventually lost so 
much money he paid off his debts with 
hotel apartments. According to Martini, 
the high-rolling residents lived there 
quite happily until World War II broke 
out, and the military (first the French, 
and later the American) commandeered 
the building. As Martini tells it, “They 
controlled the coast from here.”

ow THAT THE coast is dear, 
residents like Martini feel the 
French government should 

designate the building a monument classe, 
giving it a landmark status that means 
it cannot be altered. Martini, who 
designed his apartment interior him
self, gave his place a sympathetic 1930s 
feel. A bronze Art Deco sculpture of an 
African huntress, surrounded by a 
curved sectional Bonacina sofa, domi
nates the semicircular living room. The 
room also features an antique coffee 
table covered in parchment, silver 
metal Bonacina chairs, a console made 
from a light-colored African wood 
by an Italian designer, and a credenza 
from the 1930s found at a local antiques 
gallery, Bagheera.

The twin beds in the guest room are 
covered in striped raffia, and are backed 
by a wall-width, quilted-raffia headboard. 
Martini’s own bedroom is highlighted 
by an elliptical mirror, a geometrically 
patterned Art Deco rug, and a black 
leather screen from the 1930s. Martini 
put porthole windows in the bedroom 
doors to imitate the exterior windows.

Martini’s apartment has only two con
temporary notes. In the first, he covered 
his two terraces—one for lounging, the 
other for dining—with freestanding 
cloth awnings. The second note is a 
framed black-and-white ad from the 
1960s, showing Brigitte Bardot, St.Tropez 
icon, wrapped in Blackglama mink. 
Today, of course, Bardot is an animal- 
rights activist and a staunch opponent of 
fur. But as Martini would explain, the ad 
is a fitting comment on the many ways 
that people and times change. Just 
ask— if you can find him sitting still,
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coimECtions

Smart Deco
In a shared inspiration, both fashion and furnishings 

designers are looking to the styles of the 1920s

BY GREG CERIO

maitre of the era, Paul Poiret: long, loose, 
and luxurious, with a vampy flourish. On 
the home front, everyone from furni
ture- to fabric-designers has embraced 
sweeping geometries and rich textures 
reminiscent of work by early Art Deco 
masters like Jacques-Emile Ruhlmann, 
Jean Dunand, and

HE WORLDS of high fashion 
and home furnishings are 
rarely on the same wave
length—did miniskirts work 
with beanbag chairs? pouf 

dresses with post-modernism?—but this 
year both industries are buzzing with the 
styles of the 1920s. The new couture sil-

Li
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houette updates the look of the French (continued on page 92)

TWENTiES-soMETHiNG In this year’s
collections, a Chanel billowy coat 
and cloche (7) shows that the firm

is looking to Its past; while
Hussein Chalayan offers a
simple shape with a Deco

geometric pattern (6). New 
fabrics from Kravet (1)

would have looked at home
[ in a Maurice Dufrene interior, 
> and a Jacques Grange chair •s

/ for John VMddicomb (2) recalls

Andre Greult's bombe chairs.
Larry Laslo's chaise for Bexley

o
Heath (3) and a Todd Hase table
with macassar ebony veneer (S)

would fit right Into the Ruhlmann
interior at left. Lalique has issued a
1927 Jean Puiforcat tea and coffee

set (4) and a mahogany screen with 
crystal Insets based on 1928 designs 

by founder Rene Lalique (5).
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Wkat Most People See As Luxury
See As a Staple.

(Extra Long Staple, To Be Exact.)
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Ouc Suplma knit skects can 

tkat muck sweeter, And until you’v^e cuddled 

up under a Suplma blanket...Well, as We said, 

you’re In for a treat.

At Coming Home, We make a point of 

offering tke widest range of styles, colors, and 

products graded 100% Suplnxa tkat you can 
fi.nd tkrougk any catalog con^pany We know 

of And gloe tkenx to you wltk tke kind of 

attentive secvlce. and our "Guaranteed. Period*” 

return p>olicy, tkat nxake tkese luxurious

products tkat muck more 

comfortable.

Don’t you deservJe It? 

Of course you do.

n^akeTkere s cotton. Tkere’s Pima cotton. And 

tken, tkere s tke pick of tke crop, tke top of tke 

keap, ike Incredibly delectable, delicious, luxurious 

cotton tkat’s earned tke grade of Supln^a.®

Wken you order a set of Conxlng Home® 

skeets, or towels, or

Suplma label, you know you’re In for a treat. 

Because tkey kaoe suck long, strong ftbers, 

or staples, Suplnxa products are soft, silky, 

and strong enougk to kang In 

tkere, Wask after Wosk. One touck and you’ll 

be concerted for life.

your dreanxs

blankets tkat kav:e tke

sensuous

Ouc Suplma toWels 

feel Like a cloud, and soak 

Water likeup a sponge.

anytime at 1-800-814-3964. Oc olsLt at WWW.landsGnd.com/ck/610For a fees copy of our catalog, call us IM)us
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connECtions

SHARK ATTACK A model In a which come in thirteen
new Alexander McQueen shades. The silver and gray
dress for Givenchy (1) could tones and sensuous textures
have stepped out of the Jean popular in the twenties are
Dunand salon, below. The back this season in personal
Bexley Heath armoire by Larry and home accessories, such
Laslo (6) with the look of sha> as Calvin Klein’s snakeskin
green—or sharkskin, a favorite handbag (5) and Gretchen
material of the early Art Deco Bellinger’s new line of cur-
interior designers—would fit tain fabrics in crimped silk
in nicely, too, as would the and silk with appliques (4),
hand-blocked shagreen wallpa
pers from Anya Larkin (2), or
the Christopher Norman
shagreen wallpapers (3),

HERCULEAN POIRET
Paul Poiret (18J9-1944) was the world's first
lifestyle guru, designing everythingfrom softly
draped clothes to furniture and wall treatments
forfashionable Paris fiats (like the one above,
from 1^24). His keynote was a simple line, sump
tuously ornamented—and a look at this year’s
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designer styles and colors. It’s no longer necessary for 

vou to settle for toilets that don’t really perform, 

We're the largest plumbing manufacturer in the world 

because we won’t settle for them either. To see our 

innovative line of seats, toilets, and lavatories firsthand, 

vi.sit your local kitchen and bath retailer or plumbing 

wholesale showroom. For free full line brochures, 

and dealer referrals call I-800-350-TOTO (8686) 

ext. 807 or visit us at www.totousa.com.

If vou agree that nature has the right idea, then you’ll 

appreciate the concept behind the Power Gravity 

System in our one piece toilets, It consists of a new, 

wider 3" Hush valve, 2 Vb" glazed trapway and siphon 

jet system that quietly and efficiently delivers a fast, 

smooth water flow with one flush. Each one piece toilet 

comes with a free SoftClose seat that silently glides 

shut with a mere touch. All one piece toilets have our 

Five Year Limited Warranty and come in the latest Perfection by Design
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conriECtions constrictions. While Poiret was banish
ing the corset (and creating great interi
ors, see “Herculean Poiret,” page 90), 
ensembliers like Ruhlmann, Maurice 
Dufrene, and Andre Groult battled 
Edwardian clutter and the spindly dis
comforts of Art Nouveau.

angular furniture and tableware— chough 
using the highest-quality materials.

For, like haute couturiers, the design
ers of the early Deco period were 
unabashedly upmarket, making up for a 
lack of decoration with precious sub
stances. The list of materials the French 
designers typically employed provokes 
the same sort of sensual queasiness as a 
reading of Diamond Jim Brady’s dinner 
menu: ivory, macassar ebony, silver, 
lacquer, sharkskin—or shagreen, as it 
is known in the trade-crushed eggshell, 
zebrawood, cashmere, gilt-bronze, ala
baster, and exotic furs like otter and polar 
bear. “They were concerned with excel
lence of craftsmanship above all,” says 
interior designer Juan Montoya, who 
points out that though a red or acid-green 
might be used as an accent, color was a 
secondary consideration. “Color had to 
be neutral—grays, browns, black, deep 
mauve—nothing that would distract 
from the essential quality of a piece.” 

Ridihnann, Dunand, and the others 
would be pleased to know their work is 
still commanding attention—and big 
prices. At Sotheby’s 20th-Century Deco
rative Arts sale this past summer, a 
bronze-mounted Lalique vase from 1925 
and a pair of 1924 Chateau armchairs 
both went on the block with pre-auction 
estimates of $60,000 to $90,000. In 
New York, a Ruhlmann cabinet was 
recently for sale at $75,000, while the 
price on two Sue et Mare chairs was 
$25,000, for the pair. “That period in 
French furniture is very hot,” says Barry 
Friedman, a Manhattan antiques dealer 
who specializes in the era. “But you can 
get beautiful things for under $10,000.” 

As with couture clothing, new Deco- 
inspired furniture is pricey. This fall, 
Lalique issued a three-panel mahogany 
screen with crystal insets based on pat
terns that Lalique originally designed for 
the first-class French rail cars. The price 
is $18,000. Larry Laslo’s faux-shagreen- 
covered armoire for Bexley Heath sells 
for $9,800, while a cylindrical Todd Hase 
nightstand costs $4,677. But there is one 
large difference between the ’20S-inspired 
furniture designers and their fashion 
counterparts: the former hope their work 
never goes out of style. “We want our fur
niture to be handed on to the next gener
ation,” says Hase. “These are shapes you’ll 
never tire of looking at.

(continuedfrom page 88) Pierre Chateau.
Why the 1920S and why now? ‘As the 

industry looks to the next century, the 
twenties hold an allure,” says Washington 
Post fashion writer Robin Givhan. “The 
times, as we think of them, were care
free and fun. Women were independent. 
The clothes were very simple, very 
sleek— elegant and comfortable.” These 
themes are remarkably similar to those 
sounded by furniture designer Todd 
Hase when he discusses his new Deco- 
inspired line. “In this time of a change in 
millennium, I’m trying to simplify, to 
reveal the basic beauty of a piece,” he 
says. “People want a quiet opulence that 
comes from a piece’s quality.”

But then, in ways, the leaders of the 
aesthetic movement that entered the 
popular consciousness after the 1925 
E^qjosition Internationale des Arts Deco- 
ratifs et Industriels Modernes in Paris— 
the showcase event from which the term 
“Art Deco” derives—behaved more like 
couturiers than design theoreticians. 
Back then, both fashion and home 
designers were fighting the same sorts of

I
IKE FASHION, Art Deco designs 
drew inspiration from all over the cul
tural terrain, encompassing looks far 

beyond the streamlined, Americanized 
1930S version that we now associate with 
the style. The 1922 discovery of King 
Tutankhamen’s tomb, for example, led to 
an Egyptian motif Designers like Eugene 
Printz were influenced by African art. 
While Ruhlmann pared down traditional 
Louis XVI and Directoire styles to their 
essentials, Groult and the design team of 
Louis Sue and Andre Mare fattened them 
up into rounded, bombe furniture. 
Dunand, Dufrene, and the crystal-maker 
Rene Lalique liked to use panel inserts 
depicting stylized animals and flowers. 
Rugs and upholstery were inspired by 
Cubist painters, while Chateau, Jean 
Michel Frank, silversmith Jean Puiforcat, 
and others took a page from the Bauhaus 
modernists in designing unomamented.

&ONLY
Over 25 years ago, we made 
the very first Food Processor 

and revolutionized the way you 
cook. And we've never stopped 
improving. After all these years, 

we're still the one and only 
Food Processor for your kitchen.

Cuisihart
Food Processors

cito'Sears • Linens 'n Things • Bed Bach & Beyond 
www.cuisinartcom
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Creating tableware, furniture, and even, for a time, fashion, 

Karim Rashid is the design world’s hippest jack-of-all-trades
¥■

BY LYGEIA GRACE

ECOGNiTiON from museums 
and the design world is all well 
and good, but for industrial 
designer Karim Rashid, getting 
products into Kmart is the real 

triumph, “I’m interested in designing 
things that are accessible,” Rashid, 38, 
explains. The mass market “is the hardest 
to reach because it’s not about newness. 
[Most of] the stuff in those stores is 
knockoffs of knockoffs. If you say, T want 
to do new ideas and I want them in Tar
get,’ that's a challenge.”

Rashid has proven he’s up to it. Since 
opening a New York studio in 1993, he 
has designed mass-market products like 
Black & Decker snow shovels and Umbra

trash cans. All the while, Ra.shid—who 
this month will be named young designer 
of the year by the Brooklyn Museum of 
Art—has earned praise from establish
ments like the Museum of Modern Art 
and the Chicago Athenaeum Museum 
for his Nambe tabletop accessories and 
modular furniture for Idee.

An associate professor at Philadelphia’s 
University of the Arts, Rashid is also a 
man of many media. In the past, he’s 
designed clothing, steel-rod coatracks for 
Pure Design, and stacking glass tables for

Zeritalia, He’s now developing plastic 
packaging for fashion designer Issey 
Aliyake and has just created a line of metal- 
alloy barware for Nambe, which debuts 
next April. His urge to e?q)eriment appears 
infectious: next year, with Rashid’s he^, the 
accessories-driven Umbra will venture into 
furniture, and the usually metal-oriented 
Nambe plans a cut-crystal collection.

Flexibility may be the unifying theme 
to Rashid’s work. As he explains, a 
good design works on any level. “Half 
the people who have Nambe pieces 
probably just like to leave them out,” 
Rashid says. “That’s fine with me. An 
object should be a de-stresser that 
brings you enjoyment.
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MIX MASTER Rashid and his furniture at 
Totem; top right, Umbra trash cans and red 
Issey Miyake gift bag; Nambe metai objects.
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Currently the IT plant among those who know, the beauty 

of Lavandula in all its forms is equaled by its usefulness

BY TOM CHRISTOPHER

AVENDER IS HoT — that’s what 
friends in northern California have 
been telling me. A year ago, you 
aspired to a personal olive grove 
and your own first virgin cold 

press. But now those in the know are 
planting fields of lavender. You’ll be doing 
it, too, my sources assured me. Not me, I 
thought, smug with Yankee conservatism. 
Then I visited Sonoma County.

Lavender, it tiurned out, was too hot 
even to touch at author Robert Kourik’s 
barbecue up among the first-growth red
woods and Douglas firs. Kourik picked a 
bundle apart with a fork. He was 
demonstrating a recipe from The Laven
der Garden (Chronicle Books, 1998), his 
witty, learned, and seductive guide to the

cultivation and enjoyment of this newly 
fashionable herb. Having swathed 
chicken breasts in an armload of green 
lavender {Lavandula viridts) stems—his 
favorite lavender for grilling—Kourik 
had pressed them between iron griddles, 
placed them on the coals, and steamed 
the meat in their perfumed essence.

Only a lavender grower, Kourik 
pointed out, could afford the extravagant 
cutting needed for this dish. The 
flavor—aromatic and clean, awakening 
taste buds I hadn’t known were there— 
almost completed the conversion of a sus
picious eastern conservative. As a WASP, 
though, I reserved final judgment until I 
had tasted one of Kourik’s lavender mar
tinis; stirred, not shaken, with a flower

spike of the true English lavender {Lavan
dula angustifoHd)-, this, too, had an unex
pected, delicious spice.

Kourik has been growing lavender in 
12 species and dozens of horticultural 
strains for more than 20 years, and he 
notes that some form of this herb will 
grow any place in North America where 
winter temperatures don’t drop below 
oT (north of that, Kourik recommends 
it as a pot plant). Still, as a group, laven
ders struck me as the ultimate Californ
ian plants: elegant, sensual, and almost 
effortless. They aren’t natives; most of 
these tough, fast-growing evergreen 
shrubs originated in the lands around the 
Mediterranean Sea. But lavenders love 
the brilliant sunshine and alkaline, rocky

96 HousetyGafden • November 1998
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top: Frederic Fekkai Home Scent 
spray, $65 for 8.5 fl. oz., in Les 
Lavandes is avaiiabie through 
Frederic Fekkai. 888f-fekkai. 

above: Higrove Lavender soap, 
$25, is available from J. Floris 
USA/Floris of London. 600-jfloris.

‘Grosso’ & ‘Provence’ 
English lavender is 
grown in Santa Rosa, 
California. Available 
through Matanzas 
Creek Winery. 
800-590-6464.

Lavender Toilet 
Water spray, in 1.7 fl. 
oz., $40, and 3.4 fl. 
oz., $57, is available 
through J. Floris 
USA/Floris of Lon
don. 800-jfloris.

Vegetable soap, 
$3.75, is made with 
lavender oils and 
plant and mineral 
ingredients. Available 
through L’Occitane. 
888-623-2880.

Joy, happiness, and 
celebration are hand- 
painted on Estelle 
Billot’s Nature et Poesie 
handmade sachets,
$45 from Barneys, NYC. 
212-826-8900.

soils they find on California hillsides, has adapted to life on that sodden island, fertilization either. In fact, they are
What’s more, lavenders cope easily with Yet once well rooted, the shrubs also healthiest when fertilization is restricted
California’s irregular rainfall. Given a flourish with little or no irrigation to an annual topdressing with compost,
fast-draining soil, the plants thrive in through protracted drought. Remark-
rainy seasons; English lavender, after all, ably self-sufficient, lavenders need little species to species and cultivar (a garden-

developed strain) to cultivar. Depending 
on what you plant, then, the spikes of 
tiny, lipped flowers will cover your bushes 
in a haze of blue or pink or white, or even 
green, during peak blooming season. 
Different species peak at different sea
sons, and nearly all rebloom, at least spar
ingly, so by mixing different kinds you can 
have lavender blossoms throughout the 
year in Sonoma County’s mild climate.

The staple beauty of the lavenders, 
however, lies in their neat, moimded 
foliage. This also varies with the type, 
English lavender bears leaves like sil
vered needles, while the French laven
ders (J^avandula dentata) sport fern-like 
little fronds of a fresh green. In all its 
permutations, the lavender foliage is a 
pleasure to the eye, but it is the aromatic 
oils that saturate the leaves —and the 
flowers, too, in season—that give laven
ders their special fascination.

The exact blend of oils, and so the fra
grance, also varies, changing from species 
to species, cultivar to cultivar, and even 
varying subtly in the same plant with 
changes in the weather, Lavender fra
grance may be a sweet and delicate

The hue of the flowers varies from

m
X

o
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perfume, as in the English lavenders. Or it may be gamy, wild, 
and herbal, like that of the green lavender; it may also offer the 
cleansing, resinous overtemes of the French lavenders {Lavan
dula dentata). And these fragrances not only fill the nose, they (or 
more specifically, the oils that give rise to them) are curative as 
well. Modern herbalists and pharmacologists recommend the 
dried blossom or a distillate of flowers and foliage as both a seda
tive and a stimulant, a sort of nerve tonic, and as a cure for 
depression. For the more romantically inclined, there arc older 
herbals, which prescribed lavender for all sorts of intriguing 
conditions such as the falling sickness, megrim, vertigo, loss of 
memory, dimness of sight, and swooning fits.

More important from a practical standpoint is that the 
lavenders’ oils also make the plants unappealing to insects. 
Once upon a time, sachets of dried lavender foliage were 
packed away among linens and woolens to protect them 
against moths, and the fresh leaves were crushed and rubbed 
on the skin to repel flies and mosquitoes. Insect pests do not 
trouble lavenders in the garden, nor do gophers and deer. This, 
Kourik believes, goes a long way toward explaining the plants’ 
popularity among the tastemakers who keep moving ever far
ther up into California’s canyons and hills.

HEN I VISITED HER earlier in the day, Sandra 
Mnclver admitted that freedom from deer wa.s in 
large part what attracted her to lavender. Founder 

of the famous Matanzas Creek Winery in Sonoma’s Bennett 
Valley, Sandra had worked relentlessly with her husband. Bill, to 
make their merlot and ('hardonnay among the very best in Cal
ifornia. In 1991, she sensed a similar potential in two hybrid 
lavenders from the south of France, I^rvandula x intermedia 
‘Provence’ and L. x intermedia ‘Grosso.’

These, she hoped, would improve her winery’s bouquet; 
while clear and clean, the air there lacked the floral fragrances 
that had filled her New Orleans childhood. Sandra’s play
ground then had been the famous Longue Vue estate of her 
grandmother Edith Stern. That had accastomed Sandra to liv
ing among gardens, and though a run-down dairy farm had 
been an adequate setting in which to build her winery, after 
twenty years she wanted an environment worthy of the wines. 
As a businesswoman and a realist, however, she also wanted 
any gardens to pay their own way. That’s why, with the help of 
landscape designer Gary Ratway. she planted the prototype 
lavender plantation to which others now aspire.

Ratw^ terraced the old hayfield that ran downhill from the 
main winery building, cutting the one-acre slope into five stone
walled terraces, These he planted with chevrons of lavender— 
4,000 bushes in all. To echo the geometry of the surrounding 
vineyards. Ratway planted each terrace with a single type of 
lavender, alternating blocks of the darker, purplish-flowered 
‘Grosso’ with the lifter, violet-flowered ‘Provence.’ This grand 
floral stairway has become one of the sights of Sonoma, and the 
visitors it draws inevitably find their way into Matanzas Creek 
Winery’s tasting room. They buy wine, and increasingly, they 
buy the “estate-grown" lavender. For Sandra Maclver and her

Mouse. NavbMBBR
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product designer, Jan Coello, transform 
cuttings from the lavender field just as 
the winery transforms grapes. There are 
wands of dried lavender wrapped in 
hand-dyed silk ribbons; temple pillows 
filled with lavender blossoms and flax
seed, to drape over the eyes when tran
quillity is needed; lavender soaps, of 
course, and lavender-steeped massage 
oils; tiny packets of dried blossoms for 
spicing foods; and bundles of stems to 
make lavender-flavored smoke for 
grilling. Now, plans for planting more 
lavender go hand in hand with plans for 
more vines at Matanzas Creek Winery 

Will the lavender boom spill our 
beyond Sonoma County? Deborah 
Whigham, Gary Ratway’s wife and the 
proprietor of Digging Dog Nursery, says 
it already has. Eight years ago, Matanzas 
Creek’s order for 4,000 plants was a large 
one. Last year she shipped ir.ooo plants 
to one winery in San Antonio, Texas, and 
she has got customers in Arizona and 
New Mexico, as well as all over northern

California. When Whigham and her hus
band offered a seminar on lavender culti
vation and marketing at San Francisco’s der will grow there; I used to grow a few
Strybing Arboretum this past summer, bushes of English lavender in my rock
170 people subscribed, forcing them to garden. I have a sunny spot with good
turn one session into four. Would-be drainage. Not an acre, mind you, but
planters were flying in from as far east as quite big enough to furnish as many 
Ohio and Tennessee, Deborah recalls. martinis as are good for me.

She doesn’t remember any students 
from Connecticut. But I know laven-

J HKMK AIVI> \ARIA1 IO>S
..WIO-NDICIJ (LavandulaIlMiLISI

angustifolia): hardy to 0°F. A compact shrub 
2 to 3 feet tall; blossoms are excellent for 
cooking. ‘Hidcote’ Is a dwarf cultivar 12 to 16 
inches tall, ideal as an edging plant. 
rHK.X II (Lavandula
dentata): Robust shrub, 3 to 4 feet tall, with 
fern-like foliage. Hardy only to 15°F. Good for 
a mixed border but not for cooking. ‘French 
Grey' is a compact form with silvery foliage. 
SI».\.NISII i..\vi-:>,i)i;i{ (Lavandula 
stoechas): 12 to 18 inches tall, delicate 
foliage and flowers like purple pineapples. 
Good for grilling. Hardy to 20’’ F.
(iUKK^ l-.W'RNOKK (Lavandula 
vlridis): Similar to Spanish lavender, but 
larger, with yellow-green blossoms. Not 
hardy below 20°F. The best for grilling.

L.W.XNPIN (Lavandula x Intermedia): 
Gray-green foliage in mounds to 16 inches 
tall and 3 feet wide. Hardy to 0°F. Dramatic 
in massed plantings. Blossoms of lavandin 
cultivar ‘Grosso’ are a rich purple violet; 
those of ‘Provence’ are somewhat paler.

PLANT SOliRCES:
i>i(;f;ix; ikm: .m uskuv 
P.O. Box 471 
Albion, CA 95410 
707-937-1130
<iooim iN (;.xkdi:ns
P.O. Box 83 
Williams, OR 97544 
r. i)i:is.\<u;i(> iiEuns 

923 N. Ivy Street 
Arlington, VA 22201



The all-new Srairh+Noble Windoware 

Sourcebook fcarures 60 pages of 

innoN'ativc, affordable ideas to make 

vour window dreams come true.

This essential handbook puts the 

world’s best window treatments right at 

voLir fingertips, including exclusive 

designs vou just woiu find anywhere else. 

Shopping is ea.sy because our buyers 

have done all the legwork for you. so 

you can “window shop” in the comfort 

of your home or office.

Wlicrhcr vou're looking for exotic rattan 

shades or classic wood blinds, you'll find 

the best selection at the lowest prices 

20% to 70% less than what you’d find 

in stores.

So what are you waiting for? With 

Smith+Noblc. the windows of your 

dreams are just a phone call away!

America's leading resource for 
window treatments.™

For a free Sourcebook call;
1.800.695.8777

A.vk for Dcpr.#0l05

Or Wrire To:
PO Box 1387 CoroQa, California 91718

N.a.nK.

.Address;.

Zip;Cicy;
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Win a dinner party designed by 
Ebuse^^^Garden

Hot4se & Garden comes to your home with a dinner for six featuring table settings by Noritake.

1. Who is thearduKxicreditedwithdesigningthe/vwr/viwrmosaic? (p.38)______ _____________

2. Wliats the first word in gourmet cookvrare? (p. 114)___________________________________________ ______ _

3. What substance in Avon’s Anew Day Force shidds your dcin from damaging UVA rays? (p.l9) --------------------------

4. This basic Bertoili recipe lias seven ingredienis. Wliat is the name of the redpe? (p. 11 ^-------------------------------------

5. What gives you the freedom to choose when, where, and how you work? (p.93)---------------------------------------------

6. What hi^-end European furniture manufacturer brings saddle-leather chairs to your office and dining room? {p.87)__

7. Which &mou-s 20‘'''Century artist’s drawings will go on the block at Chrisde’s this November? (p.6) ___ ____

8. What andent technique is referenced by the prcxlua in the Cowian & Tout acfverrisement? (p.65)-----------------------

9. How many finishes and colors is Grange furniture available in? (p.45) ___________ ___________________________

10. Where are Gucd Timepieces made? (p.33)_____ ______________________________ ___ 

11. Name three dues vdiere a Hokanson showroom Is IcxaKcL (p.99)_____________ _____________________

12. What quesrion is asked by Howard Miller Fine Qocks and Collectors’ Cabinets? (p.l 11)
13. What line of upscale kitchen appliances is the sign of a great cook? (p.71) ____ — —________

14. From whidinewKarastan coUecrion does thePersian Vase rug come from? (p.l6) _ ________ ___

15. Who can help you custom-fiame the beauty of your home? (p.25)________ _____ - ______

16. Which Frendi furniture manufecturers will keep you rest assured while you sleep? (p.21) . _

17. “There are some thing? money can’t buy, for everything else there’s...” (p.37)_____ ____

18. Which new Bemhaidt collection sports a bold new conremporary charaaer, fine-mned tospadous living? (pgs. 10-11)

19. What 100%-genuine brand features a child who’s 50% baffled and 50% fesdnaiaP (p.29)------------------------------

20. How does a druid tell dme? (f^.2-3) —-------- -----—-------------------------------------------

21. What vdndow company’s craftspeople create handoaftai windows that are perfea within an inch? (p.l 13)__ _.

22. What brand is known as the world’s best mattress? (pgs.73-76) _________________________ ___

23. What is die name of die chdse featured in Summer Hill’s acP (p.69) ___________________ __________________

24. NameoneofthethreedesignersofTufenkianTibetanCaipets’DesignerR£serveCollection. (p.81). _ -

25. Which sculptor’s bronze/b^pibenlivensparksand porticos from Bra2il to Beverly Hills? (p.lOl) ------------- ---

26. What is Vfrterworks HantxxJc? (p.97)___________________ ____ ______________________________

27. What does this ad inspire you to do? (p.54) ________  . ________________________________
Entries must be received by January 1,1999.

Mail this page to:
House & Garden Atm: Pamela Madden 

342 Madison Avenue, 22nd Floor, New York, New York 10017

Daytime Phone: ()

One winner will be sdected in a random drawing of all encries. No purchase neossary. 
Open to anyone accept Condil Hast employee, and their families. Void whoe

Cihibiied by law. Entrants must be 21 years of age or older and legal lesidenu of the 
S. Entries must be received no later than January I, 1999. Entrants must answer all 

the auesrions on die entry form to be eli^blc to win. Name, addicts, and daytime 
telepKone number must wt provided on eatdi entry. Only one enny form pta- person. 
Meaianically produced enmes are not acceptable. All correct entries will be entered in 
a random drawing. Houst & Garden is not responsible ibr lost, late or misdiiectcd entry 
forms. Winner will be notified by mail after January 1,1999. Foracompleiesetofmics 
and r^juUtions, write to Hatue & Garden at the address listed-

Name:

Address:





HyourReach.The soft wash
of azure.
The sounds of the shore.

A conteml>orar)t angle on
under-the-hood cooking.

Island living. A gathering [dace
with custom conveniences at

every

Shown on front: Maple cabinets in Azure with White Frost _fhiish.
riuu] iiiMKom Cabjoeirj' Features Bayshore doorstyle with recessed panels, beaded edge profile and satin silver pulls.



The Sleek, Bold Lines Of The Tigre Are 
Perfect For Any Contemporary Decor.t
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Two Week Delivery Guaranteed.

LEATHER
CENTER"
No. 1 In Leather Seatuig!

You can find the Hgre and 49 other beautiful styles at your local Leather Center Showroom.
Ann;i|i(ili> • Arlinginn • Austin » Avcnliini • Avon • Birniingluni • i3oca Rauui • Hostcm • Brcnwooil * Hrooklldd • Carle I’lace * C;uTo!lti)n {Cor 
Office) * Cary • Cascade • Cliavloiic * (;herryllill • Chesierlieki • Ciiicaj’ii • Cincinnaii • ('.olumlius • Dallas • Danhun • Dayton • Deerfieki • 1 
Downer's Grove • Kasi Hanover • lidina • !■■ai^iawn • llartsdale • Houston • Huntinjjion Station • Indianapolis • JackMinville • Janr/en Beach • 
Kennesaw • Ketisinjiion • Lewisville • Lynnwood ■ Min llekl Heij>his • Memphis ♦ Menlo Park • Mesquite ’ Metairie • Milford • Montgomery 
Murray • Natick • Nice\'ille • Norcross • North Dallas * North Houston * Novi • tfklahonia Cit\' • Olmsted * Orland Park • Orlando • Overlai 
Parainus ■ Peahody * Peoria • Pittsburgh • Plano • Redmond * Richmoml • Rochester Hills • San Antonio • San Jose • Scliaumhiirg • Smyrna 
Springfield • St. Louis • Sugar Umd • Tampa • Tigard • Tucson • Tulsa • Wanvitk • Webster • Wesipon • W illiamsville • Wilmington • Willov
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lurlWH Rin-cf's Guide, 
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the good lifeYou Didn’t Get 
The Nobel Prize, 

But You 
Can Get The

Chef's 
Choice for 
Better Butter
A favorite of 
chefs around 
the world, the 
French-inspired 
Butter Bell'“ crock 
safely stores one 
stick of butter at 
room temperature 
for up to 30 days.
You'll have soft, 
spreadable butter
without refrigeration, spoilage or odors. Stays fresh even 
on the hottest summer days. Hand-painted floral (pictured), 
$21.95 + $4.95 s/h; white raised floral, $17.95 + $4.95 s/h. C 
Free herbal butter recipes with every order. Makes a § 
great holiday gift! To order call 1-888-575-1900. CA res. H 
add 8.25% sales tax. For mail-in orders write: L Tremain, Inc.,
4748 Admiralty Way, #10728, Marina del Rey, CA 90295. M

IfThe Butter Bell 

crock enhances 

the taste of 

fresh, herbal 

butters while 

making a 

wonderfril 

presentation
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Proven fd/
fn Los
Hert. he shares 
one of his favorite 
flavored butter 
recipes.
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o/ 5Directions-. Allow butter to soften. Sauce the 

rosemory for 10 seconds in a dab of butter, 
remove and let cool. Mix all ingredients with a 
wire whisk until well-combined. Fill the Butter 
Bell crock with the mixture and serve over french 
baguettes or freshly baked sourdough rolls.

Provencal Butter

V2 cup unsalted butter (1 stick)

2 tablespoons finely chopped black olives 
1^2 teaspoons chopped fresh rosemary, sauteed 

1 teaspoon chopped garlic 
1 teaspoon ground black pepper

a
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High Quality Watches 
At Affordable Prices

• Water Rc!!»istant
• Stainless Steel
• 22kt Gold Plating
• Swiss Movement
• Sapphire Crystal

Take Note: Look no further for great gift ideas—The Leather Center, Viiieroy & Boch, Olympus.

For a retailer near you call
1-800-NOBEL95
www.nobelwatch.com



Villeroy&Boch

17 4 8SINCE

Available at Villeroy&Boch Home Stores in New? York, Southampton NY, Woodbury Common NY, 
Washington D.C., Williamsburg VA, Norwalk CT, Carmel CA, South Coast Plaza CA, Hawaii and ocher fine stores. 

For a score near you and co receive a free cacalog of our dinnerware. silverware, crystal and gift collections 
please call 1-800-845-5376 or e-mail us at vbcustsv@unidial.com Pattern shown-Switch 3.
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That'S the. new, Olympus^^tyliijs fepic Zoom 80 up there, actual size. How'd we manage to pack so many powerful

features into sufch a small space? Well, we've been building surgical endoscopes for years now - and compared

your coifi pocket was j
EXCLUSIVE'AUTO COLOR BALANCING FLASH>WEATHSRP«OOFlNG*flLL-lN FLASH • RED-EYE REDUCTION • INTELLIGENT FLASH SYSTEM

In USA call i-800-'6’CAMlRA,Qt wnio OVy^us Atnsrlcfi Inc^ .ZjCorfloitrts CiitiMti Drive; Meivillu, NV li747..ln Canada: Caisaii Groui». liic.,Toronto. hUp;//www.olympii5.com
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House Hunting
Antoine, the celebrated hairdresser, built an all-glass 

residence in Paris in 1927. We wanted to find it

on’t hate me. I judge 
books by their covers. I 
was browsing among the 
secondhand books that 
Kinsey Marable sells at 

Mecox Gardens in Southampton, Long 
Island, one rainy afternoon several 
months ago when I was instantly 
attracted by a rainbow-colored ode to 
Expressionism. It was meant to represent 
a hairdresser’s hand. Hairdresser’s hand?

I bought the book, the 1945 memoirs 
of Antoine, the century’s first celebrity 
hairdresser. He writes that he invented 
the sculptured curl, the shingle, the 
upsweep, and the bob, not to mention 
the special blue rinse that he developed 
for Elsie de Wolfe. Based in Paris, 
Antoine opened his first salon, on the 
rue Gambon, in 1919. Over the years he 
widened his net, operating salons around 
the world, including beauty parlors at 
Saks Fifth Avenue shops.

Antoine, who was born in Poland in 
1884, had a great flair for the dramatic.

He is remembered for appearing at a 
party dressed as Leonard, the hair
dresser to Marie Antoinette, preceded 
by two lackeys carrying candelabra, or in 
Deauville with his pet borzoi tinted a del
icate shade of mauve to test a hair rinse in 
the salt air. But perhaps his greatest pas
sion was to build a glass house, which he 
had dreamed of since childhood. He 
used to lull himself to sleep planning the 
house and spent five years drawing blue
prints for it. In 1927, in Paris, he finished 
it; the house was at the apex of moder
nity. Antoine sent—by hand—1,400 
White Ball invitations engraved on 
squares of crystal. And they all came, all 
the beautiful people of the time.

Using tons of material from St. Gobain, 
France’s largest glass manufacturer, 
Antoine built his six-story house on the

rue St. Didier. Imagine the ingenuity of 
it! The outer walls were glass slabs: people 
inside the house could see through them, 
but passetsby in the street couldn’t. There 
was a bubble-glass staircase, a cupola of 
red crystal, and glass floors that were 
sanded to keep people from slipping. 
Antoine’s glass bed attracted a lot of pub
licity: he was convinced its high, coffin
like sides isolated him from electric rays. 
Still, he considered the kitchen his tri
umph: all glass and glass tiles, it could be 
cleaned with a hose in five minutes.

I wanted to try and find the glass 
house. So I got in touch with Susan Train, 
Conde Nast’s Paris bureau chief, and 
enlisted her aid. Through the factory at 
St. Gobain, she tracked down a copy 
of the now-defunct magazine Glaces et 
Verres, which provided some of the pho
tographs for this story. More important, 
she enlisted the aid of Antoine’s pro
tege, famed hairdresser Alexandre, who 
celebrates his sixtieth anniversary in 
business this year with an exhibition

THREE FACES OF ANTOINE, from left: posing 

on a staircase; at the White Ball to inaugu

rate the glass house, 1927; and standing 

by his “ray-deflecting” glass “coffin” bed.
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wants to
hear from

HAIR, HAIR Clockwise from top: Alexan

dre at home in Paris, his sketches of

you.
Antoine’s bob for Louise Brooks, and

a table setting from Antoine’s house,

where even the plates were glass.

The News &Views reader panel is at the Forum des Halles in Paris.
Our search began one afternoon lastlooking for on-tIne niembers to winter in Paris. ‘Antoine taught me the

meaning of elegance,” Alexandre told 
us. “I remember hours of conversation

share opinions about new products, 

consumer trends, and your fovorite 

brands.„so log on to:

Here, the plot, as it were, thickens. Some 
years before his death in 1976, Antoine 
had returned to Poland. Alexandre vis
ited Antoine a few years before his death 
and found him dressed as a boyar in the 
colors of the Polish flag. He had long 
hair to his shoulders and a magnificent 
pair of red boots by Pierre Cardin. That 
was the last time Alexandre saw him, and 
he promised his friend that he would 
make sure Antoine was buried in the 
tomb he had built in Paris.

The family, however, wouldn’t hear of 
it, and when Antoine died, they buried 
him in his native soil. Alexandre never 
forgot his promise. “I waited eighteen 
years,” he said, as we walked in the 
cemetery. “Finally, Antoine’s family 
allowed a part of the remains to return 
to Paris.” Alexandre collected them in 
Poland, and placed them in the tomb, 
quite near Jean Patou’s.

Antoine took to his grave the plans of 
his glass house. There are no records of it 
in the archives of the city of Paris. Hair
dressers do indeed keep secrets.

about the essence of true elegance—the 
way one’s hands should move, should 
hold the scissors.” We set out by car for 
the rue St. Didier, although Alexandre 
didn’t think anything of Antoine’s house 
remained. Sure enough, where the glass 
palace once stood there is now a post- 
World War II apartment building.

Apparently, what Antoine had loved 
best about the glass house was planning 
and building it. Eventually he decided 
it was too small and moved to an 
apartment building on the avenue Paul 
Doumer. According to Alexandre, he 
took with him the glass furniture, the 
beautiful square crystal dinner plates, 
and, of course, the glass coffin-like bed, 
which he often suggested Alexandre use 
for a siesta. Antoine created a “glass 
cage,” a kind of transparent aerie, on the 
building’s top floors. But the concierge 
reports that it has been divided up a 
couple of times. Nothing remains.

We crossed the street to the cemetery 
where Alexandre buried Antoine. Sort of
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Design for Reading
Some style books never go out of fashion. Here are a few 

classics—and new ones fit for the “it” crowd

BY LYGEIA GRACE AND KATRINE AMES

of Chanel and Lanvin) and home fur
nishings. Oh, pioneer.

In GREAT VILLAS OF THE RIVIERA 
(Rizzoli, $56.50,1998), Roberto Schezen 
allows us to trespass in 20 grand resi
dences, including the modernist gem 
Parc St. Bernard and LErmitage, a Palla- 
dian delicacy. For those who revel in 
Theodore Reinach’s exquisite Greek 
fantasy, LA VILLA KERYLOS (Les Edi
tions de I’Amateur, in French, 1997), with

TYLE-SETTERS imag- 
ine the future by look- 
ing at the past. The 
fashion world often takes 
cues from books that 

capture parallel universes: set designs, 
great houses, and parties. Many of these 
volumes, some old, some new, are sure to II 
be on a fashion maven’s must-have list. ■ 

The great couturier Paul Poiret ■ 
(1879-1944) advocated “the liberation t| 
ofwomen and the imprisonment of stu- u 
pidity, ’’Just how visionary he was is evi- i| 
dent in POIRET (Rizzoli, 1987). Long I 
before Ralph or Calvin, he promoted the | 
relationship between fashion (includ
ing perfume, which he made years ahead

r if\
Oo
o
o<>1

(/i'■/J£ oa
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VIEWS YOU CAN USE Two genera
tions of design revolutions, and flow
ery footwear, above, and a glittery 
open house—everything you need for 

i an education in fashionable living.
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the unlikeliest things: iris and esca- 
role, fritillaria and cherries.

The bon vivants in FETES MEM- 
ORABLES BALS COSTUMES: 1922-1972 
(Herscher, in French, 1986) would think 
nothing of such extravagances. No cos
tume was too elaborate, no set design too 
outrageous at the decadent parties and 
costume balls pictured in this scrapbook 
by Prince Jean-Louis de Faucigny-Lucinge. 
Horst, Beaton, and Man Ray chronicled 
some truly inspired flourishes. At the 
Rothschilds’ 1972 Surrealists Ball, for 
instance, tables were set with fur plates, 
invitations could be read only if held up 

to a mirror, and Audrey Hepburn 
arrived with her head in a birdcage.

Further proof of Baroness Philippe 
de Rothschild’s sense of style is mem
orialized in VOGUE’S BOOK OF 
HOUSES, GARDENS, PEOPLE (Viking, 
1968). Horst’s classic photographs of the 

: Chateau de Mouton prove that few
r could mix exceptional furniture of so 

many periods as naturally as she. Also 
unforgettable: the proto-minimalist style 

I ofCyTwombly’s Roman palazzo.
I In THE SIXTIES: DECADE OF DESIGN 
I REVOLUTION (Phaidon, $59.95, 1998), 

Lesley Jackson offers a different, exuber

Bookcase

a preface by Karl Lagerfeld, is required 
reading. And Martin D. Scott’s pictures 
alone—from the marine-life mosaics at 
the bottom of an enormous tub to the 
library’s inlaid details—serve as a blue
print for a breathtaking house.

An extraordinary garden grows in 
THE BOTANICAL FOOTWEAR OF DEN
NIS KYTE (Seditions, $53,1998). The illus
trator, whose clients include Estee 
Lauder and the Gap, breaks new ground 
with watercolors of shoes made from nth-"""

GREAT VILLAS FRENCH DRESSING The great balls of 
Paris prove that Robert Isabel isn’t the 
only one who knows how to throw a fabu
lous party. Left, To recover, where better 
to retreat than the sunny Mediterranean?

ant take on the era. The encyclopedic 
volume charts the rise of op art, super 
graphics and “the look” with bold pic
tures and a scholarly text—perfect for 
admirers of Gucci’s retro-hip aesthetic.

It’s ironic that Donna Karan, who 
institutionalized black as the urban uni
form, should have helped produce such 
a compelling celebration of color. A 
journey through Zanzibar, Mali, Bor
neo, Tibet, Cairo, and China, COLORS 
OF THE VANISHING TRIBES (Abbeville, 
$67.50,1998) is a handsome collection of 
images by photographer Bonnie Young 
that have inspired Karan’s own designs.

GIVENCHY STYLE (Vendome, $67, 
1998) focuses on one tiny corner of the 
globe. Images from the designer’s homes 
and gardens are juxtaposed with those of 
his signature creations: willows on his 
French country estate echo the feathery 
elegance of a dress embroidered with 
beads and cockerel plumes.

Other voices, other rooms: Christian 
Lacroix and Patrick Mauries’s clever 
send-up of decorating, YOUR WORLD ... 
AND WELCOME TO IT: A ROGUE'S 
GALLERY OF INTERIOR DESIGN (Simon 
& Schuster, $25,1998), lampoons every
thing from Junk Junkies (“Nothing 
interests them that is not decrepit, 
rickety, scratched, if not downright 
dubious”) to minimalism (“a movement 
of voluntary catatonia”). That’s the 
great thing about design and fashion: all 
movements are welcome.

A is {or ANOLON,.,
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gourmet cookware.

Why? Because tn;cn a tricky
heurre hbric sauce never burns
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Bordeaux on a Budget
Second-label wines from the region's top vineyards put fine 

wine within the reach of ordinary mortals

BY JAY MclNERNEY

consumed by ordinary mortals. I was 
engaged in this gloomy speculation when 
I recalled a dinner at Sparks Steak House 
in Manhattan some years ago with Frank 
Prial, theNeze’ York Tu'/wejwine columnist, 
at which, if I recall correcdy, he had been 
speaking favorably about the second 
labels of the first-growth chateaux. Or 
maybe he was just commending Les 
Forts de Latour in particular, the second 
wine of famed Chateau Latour, which we 
had quite a bit of that night, hence the 
imprecision of my memory

Like other second labels, it’s made 
from the produce of younger vines and 
vats which are judged not quite powerful 
enough for the grand vin. Aside from its 
lower price, it has the virtue of making 
accessible the famously backward and 
masculine Latour style years before the

and uneven ripening of the grapes. (The 
harvest stretched out over a month at 
some chateaux; grapes that looked like 
peas were hanging next to grapes that 
looked like raisins.) I wish I could say my 
first visit to Bordeaux coincided with the 
vintage of the century, but I don’t think 
so. Meantime, the excellent 1995 vintage 
has risen sharply in price since its release.

In 1855, the wine brokers of Bor
deaux created the famous classification 
which ranked 61 wines from first to fifth 
growth, and the prices for these wines 
have been rising ever since. I can already 
hear myself someday trying to explain to 
my daughter as we sit in the twilight 
sharing a bottle of Romanian cabernet 
franc how classed Bordeaux—i.e. the 
stuff ranked first though fifth growth— 
was a beverage that was once bought and

UST WHEN YOU thought Bor
deaux prices couldn’t get any more 
ridiculous —just when you thought 
the crash of the Asian economies 
was going to put an end to the 

days when Chateau Petrus was being 
served with Coke in Hong Kong—down 
comes word that the dubious 1997s are 
being released at prices that are about 20 
percent higher than the far more promis
ing 1996s. I was in Bordeaux for the ’97 
harvest, and I’m certainly not amused. 
The legendary spinmeisters who own the 
chateaux and sell the wines — whose noto
rious enthusiasm for their current vintage 
can make James Carville appear, by com
parison, to be nonpartisan—even they 
had a hard time hiding their skepticism 
and confusion about the vintage, which 
was characterized by uneven flowering
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Genovese'a

MadeBetmByBekidiii

v_y / splash of Bertolli transforms everyday foods into elegant 
meals, And extravagant fare into truly inspirational dishes,

And since oMve oil has no cholesterol, you can enjoy the 
unique flavor of Bertolli everyday.

No wonder, after 130 years, Bertolli is still the best-loved 
olive oil in Italy, and America.

If YouWantItTo Be Better,
It Better Be Bertolli.

Pesto alia Genovese
2/3 cup pine nuts 3 cups fresh bosll leaves, firmly packed
1 /4 cup Bertolli Classico Pure Olive Oil (remove stems, wash and dry
2 medium-size garlic cloves, peeled thoroughly)

and minced 1 /4 cup grated Parmesan cheese
2/3 cup Bertolli E>ctra Virgin Olive Oil tsp, salt or to taste

Place nuts, garlic, 1/4 cup Classico Pure Olive Oil and basil leaves in food
processor or blender; process until evenly pureed, about 15 seconds. Transfer 
mixture to a bowl. Slowly stir in cheese, salt, and 2/3 cup Extra Virgin Olive Oil. 
Do not heat the pesto.

RECIPE BOOK OFFER! . C! iCMakes 1 1 /2 cups pesto, enough for 1 lb, pasta, cooked and drained.
(Do not overdrain the posta.) In a large bowl, toss the pasta with the pesto. 
Serve hot.

Recommended posta: Fettucine, linguine, or gnocchl.

Hint: Pine nuts may be lightly toasted. In a toaster oven or in a frying pan on 
the stove.

OUVE-o™™To get your Bertolli Olive OO Recipe 
Book containing 25 delicious recipes 
and money-saving coupons, send 
$2.00, check or money order, for 
postage and handling to; Bertolli 
Nutrition Center, P.O. Box 2001HG, 
Grand Rapids, MN 55745-2001.
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consider the equal of its neighbor Petrus, 
makes one of the rarest and greatest sec
ond wines, Les Pensees de Lafieur. If you 
ever see a bottle, call me.

Two of the most consistently excellent 
second labels come from Leoville Las 
Cases and Lynch-Bages. The former 
chateau, a second growth, introduced its 
second label, Clos du Marquis, in 1904. 
The ’95 is the best second-label wine that 
I’ve tasted, sensationally rich and long of 
finish. Lynch-Bages, nominally a fifth 
growth, is near the top of everyone’s 
list of great chateaux, and their second 
label, Haut-Bages-Averous, is always 
worth seeking out. The ’89 has been my 
house claret for the past few years, 
and I’m about to stock up on the ’95. 
Others to look for, in no particular 
order: Reserve de la Comtesse (Piclion- 
Longueville—Comtesse de Lalande), La 
Dame de Montrose (Montrose), Segla 
(Rausan-Segla), and Les Fiefi de Lagrange 
(Lagrange). Most of these wines from the 
’95 vintage should be nearly ready to 
drink this winter, unlike their big broth
ers and sisters. Which is reason enough 
to check them out, even if, by the time 
you read this, disaster in the inter
national financial markets has tempered 
the price of the grand vins.

iONCX)rked

grand vin will be drinkable. In the best 
years—like ’82 and ’89—it’s a very good 
bet. Chateau Margaux, another first 
growth, has been bottling its second label, 
Le Pavilion Rouge du Chateau Margaux, 
since 1908. These two wines have long been 
a secret of budget-minded connoisseurs.

In the past decade or so, second-label 
wines—not to be confused with second 
growths—hzvQ proliferated; there are now 
dozens to choose from, not only from the 
first-growth producers but from proper
ties that were ranked second, third, and 
even fifth growth in the somewhat out
dated 1855 classification. Theoretically, 
this is a happy development, at least for 
purchasers of the primary label or grand 
vins; the idea being that the first wine of 
any given maker is improved by virtue of 
strict barrel selection; wine which is not 
quite up to snuff is siphoned off to the 
second label. The question is, how good 
is the remaining juice—technically, let’s 
face it, the dregs-which is bottled under 
the second label? And the answer is— 
good question. In weaker years, ’91 
through ’94 for instance, the second label 
wines, if they are made, are apt to con
tain under-ripe or dilute grapes. (The 
more scrupulous makers declassify and 
sell this wine off in bulk.) In a year like 
’95, though—and probably ’96—these 
wines are worth exploring, particularly in 
this hyperinflated market. But caution is 
indicated. Tasting through a selection of 
the ’95 second labels, I was sometimes 
disappointed. Ideally, we’re talking about 
the difference between Armani’s black 
label and its less expensive white label, 
but often these second wines are the 
equivalent of no-name knockoffs.

The best place to choose a second 
wine is at the address of a grand vin that 
you admire. Haut-Brion is perhaps my 
favorite first growth, and I’ve found the 
lesser Bahans Haut-Brion to share some 
of the smoky, earthy characteristics of the 
great wine that enchanted diarist Samuel 
Pepys. In a year like ’89 it is the match of 
many classed growths. Cheval Blanc, long 
considered a first growth, despite the 
oversight of the 1855 committee, also bot
tles Le Petit Cheval, although you may 
have to wait for your next trip to France 
to score a bottle. Lafleur, which some

THE OEIVO FILE
't>5 CLOS l>l’ >L\RQriS The 
second label of Leoville Las Cases, perhaps 
the superest of the super second growths.
A great wine in itself, richer than most first 
wines, it seems to be full of blackberries and 
cranberries and plums. $28 
•5)5 PAV7LIX» UOrCiK Dl 
C’IIATFl-\i: MAlUiACX Big sister Mar
gaux may well be the Bordeaux of the vintage 
and this little sister is also beautiful, albeit 
more waifish. Plummy fruit, smoky and earthy 
highlights. Diinking beautifully now. $40 
*05 II.Al T-BAGKS-AVKROCS. 
Delicious cun'anty cabernet lightly framed 
In oak. Lynch-Bages fans should drink this 
while they wait for the first wine to come 
around. Also, if you can find it, the '89 Haut- 
Bages-Averous is spectacular. $24 
’95 CAHIM ADES DE E.AFJTE 
As with the grand vin, Lafite-Rothschild, this 
wine shows more finesse than power. A 
good example of the house style with a nice 
cedary nose. $30
f)5 LE BAHA>’S Dl’ CHATEAL 
H.\l'T-BRI(>rs Always one of the best 
second labels, the '95 is not a fruit bomb but 
has nice hints of the bricky, cigar-box aro
mas that Haut-Brion lovers adore, along 
with a very silky texture. $35
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1 Rm, Perfect Vu

City or country bedroom that

holds the day at bay.

Sumptuously furnished with

silken ease, quiet glamour

and touches of color. Timeless

contemporary for those who

consider rest a refined art.



past perfect

Modern is as modern does, and in tlie postwar years fashion 
set a fast pace for keeping the home au courant

BY VERONIQUE VIENNE

Making it new and keeping up to date 
were articles of faith in the postwar era, 
when much of the country was in the 
grip of modernism. Almost everything 
for the home—from vacuum cleaners 
to toasters—was considered ripe for 
redesign. Even car manufacturers were 
swept up in the enthusiasm for the mod
ern. Following the fashion beat, Detroit 
began to emulate Dior, outfitting Ply- 
mouths and Chryslers with fins as sharp 
as the pleats of a New Look Parisian 
gown. The message was clear: the future 
is now—and it’s a designer’s dream.

Combining flair and furnishings, the 
October cover, photographed by Horst, 
is evidence that anyone with the proper 
determination and attitude can make a 
living room au courant by selecting pieces 
by cutting-edge designers: the tripod 
lamp is by Robsjohn-Gibbings, the leop
ard chair by Walter Loos, and the vase by 
Alban Conway The red carpet, by Lees, 
is rolled out, as if to lead the pert and 
urbane brunette toward her next glam
orous shopping spree-perhaps to buy 
a new pair of shoes, some textured wall
paper, or rattan furniture.

HE RELATIONSHIP between

runway fashion and home 
decor has always been a bit 
erratic, for the simple reason 
that it’s harder to change a

room than revamp a wardrobe. In 1950, 
House 6" Garden tried to encourage its 
readers to update their homes by launch- 

Tive as Well as You Look” offensive.mg a
Readers were told to treat their furnish
ings as they would their clothes, by bring
ing the same informed point of view to 
the purchase of a chair as to a hat, a carpet 
as to a pair of gloves, a vase as to a jacket.
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THE DESIGNER’S FLAT IN ROME 
HAS BECOME A LABORATORY FOR HIS EXPERIMENTS

IN THE ALCHEMY OF LESS AS MORE
PHOTOGRAPHED BY KARL LAGERFELDBY WILLIAM NORWICH



n®

Liaigre's shop in Paris, the source for

most of the furniture in the apartment.





sOME DECORATORS RTC very 

Some are my friends, 
Andree Putman and 

Christian Liaigre. But I don’t 
work with decorators. I pre

fer to make my own mistakes,” says Karl Lagerfeld.
He smiles. Lagerfeld is doing something he loves, taking 

photographs. This afternoon his subject is his duplex apart
ment in Rome, which he redecorated last spring. He mea
sures the light, nudges furniture. “For me, decorating a 
house is fun,” he explains to his guest. “This is how I do it: 
First, I imagine a life. Then, I see what should be in the envi
ronment. I shop. I see everything arranged in my mind. It is 
like making a video. When the moving trucks arrive, I play 
the video until everything is put in place.”

His voice is a pearl-elegant rumble. Thoughts are expressed 
rapidly—with confidence, with humor—as Lagerfeld peers 
through the lens of his camera at the upstairs guest bedroom. 
The apartment, which he has had since 1984, is a former 
artist’s atelier, built in the mid-seventeenth century on a nar
row lane near the Palazzo Borghese. Lagerfeld brushes an 
invisible speck from the clothes he wears—black linen pants 
and a white jacket by Yohji Yamamoto. Noticing his guest’s 
gaze on the small embroidered red flower on his jacket 
pocket, he jokes, “It’s not ketchup. It’s fashion.”

Lagerfeld then looks up and considers the golden light 
pouring in from the skylight. It’s as good a time as any, he 
decides, for his self-portrait. He turns his camera toward the 
large mirror resting against the opposite wall, and catches 
his image in the century-old looking glass. He clicks once, 
clicks twice . . , enough. He is done taking pictures in this 
room. Gracefully, he descends the staircase that leads to the 
main salon.

In 1986, when House & Garden first published photos of 
Lagerfeld’s aerie in Rome, the place had a different look 
entirely. Back then, it was a sort of idealized Grand Tour

nice.
like

MEALS FOR THE MIND, 3 Selection of books, are served on trays 
from Liaigre, whose store provided the table lamp as well. The 

curtains are simple cotton and silk custom-made for Lagerfeld; 

the floors were treated with a dark wood stain.
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LAGERFELD IS PARTICULARLY FOND of the desk, right, and console 
with the Bang & Olufeen stereo, above, in his master bedroom. 

Created by Belgian fashion designer Ann Demeulemeester, 
both pieces are one-of-a-kind prototypes, made from standard 
artist’s canvas gessoed white and stretched over a wood frame. 
“Genius,” says Lagerfeld. He bought the desk lamps at an art 
supply store. The framed photographs are all by Lagerfeld.

bohemia, opulent with rich fabrics, wood paneling, Aubus- 
son tapestries, a Louis XVI bed, and an abundance of late- 
eighteenth-century Piedmontese pieces.

But it’s goodbye to all that now. The apartment’s current 
incarnation reflects the contemporary minimalist concepts 
that blossom in Lagerfeld’s imagination these days — 
whether he’s furnishing his houses or designing fashions for 
Chanel and Fendi. The seed was planted, he says, in the 
1980s, when he first encountered the work of artist Donald 
Judd, whose paintings—as well as the austere homes he 
dwelt in—helped to popularize minimalist aesthetics. Until 
Judd’s death in 1994, Lagerfeld says he dreamed that the 
artist might design a house for him.

Under the minimalist spell, Lagerfeld painted the walls of 
his Rome apartment white and refurnished it almost 
entirely with pieces bought at Christian Liaigre’s in Paris. 
“Not long ago, when I signed a new contract with Fendi in 
Rome, I decided I would redecorate,” says Lagerfeld, who 
visits the Italian capital monthly for meetings and fittings. 
“Decorating, for me, is like designing a new fashion collec
tion every six months. Change is good. I wanted some
thing modern here, but not Italian modern. I thought the 
dark furniture of Christian Liaigre would mix well with



Chintz Charming: When in Rome, the First Time
A LOOK BACK 31 these pages from House & Garden’s September 1986 
feature story on Karl Lagerfeld's apartment in Rome demonstrates how 
much his tastes have changed. The main salon, top, included an 
18th-century copy of the Medici Venus, Piedmontese Louis XVI chairs, 
and an Italian chandelier dating from about 179D. Lagerfeld's bedroom, 
above, which is now painted while, had red damask on the walls; the 
carpet was copied from the Winterhalter painting in the room.

my photographs in dark frames. Maybe it’s pretentious, but 
since I’ve been doing photography I prefer them rather than 
paintings or even my own sketches. I’m very comforted by 
these remembrances of the architecture, the statues and 
landscapes, and the people I’ve seen.”

The Rome flat has become a laboratory for Lagerfeld’s 
experiments in the alchemy of less as more. He is putting his 
spin on minimalism on a larger scale in his recently acquired 
40-room house in Biarritz. Decorating with a mix of furniture 
by Liaigre and Philippe Starck, Lagerfeld has also commis
sioned Tadao Ando, the Japanese architect who won the cov
eted Pritzker Prize in 1995, to build a studio on the property.

Meanwhile, Lagerfeld has sold his country place near Paris, 
as well as a big house in Hamburg, a huge nineteenth-century 
villa overlooking Monte Carlo, and a palatial mansion in

129



UNDER THE MINIMALIST SPELL,
LAGERFELD PAINTED THE WALLS WHITE
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Brittany. “They were houses I hadn’t seen in years,” he says, as 
he photographs the main salon. “I had too much. For my taste 
now, I should have less—less furniture, fewer houses.”

But he seeks new adventures nonetheless. Lagerfeld says he 
is currently looking for a studio and living space in New 
York— a city in which he has never had a place before. ‘And I 
want to make a change in Paris,” he adds, referring to his 
treasure-filled eighteenth-century apartment on the rue de 
rUniversite. “I want something modern. I would like a larger 
photography studio, and there are parts of the house I never 
go into—too many salons. Party life is over.”

f : -m
I

s .

B
UT DOES HE HAVE NO linger
ing regrets for days and styles 
past? Stepping into his bedroom 
on the lower floor of the Rome 
apartment, Lagerfeld laughs when 
asked what happened to all the 

damasks, the carpets, and the Piedmontese chairs covered in 
yellow satin, which until recently decorated the room. “With 
all those brocades, you could hardly breathe,” he says.

Instead, Lagerfeld insists that in living with less, he has 
discovered a renewed vigor. “The exciting thing is to find 
and collect, not to own,” he says. “I don’t want to age in 
front of my museum pieces. I didn’t work my whole life to 
end up like a curator.”

Focusing his camera on a unique gessoed-canvas console 
and table created by Belgian fashion designer Ann Demeule- 
meester, he says: “The light is so beautiful in Rome, I wanted 
a very clear bedroom. I found that strange bed with the 
blackboard in Germany; I thought Demeulemeester’s pieces 
were pure genius. And hasta\ That’s it.” Nothing more. “I like 
sleeping in a room where I don’t have to look at things. I 
prefer the imagination.

karl confidential
GREW UP IN Hamburg, Germany.
FIRST FASHION At age three, he Selected an Outfit for
himself: black suede lederhosen with gold embroidery. The shop, Lanz, 
in Salzburg still has the record of the sale.
FIRST CAR A black and silver Bentley, pven to him by his fatherfor 
his 2ist birthday.
FIRST PARIS .APARTMENT He rented a flat owned by his 
mother's personal shopper at the couturier Molyneux.
FAVORIl’E BEVERACiE Diet Coke.
FAVORITE MOMENT ‘'The next.”
BEST WAY TO SEE K.ARL*S PHOTOGRAPHS UP CLOSE 

At his recently opened Lagerfeld Gallery in Baris, at 40 rue de Seine. 
The photos are for sale, along with books of Lagerfeld’s photo^aphy, 
and articles such as sunglasses, chic white shirts, and Fendi accessories. 
HIS MOTTO “Don’t complain, don't compare.”

AFTER ASCENDING the Spiral staircase, this page, to the 
guest bedroom, Lagerfeld, opposite page, is ready for 
his close-up in a century-old mirror. “1 like the way it looks 
beneath the roof,” he says. “It catches the light, which 
is so beautiful in Rome.” Sources, see back of book.
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in the
land
of ferr
THE PRINCE OFiTALlAN
DESIGN HOLDS COURT IN HIS
FAMILY HOME NEAR MILAN

PHOTOGRAPHED BY PIETER ESTERSOHN

STYLED BY GAIL ROBERTS





always carries a gold safety pin he has had since childhood, as
well as an old set of keys. The keys belong to the Ferre family
home in Legnano, about i6 miles from Milan.

I am someone who likes to be surrounded by pieces of his
tory,” the prince of Italian fashion says, receiving a guest in the
library of the house. “This is how IVe chosen to decorate here.
I’ve surrounded myself with the things I grewup with—edited
a bit to make the house more masculine. But what is most
Proustian for me is the atmosphere here, how it all comes
together. The sense of continuity. My history My family.

Ferre, the younger of two sons, was born and raised in

PERSONAL REFERENCES abound tti the house. Ferre, a Leo,
displays his extensive collection of lions in bronze, wood, and
vermeil in the library, above, in the living room, right, his

fondness for stripes appears in the sofas, pillows, and wall
coverings, all in fabrics made exclusively for him in the Milan
region. The stove is turn-of-the-century majolica and is a
family heirloom. The art in the living room includes two Klimt
drawings, one Giacometti, a small Leger, and a Man Ray,
all purchased by Ferre. The low table is Chinese, and has been
re-covered in Italy with genuine crocodile skin.
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1 AM SOMEONE WHO LIKES TO BE SURROUNDED BY PIECES OF 
HISTORY. THE SENSE OF CONTINUITY, MY FAMILY”^Gianfranco ferre

ii
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FERRE IS FOND of personalizing his 
rooms by amplifying on a favorite theme. 
IN ADDITION TO stripes in the living room, 
left, and the lions in the library, his 
affection for crocodiles appears in many 
guises on the crocodile-skin table, below 
left. AS ELSEWHERE, the fabrics on the 
walls, the curtains, and the upholstery in 
the dining room, opposite page, were 
custom-made. The 18th-century chandelier 
is French. The Jars are Chinese bronzes 
dating from the 17th to the 19th centuries. 
The dining table and shelf behind it, 
family heirlooms, are marble platforms 
from the 1940s. The 19th-century chairs 
from Lombardy are also family pieces.
The serving plates on the table are 
Chinese. The mirrors, another theme with 
variations, are 18th- and 19th-century 
pieces from several countries.

Legnano. His father, awell-to-do engineer, 
died when Gianfranco was quite young. 
He was 15 when he and his brother moved 
to this house with their doting mother.

Ferre got his degree in architecture, 
practiced briefly, and then worked for a 
while as an interior designer in Milan. 
An unexpected offer to design acces
sories took him into the world of fash
ion in the late 1960s. He found a small 
apartment in the city, but returned 
faithfully to Legnano several nights a 

week because his family gave him the emotional sustenance 
he needed to deal with the vagaries of the fashion world.

When his mother died a few years ago, Ferre moved back 
permanently and now commutes to Milan. He also has a 
vacation house on the shore of Italy’s Lake Maggiore.

b
u ILT in the 1920s, the Legnano house 
is not overwhelmingly large. The neigh
borhood is cozy, not formidable. Bright, 
colored banners wave from the street 
posts announcing a Renaissance-theme 
summer art fair at the end of the month. 
But inside the Ferre house, luxury reigns. 

In the kitchen, the cook chops parsley to dress a veal piccata. 
The valet sets a silver tray with Venetian glasses and a bottle 
of bubbly water on a side table. Aman from his office in Milan 
waits in the foyer in case Ferre needs to be driven somewhere.

The house is filled with family antiques. Lions and croc
odiles are two motifs that appear throughout. Ferre is a Leo, 
who inherited a passion for crocodiles from his grandfather. 
The elegant stripes on chairs, sofas, and the silk-covered 
walls connect the rooms and enchant the eye with an almost
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lioOKS oo FUKNisH a toom
and even a hallway. The
curved paneling is cherry-
wood. Ferre brought the
chair back from China.

MORT THINGS UCONINE in
bronze, wood, and vermeil
adorn a Chinese table,
opposite page, top right;
.1 corner of the library,
opposite page, below.



clao, gianfranco!
NAME GAME Jahn-FRAHN-koh fer-RAT.
SCHOOL DAYS Received his degree in architecture from the
Politecnico di Milano in 1969.
JOB SEARCH A dearth of opportunities for architects in Milan
led him first to decorating, which he disliked, and then to designing
jewelry for fashion houses.
FIRST FASHION MOMENT Italian Vogue
editor Anna Piaggj published some of his big
silverjewelry bows in a photo spread of models
ice-skating in swimsuits.
'OiSCO^iTiNV'E.ii Artistic director of Christian
Dior from 1989 to 1996.
STAR CLIENTS Lee Radziwill, Barbra
Streisand, Iman, Blaine Trump, Denise Hale.
Princess Michael of Kent.
END QUOTE "The woman I design for may
as well be eating a cheese sandwich, but it is the
way she holds it that will capture your attention.

snobbish drama. “After my mother died,
when I wanted to give the house a more
masculine feeling, I thought of stripes,
Ferre explains. ‘Td been in some gentle
men’s clubs in England, and I had in mind
the stripes used there, They give both color
and broad dimensions to the rooms.

Of Ferre did find his stripes atnotcourse,
the local dry-goods shop. “Getting the size
of the stripes right is very important,” he
says. “I put pieces of canvas on the walls and
cut ribbons into the right widths. Then my
tailor stitched them on to the canvas and
prepared them for my mill, where they
made the fabric. In silk.

He smooths the folds of his waistcoat.
Takes a call from the office concerning his
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IN REDOING the family home for his own 
use, Ferre wanted a more masculine 
atmosphere. THE master bedroom, left 
and opposite page, with its Empire 
desk, faux crocodile bed, and Biedermeler 
wardrobe, reflects this ambition. His 
bathrobe and shirt hang on a screen, a 
gift from Milan boutique L’oro Dei 
Farlocchi. IN the quest bathroom, 

below, visitors are treated to a selection 
of scents from around the world.

private plane to Florence for dinner. His lib
rary shelves are filled with books arranged 
elegantly, without regard to subject. Tucked 
among the literature is a biography of Ferre 
by the Italian journalist Edgarda Ferri. “Le 
origini, i valori, i successi: storia di un grande 
della moda che la celebrita non ha cambi- 
ato,” reads the cover line. “The origins, the 
values, the successes of a great man of 
fashion whom celebrity has not changed.”

ESPITE the nobil
ity of his speech 
and gestures, Gian
franco Ferre is shy 
and sensitive. He 
knows you know 
how much this

house misses his mother.
I love to travel,” he then offers, chang

ing the topic to avoid sentimentality Nearly an entire wall 
is devoted to travel books. Ferre began traveling early, when 
he was working for the Italian government’s trade depart
ment. He was sent to Bombay to analyze textile business 
opportunities there. The trip was a revelation. What he 
calls the “uncontaminated way of dressing” influenced his 
thinking about how Westerners could dress. Since then, 
Ferre has traveled often to India and the Far East. In fact,
when Diana Vreeland made her famous pronouncement 
“Pink is the navy blue of India,” she was speaking to Gian
franco Ferre, who responded, “naturally, pink is the navy 
blue of India because it’s the cheapest of all dyes.”

Throughout the years, the press has called Ferre the 
Frank Lloyd Wright of fashion because of the close connec
tion between his early years as an architect and the master
ful tailoring of his designs.

“Even after all thes^ years,” Ferre says, “I still approach 
fashion in the same way as I did architecture. The process is 
the same. The concept of construction is the same. Archi
tecture is a search for a solution of form, shape, and color. 
So, too, is fashion. With both, you begin with a story.”

The story ends each day when Gianfranco Ferre comes
home to the things he loves best.
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VAiENTiNO suRVEvls the.quietf
t J •ioganco of the silting iloom, thisJpage and opposite, a sdene

.perfectly suited to the beauty of
f Valentino's muse, Princess Rosario

of Bulgaria. The pair of igilded
mirrors are from the 18th century.
THE STANOiNO LAMPS and purple

leather armchair, top, are by

Christian Liaigre. The vase is by
Marianne Robic.THE side table,

above, is also by Liaigre. The dish is 
from the Maison de I’Orient in Paris.
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wHEN MINIMALISM took

fashion by storm not long ago, it was 
assumed there would be a few holdouts. 
Valentino, for instance.

But during the couture shows in Paris 
last January, when Valentino unveiled 
his new office/showroom on the historic 
place Vendome, the fashion flock could 
not believe what they saw. Smack dab 
on the etage nobiliare of a palatial resi
dence built during the gilt-heavy reign 
of Louis XIV, Valentino opened the 
doors on a fresh interpretation of mini
malist design. Quel surprise! Valentino 
and his business partner Giancarlo 
Giammetti had commissioned Chris
tian Liaigre to ready their Paris office 
for twenty-first-century chic. The result 
is transcendent, luxurious, provocative. 
Here the lightness of minimalism 
reveals, rather than denies, history.

“Minimalism, yes, but it is minimal
ism as seen by Valentino,” the designer 
laughs. “Ask Mr. Giammetti. He was all 
for it. I was not at first. Not at all. I love 
more cozy things. I love to be in a room 
where the things I love almost eat me, 
if you know what I mean,” Valentino 
exclaims, referring to his castle near 
Paris, the last project of decorator 
Henri Samuel.

"But I like it here so much now, the 
light and the contrasts of color,” he 
says. The decor has begun to exert its 
influence on Valentino’s fashion: mod
ernist, geometric shapes; uncomplicated 
but sumptuous fabrics.

It’s all about what women want, Valen
tino concludes. “The ladies don’t want to 
be flashy-flashy as they were in the past. 
And this is my new approach.

The calm mix of a few antiques with a few 
striking contemporary pieces accounts 
for the rooms’ originality, the flannel 

SOFA, left, is by Christian Liaigre. the 

FIREPLACE SURROUND in the Study, Oppo
site page, top, is from the 19th century.
The chair and lamp are by Christian Liaigre. 
Anne and Patrick Poirier’s drawing Extreme 

douceur, 1997, hangs next to an 18th- 
century gold-leaf mirror, a 1 9th-century 

crystal chandelier hangs in the sitting 
room, right. Sources, see back of book.
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french dressing
snoFPiNCi CAN BE SO EXHAUSTING! Flipping all that cash weak
ens wrists, fingers scorch on melting plastic. A respite, please? Why 
not tiptoe through the tended turf on the Hermes terrace in Paris? 
That’s what we thought when photographer extraordinaire I lelmut 
Newton suggested turning his lens on the roof of the company’s store 
this summer. Oh, never mind that it is a preserve of I lermes execu
tives. With the click of his camera you’re a figment of Newton’s imag
ination in a fashion paradise, a size two, and so pretty in pink.

PRODUCED BY WILLIAM NORWICHPHOTOGRAPHED BY HELMUT NEWTON148





THE FOCUS OF THE PRIVATE Setting rOOm iS ' - 

the black carved allegorical mantelpiece.
The huge majolica vase on a pedestal is an
1890 work by Joseph Cheretand depicts a
fishing scene. Astugueviellle designed all
the furniture using his signature cord material
The pieces are part of a collection that is
available from Holly Hunt showrooms.





HE ENTRANCE is Startling, at 
the very least. Leggy, black, 
rotem-like structures stand in 
the foyer like recently arrived 
extraterrestrial creatures. One 

need not be afraid; beyond, tall door
ways offer glimpses of high ceilinged, 
molding-laden rooms, where lush red- 
velvet-covered chairs and sofas seem to 
be conspiring with tufted tables and 
rope-wrapped chests. Here and there 
are primitive-looking sculptures, some 
with feathers and twigs.

This is the private kingdom of Chris
tian Astuguevieille, jewelry, accessories, 
and furniture designer. Recently, he and 
Georg Dressier, his business associate, 
moved to a prized apartment, two floors 
below their old one, in a grand 1870s 
Paris building near the Park Monceau. 
Astuguevieille uses the labyrinthian suite 
of rooms as a live-in design laboratory.

The solid and imposing character of 
the building, which has a rattling, glass
doored elevator and an ornately carved 
staircase, is a suitable introduction to 
Astuguevieille’s point of view. He com
bines the old-world traditionalism of 
his childhood with the otherworldly 
modernism that is fashionable today.

Astuguevieille, who is the creative 
director of accessories for Nina Ricci, 
the French fashion company, and a cre
ative consultant for fragrances for 
Comme des Garmons, the innovative 
Japanese company, has always made a 
connection between the two extremes. 
Nowhere is that more evident

:• h % 5

s i \ t*«

BARE WINDOWS, parquetthan in the white-walled living 
room, where a turn-of-the- floors, and white moldings,

above, update the formalcentury armchair by the noted 
designer Majorelle nudges an 
elephantine black sculpture.

“That’s the Mamout” says 
Astuguevieille, “one of the 

I made for an exhibi-

living room. Astuguevieille’s
table base and armchair are

made with bits of cut cord.
The side chair is one of his
rustic designs. THE frequentpieces

tion in Tokyo in 1992.” The 
chair and its matching otto-

TRAVELER fills the Study

with calligraphic drawings
and artifacts from his jour-man were part of the furnish

ings of an Astuguevieille femily 
house that was built near

neys, left, an armchair and

ottoman by Majorelle, oppo
site page, family heirloomsParis, on the banks of the 

Seine. “It was white with red
brick stables like people had 
in the old days,” Astuguevieille 
says. “I remember that my 
grandfather kept everything,

from about 1900, were
reupholstered in red velvet.
They stand next to Astugue
vieille’s 1992 sculpture
Mamout in the living room.
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The apartment

combines an old-world



iN THE INTIMATE dining room, this page,

[ the sophistication of sienna walls con

trasts with the rough-hewn wood of the

mantelpiece and Astugueviellle’s black

rope-wrapped chairs. A long, narrow

stained-glass gallery, opposite page top,
connects the dining room to the kitchen.

astuguevieille in the gallery, opposite
page, bottom. Sources, see back of book.



and I always collected pieces of rope. 
One day I started making jewelry 
out of rope, then small figures, like 
hunters and samurai, and, about ten 
years ago, furniture.”

T HAS BEEN a prolific decade. 
Astuguevieille brought to his fur
niture designs the same creative 
spirit that permeated the fanciful 
and ethnographically inspired jew

elry of twisted and braided rope and 
leather with which he began his career. 
Natural cord has long been his signa
ture material, and his early pieces of 
furniture—wrapped with yards of rope, 
or covered in cut ends of cord with a

I
hard-to-keep-one’s-hands-ofh brush- 
like surface—were showstoppers. His 
most recent designs, however, are quieter 
and more refined. “My work has always 
been about touch,” says Astuguevieille, 
whose forms are often inspired by arti
facts from the civilizations of Oceania, 
Africa, and South America.

Nowadays, Astuguevieille, who is 
both an armchair and an actual traveler, 
is designing pieces that are less attached 
to any particular time or place, like the 
inviting, plush-velvet sleigh-bed sofa.s. 
Ottomans are cuddly, tables stand on 
graceful legs, sofas have smoothly curved 
backs and elegantly flared arms.

Versions of all the pieces are available 
in the United States through the Holly 
Hunt showrooms. Right now they 
furnish the apartment’s private sitting 
room, at the end of a long, curving cor
ridor. Two sofas face each other near a 
carved allegorical fireplace. On 
a pedestal stands a family 
treasure, a 1890 majolica vase 
by sculptor Joseph Cheret.
Seven of Astuguevieille’s paint
ings on glass, based loosely 
“on the thente of interplane
tary voyages,” line the walls.
The black-and-white images 
of large urns, which have 
a kinship with the shape of 
his furniture and his sculp
tures, reflect the artist’s meta
physical thoughts. “They are 
about the immensity of the 
universe,” he says. “Where is 
the end of the end?” The 
answer may exist only in his 
imagination.

f

i

rope tricks
RESfMt: Bom in Paris in 1948. Artistic director 
ofMolinardperfumes 19/4 to 7977. Exhibitions of 
large-scale sculptures in Paris, Milan. London, and 
Tokyo, late ipyos to mid-1990s. Furniture shown at 
Ives Gastov gallery in Paris, 1989.
CURRENT F.AHHIO.N CONNECTION Since 
199y, artistic director of Nina Ricci for accessories. 
Creative consultant on Comme des Garmons 

fragrances, in collaboration with Rei Kawakubo. 
WHY THE FASCIN.VTION WITH STRING 

AND CORD? Atrip to Bali in 1999 inspired 
straw jewelry. The simplicity of the material 
was contrasted with the sophistication of his designs 
for Claude Montana and the Missonis.
WHAT DO YOU HRlNti HOME FROM 

YOUR TRA\'ELS? Small crustaceans, bits of 
coconut, eggshells from birds all over the world. N
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consciousness LikeKis hip
seductive clothes,

John Bartlett’s Manhattan p
OGRAPHEO BY FRANQOiS DISCHINGERBY WILLIAM NORWICH P H

STYLED BY MICHAEL REYNOLDS



fHE BOLD AND WITTY geStUfOS

in Bartlett’s apartment begin
in the master bedroom I



I like the earthiness of
everything being low. Serious 

and pretentious isn’t for us”
JOHN BARTLETT

fP
RANK LLOYD MAME, that’swhat 
we call our style. When we decided 
to hire a decorator, we told him, 
‘Give us Frank Lloyd Wright 

J meets Auntie Marne,’ ” says fash
ion designer John Bartlett. Bartlett and his 
partner of ten years, Mark Welsh, a 
screenwriter, moved into their one- 
bedroom, prewar penthouse in Newark 
City last winter. The neighborhood, 
sometimes called Curry Hill, thanks to an 
abundance of aromatic Indian restau
rants, is not fabulously chic yet, so apart
ments are still relatively reasonable.

“No realtor and a corpse,” Welsh 
deadpans when asked how they lucked 
into the flat. But never mind the details. 
After they got the place, Bartlett and 
Welsh called a friend, Alan Tanksley, a 
former Mark Hampton protege who 
has his own design firm in Manhattan, 
to do the renovation and the decorat
ing. The/d become friends with Tanksley 
while volunteering at Bailey House, an 
organization providing care and housing 
for people affected by AIDS.

Prior to moving into the penthouse, 
Bartlett and Welsh’s home had been an 
“under-decorated” two-bedroom sublet 
in Greenwich Village and, before that, 
a series of frat-house-like flats. Until 
recently, Tanksley lived right across the 
street from the Curry Hill apartment. “I 
could see this apartment from my win
dow. I had this glamorous notion of what 
it was like. When I actually saw it the first 
time, it was a dump. Dirty old bookcases, 
crummy furniture, nasty carpet worn 
through to the wood floor. The green
house was half completed.”

Tanksley’s job was to translate the cou
ple’s seemingly contradictory wishes into

a workable design. “When Mark and 
John described what they wanted, Frank 
Lloyd Marne, as they call it,” he says, “it 
was clear nothing conventional would 
do.” The result is an apartment that 
mixes ’50s modernist furniture with a 
zany humor. “There are many places to 
lounge, recline, or snooze,” Tanksley 
notes, “but there isn’t a proper place to 
sit down in the whole house,”

“I like the earthiness of everything 
being low. It’s sensual,” Bartlett says, com
menting on the scale of the furnishings. 
“Serious and pretentious isn’t for us. Not 
with Sweetie,” their mutt, “or the sort of 
friends we entertain,” he says, laughing.

After putting what little furniture they 
owned into storage, Bartlett and Welsh, 
in Tanksley’s words, “hit the road shop
ping. For instance, while visiting on 
Long Island, we found the perfect stone 
for the chimney breast. Prefabricated 
flagstone. The fact that it is prefabricated 
is all the better, according to the Bartlett 
psyche: 1960s rec room meets Moroccan 
lounge, Barney Rubble, Frank Lloyd 
Wright and Auntie Marne.”

Tanksley concerned himself with mak
ing certain the scale and the proportion 
were correct. Handsome wooden screens

THE GREENHOUSE, with African bamboo 
mats as wallcoverings, is like a trip 
to the tropics. The painting of a Singa
porean soldier is a flea market find. The 
20th-century hammered copper coffee 
table is American. The cushions are by 
Jay Park, NYC, and are covered in Brun- 
schwig & Fils’s Renshaw Ottoman. The 
pillows are in Avignon Squares from Dec
orator’s Walk with trim by Houles. The 
slate is from Ann Sacks Tile and Stone.
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THE L(VIN0 ROOM, above and below, improves on suburban modernism of the 1950s. 
The bookshelf, designed by Pace Kaminsky and Alan Tanksley, was made by Norman 
Cambell, Calllcoon, NY. The rosewood stool is from the Philippines, the olass 
CONSOLE and screen are from shops in Hudson, NY. The photograph is by Tracey Moffatt.
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ThG rGlstionship between fashion design and 
decorating is an easy one for me”—john ^bart^
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^EARLY EVERY ROOM of the apartment welcomes 
lounging or reclining. The living room’s custom-made 
banquette, designed by Tanksley, is covered in a velvet 
from Clarence House. The striped throw pillows 
in Shyam Ahuja's Suntan, with trim by Houles. The throw 
pillows are In Regatta by Robert Allen. The coffee table, 
designed by Tanksley, is made of an Igorot pebble 
tabletop from Tucker Robbins and a Knoll chrome base.
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essential bartlett
noRN Cincinnati, Ohio.

DRtJKEKS 
THK I.OOK 
I.AL5RLS John Bartlett men’s and women’s. Byblos.
I-'AVORITK KASllHJ.N ACCESSORY

SECONW AVOUiTK FASHION ACCEssom Cashmere.
iNKAMOl’S FASHION coNTHincTTON GotHush Puppies to makeshoes in bright colors. 

OTK "7bu show sexy clothes for men, it's gay. For women, you show a thong and it’s just an outfit.

Harvard University, B.A. Fashion Institute of Technology, A.A.S. 
Sexy. Think Ives Saint Laurent in the 'hood.
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THE STRICT MODERNISM of the master 
bedroom, opposite page, is tempered by 
exuberant paintings. The Alvar Aalto 
chaise with Jonathan Adler pillow, the 
bed by Tanksley, and a 20th-century 
ebonized side table individualize the tone.
BARTLETT AND WELSH, right, Slt On pM- 
lows made by Munrod using needlepoint 
and velvet fabric from Clarence House. 
The photograph of their dog Sweetie is 
by Scott Lifshutz. in the master bath, 

below, the shagreen-like painting is by 
Ross Bleckner. Sources, see back of book.

found in upstate New York were stripped 
of heavy white paint and placed in the 
entrance of the apartment to provide 
what the designer calls “a sense of antici
pation.” The doorway to the kitchen was 
enlarged to expand your initial view of 
the apartment. The previous owner’s 
haphazardly constructed floor-to-ceiling 
cabinetry was demolished. Walls were 
redone with Venetian plaster by Ricardo 
Brizzola. Glass mosaic tiles replaced the 
old floor in the master bathroom.

“It’s not a very big apartment, so we 
didn’t need loads of stuff, just the right 
stufl^” says Tanksley

“The thrill of decorating was seeing 
howwe define ourselves as a couple,” says 
Welsh. Among his favorite things in the 
apartment are the silk paintings that hang 
between the greenhouse and the living 
room that the artist Margaret Maugenest 
made for the couple’s birthdays.

For Bartlett pleasure comes from “the 
juxtapositions. Like the tribal bed from 
the Philippines next to the Lugite table. 
It’s a mix here. The relationship of fash
ion designing and decorating is an easy 
one for me. When I create, what I like to 
do is form collages of different inspira
tions and references. I like mixing things 
that have nothing to do with each other. ”

In the world of fashion, Bartlett’s juxta
positions are what make him, according to 
Richard Martin, curator of the Costume 
Institute at the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, “someone you just have to watch.” A 
recent men’s collection, which Bartlett 
called Voodoo Cricket, is a case in point. 
One popular outfit was a handsomely cut 
white suit, worn by a model carrying a 
rooster under one arm. Bartlett relishes 
the mix. “It’s the whole salad spinner 
thing now,” he says. “I live in a salad spin
ner. I design in a salad spinner.
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Yov SEE HERE N OT A SO FA but a “station,” not a drcss but “equipment.” Both 
are Philippe Starck designs that made their debut this fall. The Lazy Working 
Sofa, available through Cassina, has a double life. Meant for relaxation as well as 
business, it is sold with optional attachments like lamps or end tables that can 
hold Pernods as well as PCs, aperitifs as well as annual reports. The siren 
perched on the station is wearing the first garment Starck has ever designed. 
StarckNaked is a combination of legwear and a narrow tube dress that can be 
worn at least nine ways, claims Wolford, its maker. The concoction, which 
doesn’t double as office equipment, comes in four sizes and four colors. Suit up!(4l^
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surprise package On her 18th-century farm
Diane Von Furstenberg welcomes the shock of the new

>

PHOTOGRAPHED BY MELANIE ACEVEDOBY SENGA MORTIMER
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The grounds of Cloudwalk are punctuated 
by the dramatic pieces of sculpture diat 
Von Furstenberg enjoys, she reclines on 
a bull by Peter Vfoytuk, opposite page.
A ROW Of Balinese flags lines the Aspetuck 
River, this page, with a sculpture by 
Polish-German artist Igor Mitoraj.
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WENT FROM wundcrkind to 
tycoon, from recluse to has-been 
to pioneer—and finally, icon,” 
This abbreviated curriculum 
vitae has often been given as evi
dence of Diane Von Furstenberg’s 
ability to reduce life’s most com

plicated problems to their simplest terms.
Her life, to be sure, has not been sim

ple. She was raised in Brussels, where 
her father, Leon Halftn, ran a successful 
electronics business. Her mother was 
an extraordinarily courageous and 
resilient woman who had survived the 
horrors of the Nazi death camps. Given 
her background, it was somewhat ironic 
that Diane married Prince Egon von 
und zu Furstenberg, whose mother was 
an Agnelli, and whose father held one 
of the oldest Teutonic titles in the 
Almanac de Gotha,

During her marriage and after her 
divorce, Diane Von Furstenberg spent 
much of her time in the glare of the 
paparazzi’s flashbulbs. Her prodigious 
leap to the top of the fashion world, her 
fall from favor, and triumphal return 
were recorded by a relentless fashion 
press—fawning and fuming by turns.

Given the pressures she has endured, 
it comes as something of a surprise to 
find that Von Furstenberg still main
tains her creative energy behind a veil of 
tranquillity. Her country home, Cloud- 
walk, a spacious farm in Litchfield 
County, Connecticut, is the retreat to 
which she has always returned to restore 
her spirits. A visit to the rolling hills and 
dense forest on this eighteenth-century 
apple farm reveals some of the reasons 
for her peace of mind.

Cloudwalk Farm became the mainstay 
of Diane Von Furstenberg’s life on New 
Year’s Eve, 1973, twenty-seventh 
birthday. Although she bought the place 
to establish her independence follow
ing her divorce, the happiness it has 
brought to her and her two chil
dren, Alexandre and Tatiana, has far 
exceeded her expectations.

The main house at Cloudwalk is set on 
the crest of a gentle hill and looks out 
from under a grove of giant oaks across an 
immense lawn. Built as a farmhouse, the

1

THE GLORIOUS ORCHARD of apple trees, 
here in full bloom, is regularly replanted 

as the older trees stop producing.
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climbing roses, which emerge from box 
borders and are trained along the beams.

The grounds reflect Von Furstenberg’s 
love of trees. The cathedral lighting of 
the dense pine forest finds a bright coun
terpoint in the apple orchards that 
spread out across the fields. Because the 
apple trees had not been properly cared 
for, Diane recently planted loo young 
saplings. She has also had the under
brush cleared from a portion of the for
est adjoining her pastures.

A walk through this stand of pines 
provides a shock for the visitor. There, 
in the midst of the trees, stands a 12- 
foot statue of Bunyanesque propor
tions. It was bought from a roadside 
business as a present for her children 
for whom it had been a welcome

landmark on their trips from New York.
The Bunyan-like figure is not the only 

sculpture in the meadows. A series of 
colorful Balinese spires punctuate the 
lawn. They serve to remind Von Fursten- 
berg of her many happy journeys to the 
South Pacific. A gargantuan bronze frag
ment of a classical head (the work ofVon 
Furstenberg’s friend Igor Mitoraj) sits on 
a pedestal at the end of the row of Bali
nese flags. And a huge bronze bull lies in 
the pasture, soaking up the sun.

The atmosphere at Cloudwalk lets 
you know that a family has lived here, 
struggled, and triumphed. Everything 
bears the mark of a woman who found 
sanctuary, an inland Lsland amid the tur
bulence of a successful but sometimes 
overwrought career.

A VISITOR TO Cloudwalkwill encounter 
surprises such as a Paul Bunyanesque 
statue, opposite page, formerly the mas
cot of a roadside business, and the sculp
ture Tree of Life above, by Omar Peygal. 
GARDEN DESIGNER Louis Benach, above 
right, discusses garden plans with Diane.

interior of the gabled wood-frame struc
ture has been modified by a succession 
of owners, while the graceful exterior 
has remained almost unchanged. The 
section containing her studio has six 
round windows placed at regular inter
vals under the eaves; each is framed in a 
rectilinear pattern of beams. The sup
port are left bare against the broad 
white wall. The black-and-white half- 
timbered exterior is a foil for masses of

Cloudwalk Is tlie retreat to wlilcli 
Olane Von Furstenberg l\as always returned

to restore her spirits
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THE VAST LAWN surrounding the main
house, above, remains pristine except

for specimen tree plantings and the
recent addition of a magnolia grove
to the left of the house, a harvest of

APPLES is easily collected in a cart from

Munder-Skiles, left, in june the studio is
covered with climbing roses, opposite
page, carefully tended by Alberto Oliva.

the wrap up
(iRK/Vn^HT HITS The Wrap Dress;
Tatiana, the fragrance.
SlN(iLE MOST LUCRATIVE DAY

Her 11)^2 debut on ^C. She sold Si.^ mil
lion worth of her Silk Assets line in just
under two hours.
U'HO WORE THE ORIGINAL WR.AP

DRESS? Betty Ford, Mary Tyler Moore,
Angela Davis. Gloria Steinem.
who’s wearing it now? Gwyneth
Paltrow, Serena Altschul.
HiGii-i’ROFiLE SUITORS BarryDiller,
Richard Gere, Jerry Brown.
LI I’ERARY favorites La Fontaine,
Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Manuel Puig.
Ali'OBiOGHAPHY Diane: A Signature
Life, out next month.
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In Pans, Balenciaga’s Nicolas
Ghesquiere and Pierre Hardy, of
Hermes, make a 19th-century
ballroom swing to a modernist beat

changing the time

WRITTEN BY WILLIAM NORWICH

PHOTOGRAPHED BY ERIC MORIN

PRODUCED BY CAROLINA IRVING



of the ballrooin.. N '
turned living room shows
off the original mirrored
19th-century mantel. On it
sit a crystal vase by French
designer Frederlque Morrel
and a mix of flea market
candlesticks. The mantel is
flanked by Mies van der Rohe
ottomans, and canvas butter
fly chairs by Jorge Ferrari-
Hardoy. The tube-shaped
1950s lamp is also a flea
market find; the other lamp
is from Conran, London.



ANGING pictures

too normal,” saysIS

twenty-seven-year-
old fashion de

signer Nicolas Ghesquiere. Moving 
through the apartment he shares with 
Hermes accessories designer Pierre 
Hardy in the suddenly chic loth 
arrondissement of Paris—fashion pho
tographer Mario Testino, among other 
trendsetters, recently moved into the 
neighborhood—Ghesquiere points to a 
group of paintings propped against a 
wall. “It’s more interesting to have them 
stacked, so you can move them and look 
at the ones you like whenever you want.”

It’s hard to argue with any of Ghes- 
quiere’s notions these days. Last year, 
the designer was hired to revive the 
house of Cristobal Balenciaga, whose 
modernist look, popularized in the 
1950s, seems so tight for today. By all 
indications, Balenciaga’s owners have 
made a good bet. The Ghesquiere col
lection that debuted in October 1997 
met with immediate acclaim. Bergdorf 
Goodman president Dawn Mello raved; 
Women's Wear Daily applauded; everyone 
loved the Ghesquiere dress Madonna 
wore to the Golden Globe Awards 
(and—even better—hated the one 
another designer concocted for her 
appearance at the Oscars). Lately, 
Ghesquiere has also been taken into 
fashion’s inner social circle, befriended 
by American designer Marc Jacobs (in 
looks, they could be related).

But then, Ghesquiere and Hardy tend

to attract good friends. Without them, 
the two doubt they’d have found their 
apartment, with its dramatic size and 
magnificent ceiling ornamentation. Part
ners since 1993, Hardy and Ghesquiere 
used to live in separate apartments in the 
city’s Marais section. A few years ago, they 
were looking for a space to share, when a 
friend telephoned to say she’d just seen an 
extraordinary thing. She’d been checking 
out retail space on the ground floor of a 
mansion built in the nineteenth

ONE OF NICOLAS ghesouiere’s couture 

sketches for the house of Balenciaga, 

top, rests alongside a black ceramic 
ashtray from the 1970s. the fashion 

DESIGNER, above, poses with a chevalet— 
a frame that supports a painting— 

and an aluminum utility iamp.

when the broker asked if she’d like to 
see the ballroom. The building had 
recently housed a medical school, and 
the ballroom had been used for classes. 
The room was a wreck—but loaded

cen
tury for sculptor Barbedienne Fondeur
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They also had to build closets, a
kitchen, and a bathroom. Getting the
lighting right was “difficult,” says Hardy,
'because everything was so spread out.
It was hard to make the lighting inti
mate.” Floor lamps and sconces have
helped, but. Hardy admits, “we’re still
trying to solve the problem.

A bigger problem was money. Ghes-
quiere and Hardy nearly went broke
making the apartment livable, let alone
chic, and they were forced to halt their
renovation. Then, miraculously, through
the intercession of yet another friend,
filmmaker Sally Potter saw their place
and decided to use it as a location for The
Tango Lesson. The movie rental money
was enough to finish the work.

Now, finally, the two can enjoy domes
tic tranquillity “The difference between
interior decorating and fashion is that
fashion you want to change, and change
often,” Ghesquiere says with a satisfied
smile. “But when you live with some
thing, you want it to last. C&iS

MiRROR-FROKTEO BOOKCASES reflect light

in the library, left, which features furni*
ture from the 1970s. The molded chairs
are by Verner Panton; the table is by
Andree Putman. The early-19th-century
chair and ottoman and the plaster 1940$
sconces were found at Clignancourt flea
market, pierre hardy, below, sits in

a Bertoia chair by Knoll, posed before a
1996 lithograph by Jean-Charles Blais.

The two began, as they call it, awith residential possibilities. She called
process of “under-decorating.” BetweenHardy and Ghesquiere.
them, they had plenty of furniture.She sketched the ballroom for us,'
Too much,” Hardy says—everythingGhesquiere recalls. Then, another.

from the first piece of furniture Hardytotally different, friend called. He’d
ever bought (an Andree Putman tableheard of a place we had to see. He gave us
he purchased at age i8) to Saarinenthe address—and it was the same. We
side tables, Verner Panton molded-made an appointment with the broker.
polymer chairs, and a leather MiesHardy adds meaningfully: “Something
van der Rohe daybed.more than chance led us here.

So much furniture,” says Ghesquiere,‘But there was no bedroom, no clos-
that when it was deposited in the mid-ets, no kitchen, no real bathroom,

die of the ballroom we were horrified.explains Ghesquiere. He laughs. “The
He sighs. “We had to edit.place was lifeless.
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es jge IS.
v^ H() WAS The Spanish-lfomseamstress's
son defined modernism in postwar fashion with fiowing gowns.
sumptuous dolman-sleeved coats, and capes. lie was "fiishions
Picasso, ''wrote Cecil Beaton. "Like that painter, underneath
all his experiments... [he had] a deep respect for tradition. ”
Disciples include Givenchy, Ungaro. “/ try to feel his spirit, "says
Ghesquiere, "to represent his modernity in an orgitnic way.
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SIBLING REVELRY n Milan,
hall from each other. Jacopo’s apartment

BY WILLIAM NORWICH PHOTOGRAPHED BY
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the Etro brothers live across the 
could be a stop on the Grand Tour...
PIETER ESTERSOHN

t’s wonderful living across the hall 
from each other,” says Kean Etro. Turning to 
his brother Jacopo, he asks, “Remember the 
time I was sick at three in the morning, and 
I came here for help?”

“No,” replies Jacopo Etro, the older brother by a 
year and a half “But I remember the times you come 
and steal from my refrigerator.”

Kean roars with laughter. “It’s true, it’s true,” he says, 
shrugging his shoulders.

Food pilferage aside, few things come between the 
Etros of Milan, one of the remarkable families in the 
world of fashion. Kean designs clothing for the eclec
tic firm founded by father, Gerolamo (or “Gimmo” 
for short), in 1968; Jacopo is responsible for the Etro 
home collection and the company’s well-known line 
of fabrics. Two younger siblings, brother Ippolito and 
sister Veronica, also work for the family business, 
which encompasses shops throughout Europe and 
Asia as well as an Etro boutique, opened two years 
ago, on Madison Avenue in Manhattan.

But the older brothers are united by more than

1

ALL ROADS LEAD TO MILAN and to the Etro brothers’apart
ments, it seems. Jacopo’s living room, left, features a 
Chinese rug from the 1920s, as well as a grand Bieder- 
meier secretary, far left. Flea market finds dot the room, 
while a late-16th-century painting of Saint Jerome, cen
ter, is from die family collection. The sofas, pillows, and 
curtains ail are Etro fabrics, jacopo, above, sits 
beneath a contemporary assemblage by Marco Tirelli.
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family of flair
THE ETRO LOOK Multiculturalism meets Savillc Row. 
Nl’MBER OF ADULT ETRO FAMILY 

MEMBERS NOT IN THE FASHION BUSINESS 

AT THIS TIME Zero.
IF JACOPO wasn’t in FASHION. HE WOULD 

Want to be in the movie business.
THE ETROS’ MOST FAMOUS NEIGHBOR IN 

NEW YORK. WHERE THE FAMILY KEEPS AN 

APARTMENT Isabella Rossellini.
THE MOST FAMOUS PERSON TO THREATEN 

TO Si.'E THE ETROS Pope John Paul ll, after Kean Etro 
revealedplans last summer to send models down the runway 
to the accompaniment of the pope singing a Gregorian chant, 
electronically mixed with a hip-hop beat. “I meant it as a 
tribute," Kean says. The chant was canned. 
EYBIBROW-RAISING MARKETING IDEA THE 

ETROS DID 'PV'R&V'E. Ads featuring a parade of male 
and female models with the heads of birds. 
EYEBROW-RAISING ADMISSION Kean Etro often 
wears the T-shirt he slept in all day. “It has the warmth that 
protects me, ” he explains.

A MILAN TRAIN STATION CLOCK, opposite

page, stops visitors in their tracks in
Jacopo's drawing room. A 1961 collage
by Richard Merkin hangs above a Bieder-
meier desk. The jar on the right is by
Fornasetti. A curved 19th-century Chinese
chair sits atop a tiger-skin rug from Mon
golia. AN IMPERIAL THEME RULES one area 
of the dining room, above, where three 
vases from the 1950s rest atop a For
nasetti table. The framed cloth panel 
from the 1700s depicts leaders of the 
Holy Roman Empire and other European 
dynasties, a 1920s circus drum found 
in a flea market, left, is used as a night- 
stand in the master bedroom. On it sit 
early-19th-century French candlesticks, 
an Itaiian skull sculpture from the same 
era, and an Etro lamp. The checkered 
North African travel rug was bought 
at auction, A 1968 drawing by Luca Pig- 
natelli, entitled L’Architetto, hangs above 
the bed. The linens and curtains are 
in a white cotton pique from Etro.
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AN ethnographer’s DELIGHT, Kean Etro and Paola
Constantini’s library features a primitivist chair
from Ethno Arte in Milan. The branch-like lamp, rear.
is by Milanese artist Gianni Grosso, lamps from

ARTEMiDE are used to illuminate Kean’s multilingual book
collection. The glass table is by Fontana Arte. The
chairs and pillows all are upholstered in fabrics from Etro.

genes and textiles. Both live in the same building in
the Brera district of Milan: a late-nineteenth-century

beautiful fifteenth-apartment house that faces
century church built by the Visconti family. Kean
lives with his partner, Paola, and three young chil
dren: their sons, Joyce and baby Swann, and Alice, a
daughter from Kean’s earlier marriage. Jacopo, who
is single, is the adored uncle. Just after he and Kean
settle in for a chat one afternoon, his front door
opens. Joyce, age four, enters in search of a hug from
his uncle. Satisfied, he leaves.

‘My house is a bit of a mess still. We moved in about
eight months ago; Jacopo’s been here for ten years, per
fecting,” says Kean. He adds, “Our styles are different.
but essentially the thinking is the same.'

Like so many in fashion, the Etro brothers are col
lectors more than decorators, creating rooms that are
evolving sets rather than permanent installations. For
Jacopo and Kean, it’s in the blood. Their father is a pas
sionate art collector. Their mother, Roberta, had one
of the best antiques shops in Milan for nearly a decade
and now deals privately.

In character, Kean’s apartment is the more eccen
tric. He calls it a “jungle”—a miscellany of beloved
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things. His collection includes Ethiopian bibles,
nineteenth-century medical books bound in exotic
hides, a barber’s chair from Brazil, a life-sized
Pinocchio in wood, Ingo Maurer lamps, collages of
found objects made by friends. “I’m always thinking of
Fellini,” he says with enthusiasm. “I like the idea of mix
ing.” Kean isn’t particularly concerned about protect
ing his possessions from his offspring. “The children,’
he says, “have to learn how to be among fine things.

The attitude isn’t quite so relaxed in Jacopo’s flat.
‘There’s both a coldness and a warmth here,” the elder
brother admits. “It’s a lot like me, I suppose.” Asked
how he came into his fine collection of paintings, and
furniture that runs from Chinese chairs to Bieder-
meier tables, he jokes: “By looting from our mother.
In fact, Jacopo is a devotee of flea markets. The mes
sage of his apartment and his brother’s, he says, is akin
to the Etro company aesthetic: style results from a
blend of influences. “Mixing the past with the future
gives you a sense of timelessness,” Jacopo says. “Some
thing beautiful never goes out of fashion.

IN THE MASTER BEDROOM, Opposite

page, a 17th-century portrait from
the school of Rubens gazes over
Kean and Paola's baby son, Swann.
The four-poster bed, found in a
flea market, is Indonesian, from
the 1880s. (The milk cartons, used
as finials, were sent out as invita
tions to an Etro collection show.)
A FREESTANDING COLLAGE, abOVe,

created by Kean highlights one
corner of the apartment. Scientific
clamps hold together magnifying
glasses and objects such as por
trait medallions from 18th-century
India and an English pamphlet.
IN KEAN’S LIVING ROOM, left, an

early-20th-century portrait of a
mother and son—a gift from Etro’s
own mother—hangs above the
pillow-strewn sofas. The low table,
purchased In London, was once part
of an Indian carriage. An Ingo
Maurer lamp provides illumination.
All fabrics, both pages, are from
Etro. Sources, see back of book.
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lightness and being
For sleek boutiques the fashion world turns to Michael Gabellini j

i

STYLED BY REBECCA OMWEGPHOTOGRAPHED BY TODD EBERLEBY WENDY MOONAN



but the architect’s style is also perfect for a penthouse sanctuary
1

11)1





AN EMOTIONAL CENTERn -MICHAEL
GABELLINI

THE FURNISHINGS are spare. Modem classics include
a Saporiti sofa and two YoshioTaniguchi-designed
chairs, reproductions commissioned after the
owners admired the originals in Tokyo's Hotel
Okura. Gabellini designed the stainless-steel
table with a satin finish. The photograph of Marcel
Duchamp above the sofa Is by Man Ray.



The apartment is like a camera aper*
ture," Gabellini says. "You allow light
in or close it down.” The flexibility of
the lighting system protects the owners'
photographs and gives the penthouse
its magic, the galleR' , left, which links
the public rooms to the bedroom suite,
is a study in voids and solids. the 

LIVING Roo’ , this page, an antique Thai 
torso sits on a limestone ledge. A 
Kjaerholm bench and a stainless-steel 
table manufactured by Object Metal in 
Brooklyn, NY, to Gabellini's design 
complete the room’s geometry. The 
walls are designed to display rare pho
tographs, which range from the 18S0s 
to 1940s and include works by Stiegiitz, 
Weston, Lissitzky, Rodchenko, Maholy- 
Nagy, Man Ray, and Mapplethorpe.t

HREE YEARS AGO, the OWnCT

of a New York fashion acces
sories firm was strolling down 
Avenue Montaigne in Paris 
when he stopped dead. He had 
spotted the Jil Sander shop, a 
four-story store inserted into 
an elegant eighteenth-century 

white X\mtstoa.t hotelparticulier. He found 
himself walking in and thinking, “This is 
the way 1 want to live. It has the quality of 
light, the materials, the sparse furnishings of 
my dream environment." He phoned his 
wife in New Y)rk and said, “I think we Ve 
found our architect.” They had.

Days later, the couple commissioned 
Michael Gabellini, a 40-year-old New 
Yorker, to design their new Park 
Avenue penthouse.

Gabellini has been the architect of 
choice for fashion insiders since he 
opened his own office in 1991 (he had 
previously worked with designer Jay 
Smith and Kohn Pedersen Fox). In the 
past seven years he has designed not 
only the io,ooo-square-foot Jil Sander 
flagship store in Paris—which won an 
American Institute of Architects’s 
award—but also Sander’s Hamburg 
showroom and San Francisco boutique. 
He has nearly completed Colleen Rosen- 
blat’s fine jewelry boutique in Hamburg. 
In New York, Gabellini is transforming 
the old Copacabana space from night
club to boutique-cum-restaurant for 
fashion designer Nicole Farhi, and he has 
already created retail spaces for Seade, 
Tahari, Sonia Rykiel, and Adrienne

Vittadini. He is a 1998 design honoree of 
the Fashion Group International.

The Park Avenue penthouse is a tour 
de force. Gabellini transformed two 
warren-like one-bedroom apartments 
into an oasis of calm, a luminous home 
and gallery high above the bustle of the 
street. To enter this space is to be
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enveloped in a sanctuary without ref
erences to time or place.

“You could describe my approach as 
portraiture,” Gabellini says. ‘A. space has fiTtn Kohn Pedersen Fox before establishing his own office in NYC in 1991. 
to be designed for the sensibility of the fashion 

owners. It has to reflect these people 
the way a set animates actors.”

His clients are serious collectors of Grant Selwyn Fine Art.

RESUME Bom in 1998 in Pennsylvania, studied at the Rhode Island School of Design and at 
the Architectural Association in London. 1998 desi^ honoree of the Fashion Group International. 
APPRENTICESHIP "Worked with the late Jay Smith and the New Tbrk architecture

CONNECTION Boutiques for Jil Sander, Linda Dresner (with Jay Smith), 
and showrooms for Paco Rabanne.
what’s next.?./4 furniture line, art galleries for Marian Goodman and
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“A SPACE MUST BE DESIGNED FOR THE

LS hahmon n exists between the colors andA S ■

finishes of all the materials: Gabelltnl designed
the server in his trademark satin finish stainless
steel; the table in honed-finish bluestone;
the floor in honed-finish beige limestone; the
wall in ribbon mahogany. The walnut dining

>.*chair is by George Nakashima. The nude in the
yellow frame is by Man Ray. The portrait in
the background is by Christopher Bucklow.



SENS BILITY OF THE OWNERS —MICHAEL 
GABELLlNi

FHE CLEAN SIGHT LINES maxtmizethe iiTipact of the
apartment’s art and furniture. Gabellint designed the
"water white glass" and steel desk with sliding drawer
as a vitrine for the owners' collection of photographs.
The library chair is by Donald Judd. The photo over
the photography-storage cabinet is by Maholy-Nagy.

photography, including works by Man 
Ray, Atget, Rodchenko, Maholy-Nagy, 
Lissitzky Edward Weston, and Paul 
Strand. They wanted the apartment to 
be a backdrop for the collection. “We 
wanted to create the optimum way to 
view the works,” one of the clients says.

“The way the clients physically feel 
space is remarkable,” Gabellini says. “I 
had to find what would make them

comfortable physically and emotionally” 
Gabellini says the couple wanted 

both a gallery and a “calm, tranquil, 
meditative environment devoid of clut
ter.” They got what the husband calls 
“an apartment about light.” For Gab
ellini, light is “poetic and emotional. I 
treated the apartment like a camera 
aperture. You allow light in or close it 
down. You shape it and filter it.”

Gabellini began by demolishing the 
interior walls of the apartment to study 
how the sunlight moved through it. 
“That became the framework for sculpt
ing, wrapping, and elucidating the space,” 
he says. “Everything else was designed 
around the artwork.” For example, he 
installed UV-filtered windows to cut 
glare and protect the photography.

“I thought of the public rooms — the
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living room, dining room, library, and 
gallery—as exterior space. They are the 
stage. The kitchen and service rooms 
are backstage,” Gabellini explains.

The apartment is a rhythm of solids 
and voids, blacks and whites: titanium- 
white paint on plaster walls accented 
by ebonized mahogany room dividers, 
honed Spanish limestone floors, and 
stainless-steel doors.

“The space was set up as a frame, 
which is not to be mistaken for the 
painting itself,” Gabellini says. Each 
piece of furniture, whether from the 
’30s or the ’60s, was chosen like a work 
of art. There are classics by Eileen 
Gray, Poul Kjaerholm, and Nakashima, 
as well as beds, tables, desks, and cabi
nets designed by Gabellini.

To the uninitiated, the apartment may 
look minimalist. Gabellini disagrees. 
“It’s not minimal,” he says. “It’s opulent. 
Like a film, it’s edited to be subtle. The 
idea was to produce a pure space.”
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With thooiaods of seuchable recipes from Gourmet and Bon Appetit magazines and 
kiuben know>how for just about any occasion, you will be able to dine with tbe lights on.

FO€»»www.epicurious.com
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ANTIQUES

91. KoHUER Bath & Kitchen ideas: A
complete set of full<olor produi.T catalogs cover- 
inc batlts and wliiripools, showera, lavatories, 
toilcis and bidets, kitchen and emercaiamenc

36. Workbench Furniture: Woriduncl: 
combines classic modern design with the versatile 
options needed to saiisly home and office needs, 
whether choosing a house full of Eimiiure or the 
perfect piece to finish a room- For your nearcsr 
location, call 800-.^SO-2370.

37. Please send me all the (tee items in this categoiy.

sinks, faucets, and accessories. 1-800-KOHLER 
ext. KRY. Kohler Co. SB www.holtlerco.com.

92, MARTEx: Fof a Comprehensive guide to 
.selecting and caring ftir your sheets and towels

>c callor for the Manex retailer neatest you, pi
80045B-.3000. And visit us on the Internet at 
www.martex.com. Free.

Oi FT Items

IS. STARK CARPET coRP.: Catalogconcairu 
many of the company s designs and colorways, and is 
availiihle io designers and atchiiects. SlU. Also avail
able; Ah Aitsmcen Approach le Aruuiur CarpcB four 
volume set in hardcover of Stark’s extensive antique 
collection. J150. One volume. SSfl

3S. MONTBLANc; Visit the Monthlane Boutique 
nearest you to see the full line of Montblanc writ
ing instruments, watches, leather goods, and acces
sories.

1. Christie's: Fine arc and antique auedon- 
eets. Vfiewin^ and sales are free and open to the 
public. To find out what is currently on view, 
please call 212-546-1000. For catalog or sub
scription information, please call 800-.395-6300. 
Visit us at our Websi1ewww.chri5ties.eom.

93. PLAIN Si fancy CUSTOM 
cabinetry; Plain & Fancy Custom
Cabinerry's inviting hill-color cataloc lakes) 
ihrough a wide range of cfxciiing and beautiful 
ideas for kitchens, baths, and furniture for any

VQU
Ho E Design materials

19. tupbnkian Tibetan Carpets:
Traditional themes interpreted with an eye 
temporary lifestyles. Crafted from the finest

malayan wool: carded, .spun, dved. and knotted 
exclusively by hand. For a color brochure, call 
800-435-7568. Free.

room in the liome. Features a helpful planning 
^de. Available east of the Mississippi only. $10. 
Dept. *HG - yOBC.

to con- 39. H.A. FRAMBURG B Co.: Foimbuig, one of 
the finest tiaditions in li 
sreles including Gothic.
Geonpan, Early American, An Deco, An Nouveau. 

Soft Contemporary. $15
6ting. oSe 

npire, Victorian.
400Apparel Hi

2. J. Jill: The J. Jill catalog fcatuies simp 
unique styles with an emphasis on natural hirers 
and creative detail. Misses’, periie. women's, and 
tall sizes available. Call 800-511-6305.

le and 94, Thermaoor: Lcam whyThermador ha 
become the brand of choice for so many dis- 
etiminaiing cooking enthusiasts. Our color 
biochuccs offer you a wide range of options to 
meet your .sfiecific kitchen requirements. Call 
800-^56-9226, ext. 42.

and
20. Please send me aU the free items in this category. 40. Pozzi WOOD Windows: Puzzi Wood 

Windows are available in any custom design one 
more than 4,0(111 standard 

urchased
FOOD well3. Lands’ End*; Lands' End* is the place to 

shop for tastehil, well-made cloches, and not 
have to light crowds. Our “score" is open 24
hours. Free catalog. 800-388-4731.

4. Please send me all the fra items in this miegory.

can im^ne styles. Ttieyey can Ire painted, stained, or p 
ith aluminum-cbd excerturs in mote th21. Sertolli olive Oil; Bercolli Recipe 

Bookl lb get your Beriolli Olive Oil Recipe Book 
cimraining 25 delicious recipes and money-saving 
coupons, send $2 (check or money order) for 
postage and handling to: Bettolli Nutrition 
Center. P.O. Box 2001HG, Grand Rapids, MN 
55745-2001,

lan 27
color choices. For product literature or a dealer near

visit
ilet.99. TOTO USA; 7X3TO reinvems the 

Awaid-winning for their water-saving [rerfiir- 
mance and reliable (lushing eincieiiey. Plus 
unprecedented functiunal seats, including Zoe 
with built-in bidet, warmer, and deodorizer. 
Perfection by design.

96. Waterworks: Wacetworks, carefully 
selected exclusive produas include bath lutings 
and accessories, unique washsiands. iumicurc, 
tile, and stone.'We ace the only showroom in the 
country to offer this comprehensive selection of 
bath and kitchen components. Ctdl 800-899- 
6757 for the showroom nearest you or visit our 
Website at www.waterworks.net. Catalog, $10

you. pleare call 800-257-9663 ext. PR-037 
the Websiire at www.pozat.com.

41. 9MITH * Noble Windoware: The ulri- 
maic tcsource for window treatments. Transform 
your windows with out stylish window blinds and 

little
9. OLDSMoeiLE intrigue; Inirigucdf 
Intrigue- By Olttenobile. A sophisticated twbt 
on a sports sedan. For infrirmaiion, call 
I-888-4INTR1GUE or visit our Website at 
www.intriguccar.com.

rvnniTvne day. Buyshades, custom-made i 
direct and save. $222. BERNHARDT FURNITURE! Bemhllldt pte- 

sciil.s Aviara, a contemporary coileccion with a
character, fmc-tuned for spacious living.

42. Please send me all the free items in this caci^nry.
bold
Catalog, $ 12. KITCHENPEC.QBATXV.E ACCE — QRLEB

23. Casbina USA, Inc.: Cassina USAofters 
a full range of fornisliings for residential use. The 
cuileciion includes pieces designed by masters of 
the Modern Movement such as LeCorbusier, C.
R. Mackintosh, and Frank Lloyd Wright, to name 
a few. For mote information, call 800-770-3568.

43, AnolOn: The first word in gourmet cook
ware. Appealing design, amazing perftirmaiKZ.
Hard anodized surface, combincij with DuPont's 
finest nonstick coatine. Autograph*, guarantees 
food won’t stick and cleanup b easy- For more 
information, call 800-388-3872 or visit our Website 
at www.mcycr.com.
44. Canac Kitchens: Amazing new kitchen 
ideas...terrific tips...expert advice...and more!
Canac's frill-color Kitclvn Planner is the ultimate 
guide for creating the kitchen you've always wanted. 
Easy to read and loaded with pictures, Canac’s 
exciting new Kitchen Planner covers it aU, To order, 
please send yutir name and address alnira with a $5 
check (payatile to Canac Kitchens) to; Clanac 
Kitchen Planner, 360 John Street, Thornhill, ONT. 
Canada L3T 3M9-

6. Howard Miller: Flowaid Miller is the 
world's largest grandEither clock company and 
one of the most recognized brand names in fine 
clocks, and colicciors cabincot. $3

.: Exquisite Old-World97. WM OHS.
kitchens bringing the sophistication and spirit of 
traditional Europe into the premium American 
kitchen, liegant. warm, frirniiute-like. Twenty- 
four page color brochure. 55Fa BRica

24. Century Furniture: Send for a 36- 
page catalog featuring selecrions from mure than 
20 of out collections, $5. Visit our Website at 
www.centuryfumiturc.com.

29. CRATE AND barrel; The Crate and 
Barrel catalog gi 
has to offer in n 
hcilieby decoiaiiom. We ship only in the U.S. $2

26. GEORGE smith: Geotgc Smith manufac- 
lures and retails handmade classic English uphol
stered furniture to older. Their fabric line includes 

document designs as well as

58. Wolf Range company: The
Gourmet Series. The newest star in Wolf Range 
Company's galaxy of commercial-quality cooking 
equipmeni, the .36"range is an ideal upgrade for 
at-home chefs who are remodeling the kitchen 
or building a new home. For information, call 
800-366-9653.

7. BAKER Furniture: Baker’s Upholstoy 
Collection features an array ol traditional and am- 
temporary frame sryles with unique fabrics, decora
tive treatments, finishes, and cushions, $12

6. Bernhardt: Bernhardt upholstery pre
sents the Express Collection of fine upholstered 
frirniture. from contcmporari' to traditional. For 

. call B88-420-6U25 or visit 
our Wifosiie at www.bernhardifrimiiure.com. 
Bvmhatdt.-Furnicure Makers Since 1889. 
Catalog, $15

9. Summer hill, ltd.: Custom upholstery 
and nriginal wood pieces, as well as unique fab
rics and wall covering. Order riirough the trade 
furniture catalog, available for $55

ives you access to what the world 
accessories, ^frs, and creative

59. Please send me all the free iieim in this category.more information

PHARMACEUTICAL

49, CHARLES P. ROGERS BRASS & IRON
beds; Charies P. Rogers Biass & Iron Beds. Est. 
1855. Original 19th and 20ih-<xniury headboards, 
beds, canopy beds, and daybeds are now available 
direct from America's oldest maker of bras.s and 
iron beds. Color catalog. $1.50. N 
factory showroom open seven days a week. Phone 
orders welcome. Shipping available 
800-272-7726-

hand-prinied I 
checks, stripes, solids, velvets, and damasks.

lariTIN: Nothing but blue skies from 
-.1." Ask your doaor alviut a trial of 

CLARITIN (lotatadinc) tahler.s 10 n^ For a $5 
rebate ccnificate and important free information, 
call 800-ClAIUTlN. www.clariiin.com.

27. Guv Chaodock 6 Co.; Creatois of mas
ter-crafted Country French and En^ish Antiq 
Furniture Reproductions for home or ufficc. S 
for btochure: 2201 E. Brundage lame, Hakeisfield, 
CA 93307. Tel: 805-.395-5960. Fax; 805-395- 
5970, Website; www.guychaddock.com.

ucend York CityFine Jewelry Pianos

rldwide.10. oelance Swiss Watcheb/Kaiser 
Time Inc.; For more information on Delance, 
the first fine Swis.s Timepiece ci-eated .ind crafted 
exclusively for women by women. Please contact 
Delance. 18 East 48ib Snect. New York, NY 
10017.

61. Steinway & Sons Color catalog:
The piano choren by over 95% of the world's 
pctlotming ariists. An extraordinary musical 
insttument and exciting instrument, handcrafted 
without compromise since 1853. $5

62. Yamaha Corporation of America;
The Yamaha Disklavier* integraies imicivativc 
electronics with wurld-dass piano.s for an exciting 
new range of entertainment, education, and cre
ative opporruniiies. www.yamaha.tom. Free 
brochure: 800-711-0745, ext. 416.

63. Please send me all thefteciienv m dikcaiqiaty.

Spas 6 R esghts

28. Henredon; Hentedon furniture is among 
the finest made- From lovingly detailed tradition
al to sleekly sophisticated contemporary, this is 
furniture for a lifoiime.

46. CUIBINART, YOUR KITCHEN REBOURCE”:
Cuisinan has been pertcctmg the art of great cook
ing for over 25 yeare. Now we've translated every 
dung we know into a complete kitchen of counter- 
top appliances and cookware that make cooking a 
pleasure. Cuisinait, Your Kittlicn Resourer'".

47. DACOR EPICURE APPLIANCES:
Commereial-stylc dual fuel ranges offer suirerior

erformance with many features and henefits not 
und on other ranges, includii^ an infrared gas 
broiler in a “Pure Cajnvection”’“^self-cleaning elec

tric oven with extra-large capacity. Cooktop features 
14 " wide grates for 40% more cooking surface.
Send for free full-line catalog.

49. DYNASTY Range: Dynasty’s 
Chef line fits perfccdy (fioni to back) with all stan
dard kitchen cabinets, in widths ol .30". 36", 48", 
and 60". with convection ovens standard, (deal for 
replacing existing ranges, remodeling, and new con
st ruction.

49. GAGGENAU U6A: Ga^cnau*—the unusual 
and stylish aliernaiivc lor European built-in appli
ance—oflers convection ovens, gas and electric 
cooktops, barbecues, steamers, fryers, downdraft 
ventilation systems, canopy Koogs, and Integra 
dishwashers. All are presented superbly by the new 
Gaggenaii Magazine, -Sixty-four pages of stunning 
photos, informative text, and casv-to-rcad featuie 
tables will give you an authentic look at the 
Gagge
atwww.Gaggcnau.com, $5

11. Oucci Timepieces: The height of ttiod- 
mbined with the finest iradirinns 

ot'Swiss watchmaking. Timepieces for men and 
women. Call for the nearest authorized denier: 
80(3-778-9888.

29. LABAROE MAGELLAN COLLECTION:
Discover specialty furnishings inspired by designs 
from atound the world. Iron beds, chef's rabies, 
armoircs, chests, and servers are just a few of the 
treasures you'll find in this foil-color catidog. $5

cleganc

30. LiGNE roset: Discover timeless design 
manufiicmtcd in France. To order our 150-pa^ 
catalog, OI for the store in your area, call 800-BY- 
ROSET, $10

31. MICHAEL Taylor Designs: Creator of 
the California Style offers a new color brochure 
featuring its renowned furnirure collection. $5

32. Mike Inc.: The Decca and Beinelman

Sieces are two of the latest additions to the Mike 
ortfolio line. For more detailed information 
about what Mike has to offer, or for a showroom 

in your

33. THE Mitchell gold Company: Fora 
on great-looking, incredibly com

fortable, easy-to-take-care-of sofas, chairs, and 
more, call 800-789-5401.

34. NANCY Corzine; Mamifacturer of llirni- 
lure, textiles, and accessories, covering all major 
periods of design. Nancy Corzine is represented 
m 15 major cities nationwide. Catalog. $ 150-

39. Pottery Barn: Fhe Potters' Bam catalog 
offrrs the iaiesr designs in furniture, rahleware, 
and decorative accessoiics, gathered from around 
the world and affordably priced for today's casual 
lifestyles. One year for $2, U.S, only.

12, Timex: TlieTimex Faces brodiure feamies a 
select sampling of America's favorite watche, most 
with Indiglo ni^i-lighi. See the complete line at 
www.timcx.com caU 800-FOR-TIMEX.

64. Platinum MasterCard Vacations*
Offers great prices on superior vacation packages 
and cruises, .Speak to an expert travel consultant 
today. Call 800-428-8747. Or visit our website
at www.mastcrcard.com

13. Please send me all dK free items in this caiqpiy.

Thgaftii i WAhh saifitiiiMgi
Domestic

14. IMAGINE Tile: Imagine Tile manufac
tures brilliant graphic floor and wall tiles by 
combining centuries of ceramic tediniques with 
stace-Df-the-art graphics technology.

(a) Information sheet, free, or (b) Catalog and 
iple, $17.50

19, Karastan; a classic? It's timeless styling, 
elegance, ami .sophistication all woven together. 
It's Karastan rugs and carpets.

TA BLETOP

69. BACCARAT CRYSTAL: Baccat 
consummately crafted in France since 
world renowned for its exceptional quality and 
innovative design,

66. Steuben: For nearly a century, the master 
glassmakers and designers of Steuben have Iwen 
crafting the ftncsi crystal imii gifts of rare and 
timeless beauty, (a) Seasonal catalog, $2. (bl Full- 
uilcir annual catalog, $7 Call 800-424-4241),

67. Vietri: Handcrafted Iratian dinnerwarc 
and decurative gifts bring style and mmance 
with one-of-a-kind products for your home. 
Irresistibly Ilalhin! (a) 190-page color catalog, 
$10. (b) Brochure free.
66. Please send me all die free items in thiseat^ory.

It Ctyata
1764, is, please call 562-695-5721.

free broch
ted

16. Megerian Brothers; Touch a luxuri-
Megerian carpet at an authorized Megerian

ection. Call RUO-929-1125 or visidealer. For the dealer nearest you, and a 
brochure, call 877-MEGERIAN.

BO. Hastings: For the Hastings rile showroom or 
call 800-874-4717.

17, Saxony Carpet Company: For the
complete Nina Campbell Cfolleciinn catalog of 
exclusive carpets and. bordeis. send $5 to; Saxor, 
Carpet Company, 979 Third Avenue, New York, 
NY 10022.

bath distributor nearest you,
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MONTBLANC
WHAT'S NEWS 

Pages 62-64
DOMESTIC BLISS 

Pages 31-52De-Accelerate & 
You Could Win THE ROMAN SPRING OF KARL LAGERFELD 

Pages 124-133 Pages 124-125, Christian Liaigre, 
Paris, France. ^3-1-47-53-78-76. Pages 132-133, Bang& 
Oiut'scn. 800-323-0499.

COVER See “Touch of Magic.’

Think back to the last time 
you slowed down from Iffe's 
frenzied pace and took the 
time to really explore and 
enjoy your surroundings. 
MONTBLANC celebrates the 
simple joy of leisurely pursuits 
—from writing a letter 
longhand to experiencing 
the arts in their many forms.

DOMESTIC BLISS Pages 31-S2 Page3i,Iland 
towel. $38, Lace-trim hand towel, S22, and wash
cloth, S8.ABC Carpet & Home. NYC. 212-473-3000. 
G. Gilson camisole and tap panty. Barneys New York, 
NYC. 212-826-8900. Page 32, Edith Mezard eau de 
tinge lavande, Takashimaya. 800-753-2038. Micle. 
800-694-486S. Bosch. 800-866-2022. Tumble Wash, 
Springfield, MA. 877-TUMai.HW, Page 34, Profes
sional Domestic .Services, Qilumhus, OH. 614-885- 
4357, Brunschwig& Fils, NYC. 212-838-7878. 
Available through architects and designers. Page 36, 
Brooks Brothers. 800-274-1816. Tin plates, Wadde- 
son Manor, London. 44-296-651-260. Page 40, ‘W 
Hotel, Starwood Hotels & Resorts, Phoenix, AZ, 
602-852-3900. Target. 800-800-8800. Tlie Country 
Dining Room, Barrington, MA. 413-528-5050.
Page 46, Club Monaco Everyday. 800-383-0096,

HUNTING & GATHERING Pages 55-60 All fabric 
through architects and designers. Page 55, Nier- 
mann Weeks. NYC. 212-319-7979. Page 56, 
Ptanich &A.ssociates, NYC. 212-980-6173. Saba 
white curtain fabric, Rogers & Goffigon, NYC. 
212-980-6173. Table, also in leather, $5,250, Eric 
Brand Furniture. 888-870-3742. Through architects 
and designers. Page 58, Donghia. 8oo-donghia, 
laiejofa. 800-453-3563. Sanderson, Englewood, NJ. 
201-894-8400. Cowtan & Tout, NYC. 212-647- 
6900. Old World Weavers, NYC. 212-355-7186. 
Summer Mill Ltd., CA. 650-363-2600,

A NEW MOOD Pages 144-147 Valentino, NYC. 212- 
772-6969. Christian Liaigre, Paris, France. 33-1-47-53- 
78-76. Maison de [’Orient, Paris. 33-1-53-53-40-80. 
Marianne Robic, Paris. 33-1-44-18-03-47. Galerie de 
[’Europe, Paris. 33-1-55-42-94-23, Galerie Thaddaeus 
Ropac, Paris, France. 33-1-42-72-99-00.

FRENCH DRESSING Pages 148-149 Styled by 
Franceline Pratt. Makeup by Regine Bedot. 
Hair bv Paolo.

TOUCH OF MAGIC Pages 150-155 All through 
architects and designers. Holly Hunr New York, 
NYC. 112-744-6555. ITXVlll-AHoUy Hunt Gallery, 
Chicago, IL. 312-644-1844. Kneedler-Fauchere, Lo-s 
Angeles. CA. 310-855-1313.

MONTBIANC invites you to enter to 
win a special “De-Acederation Weekend 
for TWo” to one of the following 
destinations: New York City, Los Angeles 
or Dallas. One lucky winner and a guest 
will be chosen at random to receive a 
12,500 shopping spree at a MONTBLANC 
boutique while enjoying a 4/day-3Au^t 
trip dm include round-trip business 
or first class airfare, deluxe hotel 
accoDunodadons, tickets to an exciting 
cultural event, and a dei^tfol dinner 
for two at a renowned restaurant.
To enter to wi^ look for MONTBlANC's 
special advertising section, “SdU Ufe," 
in this month’s is^e. Then answer the 
following eptesdon: What’s a five-letter 
word for d^acceleradon? 
deadly print your answer, name, 
address, phone number (opdonal) 
and selected weekend d^dnadon on 
a 4" X 6" pcstcard and send to: 
MONTBLANC De-Acceleradon 
Sweepstakes, c/o Cond6 Nast Pubiicadons, 
Group Sales Department, 350 Madison 
Avenue, 17th Floor, New York, NY 10017 
by November 30, 1998.
OIBcM] '.I’lir.cpwiiteB Ruk* and RegulMiom: No purdiue aeGB» 
nijt %u mun be 1 ITS. laUtem, 21 Teen of age or older ■■
dite of ertirj to enter. All caMes must be recet^ by Notmdxr
30.1996. One etaiy per pemn. Spooaor li not teiponrtile fer 
io^ kte, miadlieaed or illegible enolee. vnimer wUl be cboeen 
rtt nndom dmiog of all ennlee receded on or tboui December
18.1996. Odda of winning deperrd
reeetred. ApprcBdmate reoll aihie of (Bte. 18,300. One graod- 
ptte wtmier and I giMM win reoeiae raund<flp buaUuas or 
first daaa tta&ie (as determined by apoosot) bom tbe m*|or 
tnmmercUl airport In tbe U2S. neareai to the Vlttner’a botne 
mane of tbe foUnwIt^ ditee cltlea: Dallas, Loa Asads or New 
Ihik and qMJoaar da 
4-daywS«4bB. One 
boutique In dteaeiecicdclly destination, one dinner for two « 
a fttat<laai leatauiam and one cubutal aedatty aleo tnduded 
in prae, All other eapenaea are tbe aolereaponaliUity of tbe 
3nttner. Mae aubfect to aatllabfllty; tiiael laukiiuta and hlad 
out daaa m«y ap^. IMp must be nempinwH by one year 6am 
the daa of aocqxance. Incotoe and other taaea, If atti tie the 

ipontMUn of the
togf M fCHUlrtd to lAitfUSvtCUabdity/PubUdty Rdease, athldi muai be returned within 14 dayi 

ofracdpior anabemateaalnnerinaybecboaeti. NoatAatltutioti 
for prize, enraby epooaota InctaeofuiuatlbdilUtylnat'hlcb 
caae aptlRaleqtworgieticraBbiew<llbeaufaaUtiitEd.Siib|ea 
to iD applicable
W>ld 61 Puerto Rico and aafaeie pcohlbUBCL En^loycea of The 
Condd NtK PubUcadocu and MONTBLANC or tfadr aaeodea 
and tfceir tfmrwtiare famllli-a are nOt dlglblc. Ifar tbe Mme Qf 
tbe Vbifier. aend a aelfeddieated, atamp^ envek»e 
MONTBLANC De,Acceietaaan Swcepnikca, Conde Naat 
PubUcadont, Gtoup Saks Oepanacot, 350 Uadlaoo Meoue. 
17ttal9oac,NewB>k,Nyi0017byOeesmber31,1996.

BODY CONSCIOUSNESS Pages 156-163 Alan 
Tanksley Inc., NYC. 212-481-8456. Venetian 
plasterwork, Ricardo Rodriguez Bfizola, NYC. 
212-253-8475, All fabric through architects and 
designers. Pages 156-157, Peter Dayton represented 
by Paul Morns Gallery, NYC. 212-727-2752. 
Jonathan Adler vase.s: Barneys New York, NYC. 
212-826-8900, Filamento, San Francisco, CA. 
415-931-2224, Zipper, Los Angeles, CA. 213-951- 
0620. Amalgamated Home, NYC. 212-355-4160. 
Translations, Dallas, TX. 214-373-8391. Pages 158- 
159, Jay Park, NYC. 212-645-1506. Decorator's 
Walk, NYC, 212-319-7100. Houles, lais Angeles,
CA. 310-652-6171. Ann Sacks Tile & Stone. 800-278- 
TiLE. Bamboo wall mats, Tucker Robbins, NYC. 
212-366-4427. Coffee table, Frank Swim, Hudson, 
NY 518-822-0411. Pages 160-161, Bookshelf by 
Norman Cambell, Callicoon, NY 914-887-6420. 
Rosewood stool. Tucker Robbins. Vases by 
Jonathan Adler. Tracey Moffatt represented by Paul 
Morris Gallery Clarence House, NYC, 212-752- 
2890. Shyain Aliuja, NYC. 212-644-5910, Knoll. 
800-445-5045. Corner banquette, Munrod Interi
ors Llpholstery Inc., NYC. 914-738-7128. Screens, 
Vincent Mulfbrd, Hudson, NY. 518-828-5489.
Pages 162-163, Carpet, Lane’s Floor Coverings 
Inc., NYC. 2[2-532-5200. Lavatory,AF Supply,
NYC. 212-243-5400.

WHAT’S NEWS Pages 62-64 Page 62, W 
Rouleaux, London, England. 44-171-730-3125. 
Page 64, Old World Weavers, NYC. 212-355-7186. 
Througli architects and designers.

OBJECT LESSON Pages 67-80 All fabric througli 
architects and designers. Page 67, Brunschwig & 
Fils, NYC. 212-838-7878. Page 68, Houles, Los 
Angeles, CA. 310-652-6171. Page 72, W Rouleaux, 
London. 44-171-730-3125. Scaiamandre, NYC. 
212-980-3888. Page 72, Classic Revivals, Boston. 
617-574-9030. Page 80, Kravet. 888-4-KRAVBT.

HOME BASE Pages 82-86 PrimaClasse, Blooming- 
dales. 8oO'555-shop. Marcorossi USA Inc,, NYC. 212- 
719-2020.1-amp, Bagheera Antiques, St.Tropez, 
France, 33-494-54-87-67-

COUCH TOMATO Pages 164-165 C.assina, Hunt 
ington Station, NY 516-423-4560. Wolford. 1-877- 

WOl.KORn.

CONNECTIONS Pages 88-92 Page 88,1. Kravet, 
Bethpage, NY 516-293-2000. 2. Beacon Hill. 800- 
954-7776.3. Bexley Fleath Ltd. 800-954-7776. 4. 
Puiforcat, 800-993-2580. 5. Lalique. 800-993-25H0.
7. Chanel. 800-550-0005. 8. Todd Hasc Furniture 
Inc., NYC. m-334-3568.9. Christopher Norman, 
NYC. 212-644-0305. Page 90, to. Anya Larkin Ltd., 
NYC. 212-532-3263, II. Gretchen Bellinger, Cohoes, 
NY. 518-235-2828.12. Calvin Klein. 800-794-7978- 
13. Bexley Hcarh Ltd. 800-954-7776. All except 4,5, 
7, and 10 through architects and designers.

nterl drhnz boat accommodaUont for 
SOD thoppliag apree ti a MONTBLANC

CHANGING THE TUNE Pages 174-179
Pages 174-175, Knoll. 800-445-5045. The Conran 
Shop, London, England. 44-171-589-740!.
Pages 178-179, Bed linens, Ralph Lauren Home 
Collection, NYC, 212-642-8700.

aole R8 Wioacr. Tbe Vtnner and hitfber uivcl

aatt «nd loot liwi legulatioofl.

AIN'T LIFE GRAND Pages 180-181 Tepper Gal
leries, NYC. 212-677-5300, Napkin ring.s, $130, 
and Frame, $600, Plates, $65, and cup & saucer, 
S75, Ice bucket, S215, Tiffany & Co. 800-526- 
0649. Knife, Sioo, fork, S80, and spoon, S80, 
dessert fork, S75, and spoon S75, Hermes. 800- 
441-4488. Ashtray, Si,100, Edith vase, S790, 
Celimene vase, $7,700, Baccarat. 800-777-0100.

to:
SKETCHES Page 94 Totem, 888-519-5587. Nambe, 

Santa Fe, NM. 505-471-2912.

BOOKCASE Pages 112-114 Kinsey Marable, NYC. 
212-717-0342. For book, fbiref, VUlti Kerylos, 
Archivia, NYC. 212-439-9194.Check out Conde Nast 

Currency online at 
www.cncuirency.com.

SIBLING REVELRY Pages 182-189 ETRO bou
tique, NYC. 212-317-9096. ETRO home collection, 
Wackin.'i-Fonchill Ltd., NYC. 212-755-6700. Available 
throtigh architects and designers.

UNCORKED Pages 116-118 Sherry Lehman 
Wines & Spirits, NYC. 212-838-7500. Burgundy 
Wines, NYC. 212-691-9092. Astor Wines, NYC. 
212-674-7500.
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‘mrs OF THE TANG” SALELIGHTNESS AND BEING Pages 190-199 Archi
tect team: Michael Gabcllini, GabelliniAssociates, 
NYC. 212-388-1700. Lighting consultant, 
Johnson/Schwinghammer, NYC. 212-643-1^52. Glass 
walls and mirrors, Glaspro. 800-776-2368. Pages 
192-193, Wave sofa, Campaniello Enterprise.s, Ino., 
NY 2[2-37^-3700. Pages 194-195, Kjaerholm 
bench, ICF Group, NYC. 212-750-0900. Artwork 
hanging System, metalwork byjon Gelman, Jersey 
City, NJ. 201-418-8707. Pages 196-197, Display 
tabic, metalwork by Studio t3, Butler, NJ, 973-492- 
1492. Grass-seated chair, George Nakashima 
Woodworkers, New 1 lope, PA. 215-862-2272. Pages 
198-199, Anegre bed. Zachary/Siff Bench, Staypos 
Neonakhs A,E., Athens, Greece. 67-26-360-6476-211.

A GREAT OFFER 
FROM GAGGENAU 
$300 Cash Back or 
A Free Baking Stone

Now there are two more 
great reasons for choosing 
the Gaggenau EB 388 
built-in oven.

PHOTO CREDI're Page 12, Armoire: Photo by Sully 
):imes, Courtesy of Lcs Editions de I'Amateur.
Page 36, for the Narcisco Rodriquez portrait, the 
stylist is Matteo Donini; Hair and makeup, Pablo 
Iglesia. Page 88,1924 Ruhlraann inrerior irom 
Philippe Garner. 1. Darrvl Patterson. 2. Courtesy of 
John Widdicomb. 3. Courte  ̂of Bcxiey-Hcath Ltd. 
4. & 5. C,ourtesy of Lalique. 6. Chris Moore. 7. Rox
anne Lowitt. 8. Courtesy of Todd Hase Furniture. 
Page 90, left; i927jean Dunand salon photographed 
by Guy Hervais. i. Corina Lecca. 2,4,5, Darryl 
Patterson. 3. Courtesy of Christopher Norman,
6, (fourtesy ofBexley-HeathLtd. Right; Poiret 
interior from Philippe Garner; fur- trimmed coat 
photographed by Gilbert Rene and wallpaper by 
Raoul Dufy, both from the hooV.,PaulPoiret 1879- 
1944, Editions du Regard; Christian Dior's kimono 
opera coat by John Cialliano photograplied by 
Chris Moore. Page 109, left and right; Association 
Willy Maywald-A.D.A.G.R; center: Roger-Viollet. 
Page no: portrait; Eric Morin; plates; Gilbert 
Boisgtjntier. Va.^ez20-. House ifOarden. October 
1950, courtesy of CNP Archives,

CORRECTION On page 88 of the September 1998 
issue the madeleinc trays are from Bridge Kitchen
ware Corp. 800-274-3435,

A Massive Glazed Fereghan Horse
8tb Century, 27.5 in. (70cm.J high
Provenattce: Ex Collection. Countess von Bismarck

A sale devoted entirely to 
objects made over 1,000years 
ago in China during the reign 
of the glorious Tang Dynasty 
(618-907 A.D.) are to be offered 
by the renowned auction house 
Christie’s in Los Angeles.
Examples of art representative 
of the wealth and power of the 
Tang noble elite abound in the 
sale and include seven female 
polo players on horseback, a 
seated Princess, striding camels 
of the famed Silk Route, and 
thoroughbred horses. Also 
available is a rich array of 
Buddhist artifacts from miniature 
gilt-bronzes and silver bowls to 
massive sensuous stone figures.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4TH

Christie’s
360 North Camden Dr.
Beverly Hills, CA 90210
For catalogues; 800.395.6300 (Sale #8970)
For information: 310.385.2645

Just for proving you have 
exquisite taste, Gaggenau 
is giving you a choice between 
$300 cash back or a FREE 
baking stone (over $300 
value) when you purchase 
the extra-large (36' wide)
EB 388 built-in oven.
NOW UNTIL NOVEMBER 30TH 
CaU Gaggenau at (800) 929-1125 for 
the dealer nearest you or for more 
information on this promotion.

AT HOME 
WITH ASIAN ART
House & Garden and 
Inner Asia invite you to 
join us for the premier 
of the largest exhibition 
of antique hand-painted 
Tibetan furniture in 
the United States. Meet 
Elizabeth Rogers, Director 
and Curator of doe Museum 
of Tibetan Art, and explore 
die unique design styles of 
Asian art. Also on hand will 
be antique Tibetan carpets 
and Inner Asia’s trademark 
Gangchen Collection of 
Tibetan carpets.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5TH

InnerAsia Trading Company 
236 Fifth Avenue 
New York City
For more information, please call 
Carolyn Hendei 212.532.2600.

The preceding is a list of some of the products, 
manufacturers, distributors, retailers, and approximate 
list prices in this issue of House & Garden. While extreme 
care is taken to provide correa information, Hoiue & 
Garden cannot guarantee information received from 
sources. All information should be verified before 
ordering any item. Antiques, one-of-a-kind pieces, 
discontinued items, and personal collections may 
not be priced, and some prices have been excluded at 
the request of the homeowners.

— PRODUCED BY LIEZBLML'NBZ

CONDF NAST I lOUSE & GARDEN IS A TRADE
MARK OF ADVANCF. MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS, 
INC.. PUBLISHED THROUGHOUT ITS DIVl- 
SION. THE CONDE NAST PUBLICATIONS INC. 
COPYRIGHT© 1998 BYTHE CONDE NASTPUB- 
LICATIONS INC. ALL RIGHTS R ESERVRD. 
Condc Nasc HOUSE & GARDEN (lSSN-io87-9528) is 
published monthly by The Conde Na.st Publications Inc,, 
35oMadisonAvenue,NewYork,NY tooty.StevenT Florio, 
President & Chief Executive Officer; David B. Chemidlin, 
Treasurer; Jill Henderson, Secretary Periodical postage paid 
at New York, New York loooi and at additional mailing 
offices. Authorized as Second-Class mail by the Post Office 
Department, Ottawa, and for payment of postage in cash. 
Canadian Publication Mail Sales Product Agreement No. 
0978027. Canadian Goods and Services Tax Registration No. 
R123242885. Subscription; In the US. and possessions, Si8 for 
one year, S34 for two years. In Canada, S32 for one year 
including GST and HST where applicable. Elsewhere, $37 

for one year, payalsle in advance. Single copies; U.S. S3.50; 
Canada S4.50. For .subscriptions, address changes, and adjust
ments, write to Conde Nast HOUSE & GARDEN. PO. 
Box 56145, Boulder. CO 80322-W45. Eight weeks arc required 
for change of address. Please give both new and old address, 
as printed on last label. SUBSCRlP'l'tON INQUIRIES; 
Please write to Conde Nast HOUSE & GARDEN, PO. 
80x56145, Boulder, Colorado 80312-6145, or call 1-800-234- 
1520. First copy of new subscription wilt be mailed within 
eight weeks after receipt of order Volume 167 Number 11 

PRINTED IN THE UNITED SlAlliS 
POSTMASTER; SEND ADDRESS CH ANGESTO 
CONDfi NAST HOUSE & GARDEN, P.O. BOX 
56145. BOULDER. COLORADO 80328-6145,

HOLLYHUNTAND 
CHRISTIAN UAIGRE 
First Principle of Design

This October, the Chicago 
Design Center welcomed 
designer Christian Liaigre. 
Speaking on his design 
philosophy, Liaigre showed 
photos of the beautiful, new 
Mercer Hotel, which he 
designed in New York’s SoHo 
district. Liaigre’s latest 
furniture designs were 
introduced in his rue de Bac 
showroom in Paris this spring 
and will he offered in the 
U.S. dirough the Holly Hunt 
Collection*, in showrooms 
by September 1999-
^available to the trade onlyHouse^^GaidenHou.seiS'Garden • November 1998



^^Nother Thing...
clothes hoarse by jean-philippe delhomme
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J-t"s fiery. Feels cool against your finger. 
Captures light ami turns it to brilliance.

sneaking a look at it once in a wliile, 
you vow to keep up the inaiiicurigjp

Your diamond, extraordmaay and rare.

hy wait?

diamond of a <*arat or more. 
For you, for now. forever.

A (piality tiiamomi of a carat or more is that fewer than <»ne percent of women will
F'nr a portfolio of award-w inning dianion<l <i^i^

WWW. a (li a mondisfo re ver. com

ever own one.
IS. cal! I"800-FOR£VER Dejn. 16, or see y<mr loi.-al jeweler.

De Beers
De Beers. The world's diamond experts fflnce 1888. A DIAMOND IS FOREVER
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As I See It, #42 in a series 
John Mattos, Illustrator 
Scott Seifert, Photographer 
"Magic Pouvr"
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THE BOLD LOOK
OF KOHLER

I.

k
>■ No rabbits out of hats. Just brilliant innovation. The KOHLER San Raphael toilet. State- 

of-the-art power. Its one-piece, 1.6 GPP design is environmentally friendly. One dean 
flush. KOHLER magic. See the Yellow Pages for a KOHLER® Registered Showroom, call 
1-800-4-KOHLER, ext. KRY to order product literature, or visit www.kohlerco.com.

<£>1998 by Kohler Co.
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